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Editor's Page

,..

At this time of the year teach is bectime anxious about oaluating
then wink. Many of us look at tie final testing period as a means of
eyaluating w hat students hay c (I() te. The arise% el to the question, "Can
we find out what's in someone's head?" remains, "We can't."

I he /..mpha.st. section this inonth has been assembled by The
Record Assoc late Fah tot , Chai tes Coopei Rid deals w ith the problems
of evaluation and testing. We are pal ticularly !Amid of this section
bet arse it represents d 15 id( range of thought on the mattes and should
help to clarify (or start) thinking on the subject.

I am yet y pleased about the quality and quantity of manuscripts I
rem C. Each goes through social careful readings before being
n u Pied 01 !tit:U(11. ii the jou' nal woca monthly instead of a quarterly,
then we could accept mule of them. Since this is not so, many excellent
manuscupts are sent back to the wi iters. Manuscripts chosen for
publication are not only of high quality but also arc timely. Please do
keep submitting those manuscripts. I am par ticulai ly inteicsted in see-
ing mole mucks from elemental y school teachers. Time, of course, is a
problem. but summer is coining.

Lastly. one i cads a great deal these days about going "back to
basics." What do you dunk? Is dully a mu% ement grow ing in New York
State fit this? I would like to see duce or foul di titles in the fall issue on
this subject. If it intrigues you. then why not write about it?
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INTRODUCTION
High on the ,Igeada of items of actne in Eel est to Engliai teachers is

the matter of standaidized tests, then pi (Alicia( top and then mushwom-
ing tole in English edueation. Many teaches are asking whether the
accelerating use of such tests isaecompanied by a genetal undostanding
of the strengths ,Ind limitations of the tests and by a cleat puccption of
their proper talc in English instruction and miluation.

t to the questions English teachers are raising, the New Yolk
State English Council appointed a Committee on the Use and Misuse of
Standaidized Tests. The «mnnittec's ssork has included sponsoring a
statew ide sun ey to determine w hat English twilit' s know and how they
feel *thou t-standaRlized tests as well as how teachers use them, studying
ways of disseminating test information to membeis of NYSEC, ..nd
coop-elating w ith the National Council of Testche's of English m the
development of policy concerning standardized tests.

In this issue of The Engloh Re-cold, the con in ittee presents a gimp
of .t; tie Its that address the subject front se% um! perspectn es. A nepott of
the sunset' sponse,' eel by the connnnittee Seib time sidle, dunonstrat mg that
English teadiels feel a need fut test information and pointing up the
necessity fun educating the genual public regarding the proper inter-
pretation of test scenes. 'lite ankles that follow define terms used_in
testing and discuss the issues. Questions die raised about some of the
tests in stick use thioughout the state. Seseral an of fresh,
pm% math e altumathes to traditional ways of esaluating reading and
writing. A "recent sources" bibliography closes the series.

The members o[ N )(SEC's staadardized testing committee are;

Charles R. Cooper
State University of New Yolk at Buffalo

Morris Finder
,State University of New York at Albany

La Ruth Gray
Isaac E. Young junk)! High School
New Rochelle. New York

Robert I. In fantino
Comm i t tee Reseal cite'
State University of New York at Buffalo

It has been a ix isonal pleasure to be associated w itIi the committee
in this intim' tart e (fen t. and I se ish to expless apprecia, ion to
its menthe's lot the time. diem t, and sa:,table insights they hal,c con-
tributed so generously to our common task.

Oujda H. Clapp
Buffalo Public Schools
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Results of the NYSEC
Survey on Testing

by Robert Infantino

In NI,* of 1971 a survey was conducted among nearly 1000 ranc:om-
ly :Alec ted English teachers across NeIk Yolk State to ascertain current
placnces uI standanhzed testing,aud how English teaehos felt about
these pia tires. The No% York Stale English Council (NYSEC)-Com-
mince on the t'scs and Abuses of Standardized Testing sponsored the
survey, and lesponsi s en. toilette(' front -509 English teachers. This ar-
ticle will present some of the findings of that-survey.

['sing the compute' resources of the Buieau of Edticational .Data
Systems_( BEDS) of the New York State nucation Department, a an
dome sample of 985 English tcaehers %. as compiled. This sample includ-
ed teaches all !Albin school systems in the State, including the
Nev. l ink City teachers. Of the 509 teachers who iespondcd (51.6%),
aloe were 197 Aid. useable surveys, a ,retinn of 50.5%. These included
132 v. ho id( nulled thousehcs as teachers in city schools, 213 in subur-
ban schools, and 100 in anal schools. The figures do not always equal
497 since some respondents omitted some items.

Thou %%CR 295 seinen high school teachers (grades 9 -I2) -and 174
junior high ue middle school teachers (grades 6-9). Twenty-eight (28)
taught in who situations which included teachers of glades ,7-12 or
M1111( (LORAN III spec ial language atts programs in elemental), schools.
A w id( hinge of teaehing experience w as replesented by di. lespondents,
with 69 bung in then lust ur second year of.se.iebing and %. ith 95 hav ing
mole than fifteen yews as teachers.

The_survey itself asked teachers to respond to 37 items concerned
with then knowledge of union testing practices in their own school
systems and how these piactiees affected then English classrooms.
I esting was defined as either standardized, i.e., scored on the basis of a
set of norms for a large population (like the SAT), or externally
!mewled, i.e. prepared by someone other than the teacherof the course
(like the Regents Comprehensive English Examination).

second part of the survey included 27 attitudinal items on
winch teachers were asked to nictitate their feelings about testing and
some of its ramifications suelLas aecountability, gain in pupil perfor-
mance as a measure of teacher effectiveness, and cultural bias in stan-
dal clued tests. Complete results of this survey cannot be printed here but
.11 bt available through University Mier films and possibly through
NYSEC. What follows is a limited repenting of some of the data
collected. with comments about the significance of some of the
lesponsei.

4
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Time were 127 teachers who said that the scores pupils receive on
standardized tests welt available to the teachers at nem ly any tnne. Only
2 said that scores were not available to teachers at all, while others in-
dicated that an administrator or coiniscloi must give pc'inission to see
the scores. Yet old) 291 of the teachers stated that they feel competent
enough to interpret test stoles theinselv es and only 173 have ev el attend-
`cc! meetings 01 workshops intended to acquaint teachers with the use
and interpretation of standardized tests. These statistics Indicate a need
for some in- service work in school districts to assist then teachers in
more fully understanding and properly using the test results which
appear to be 'caddy available.

Teachers were next asked to check all of the tests which then school
systems administered to pupils in grades 7-12 in foul categories. In-
telligence, Standardized . chiesemcnt, Reading, and Standardized Ap-
titude Tests. The tests cited most frequently in each of the categories
were these:

telligemeS tanford-Binet (116), and tl.e Califot "rest of Men-
tal Maturity (106):

Standard:zed AduezementCollege Board Achievement Tests
(232), Iowa Tests of Education Do clopment (191), Nov York State
Pupil Evaluation PloglamPEP (167), and the Stanford Achievement
Test (153);

ReadwgSRA Achievement Series. Reading (133), .Metropolitan
Achio einem Tests. Reading (132), and Gates Mac Ginnie Reading
Tests (110). (82 respondents ,aid that other reading-tests besides the six
listed in the survey were administered in their school systems);

Standard:zed AptitudeScholastic Aptitude TestsSAT (318),
Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude TestsPSAT (309), Regents
Scholarship Qualify ing Tests (290), and Differential Aptitude ests
DAT (129).

Several inferences can be made from the data above as well as from
some of the other 'espouses in these categories. Tor instance, other than
the SAT and the PSAT, no test was cited _by more than 50% of the
teachers. This indicates the great multiplicity of testing programs
throughout the state and further points out the need for explanatory
sessions particularly for new !cache'sor for experienced personnel
when new testing programs are introduced.

The New Yolk State Pupil Evaluation Program (PEP) has been in
existence for the past four years in all school systems in the State. Even
though it is mandato') at the nie.th grade level, only 167 tespondents
recognized it as being administered in their school s } stuns in grades 7-
12. While new simpers, pat dcularly iu large cities, frequently cite the
results of this test as an indicator of the sue( e.,s or failure of the schools,
only one-third of the teachers listed this test on the survey.

SPRING, 1975 5



In addition to the above results, time w ete many teachos in each
catcgoi w110 indicated that they did not know whether then school
system administo of tests in grades 7-12. 76 did not know about in-
telligence testing, 19 about achievement testing, 17 about tests in
reading, and 58 about tests of aptitude. Some kind of information
program about school testing programs is steely indicated.

, I !nee items On the stmt} pertained to helping pupils prepare for
sue h standal dried tests as the SA 1 or the PEP. 89 respondents stated
that thc n schoolsy stuns minim! English teachers to spend class time in
special preparation for sue h tests. In a later item, 183 teachers agreed that
it is a Icgi tuna tc ust of insti uctional time in English class to help pupils
prepare fur these tests, while 220 teacher s disagreed v. ith that practice.
I Ioc% o el, -there w etc 281 w ho indicated that they felt coaching pupils
could significantly raise the pupils' scores on the SAT. Only 82 dis-
agiod w nth this non y% hilt' 127 w en undecided, cc en though test makers
and educational itscalchrrs and writers note that, 0%i:tall, coaching will
not alto pupils' SC 01 es el } IMO] except to make them more "test-r% ise,"
i.e. ready for the mechanics of the particular test.

I lw practice of tracking or grouping pupils in English on some
Inc-determined basis was sin% eyed. The question was, "I low many
tracks ar t thin u m y ow school's I.:lig-fish program?" Three tracks was the
response of 171 people, foul tracks had 96 responses, two tracks w ere in-
dicated. by 92 tcachos, Inc' or more tracks wcrc listed by 11 respondents,
onc dad, was cited by 8 people. There %%ere 75 teachers who stated that
the, r school's English program had no separate (lacking system.

A total of 38b Radios indicated that pupils c% ere grouped or ti acked
on OR basis of both standai clued tests and other factor s such as glades or
Radio loonmundations. 12 others stated that pupils were grouped
soh I) on the basis of standai dized tests of IQand or reading. Once again
the ptulI1cmatrun of practices shows a leal need to study the situation to
be suit that w hatcvcr is being done in the school system has a purpose,
and that tlic plui,osc fur grouping pupils is rational and educationally
sound, and is don( y% ithutrt prejudice toward any group or indi% iduaL

I hoe y% ire several items pertaining to the New York State Regents
(.omplehoisnc English Examination. Nearly 60% of the respondents
t296) indicated that then school system has a separate cull iculum or
tiack (cm tiros( pupils preparing to take the Regents. In addition, 95
teachers cited the existence of a separate elective course which pupils
takc to prepare tin in fur the Regents. When asked about the proportion
of pupils In the ii school system who take the Regents exam, 95 teachers
said that less than 50% of the pupils take the exam, while 281 teachers
said that more than 11,1If the pupils do take the exam at some point in
their high school }reams. Moe were 153 teachers w ho did not know the
plopoi trop of pupils taking the exam in their school system.

hr spoils( to al, attitude question about the Regents examination,
257 teachers r53%) indicated that they felt that the Regents exam has a

6 THE ENGLISH RECORD
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restrictive influence on the curl ieulum for the students who will even-
tually take the exam. Only 175 (35%) did not feel this restrictive influence
while 53 (11%) were undecided. In the continuing controversy (Au the
value of administei ing the Regents exams in New York State, these
figures seem to show that English teachers would lathe' not have the ex-
ams since they tend to restrict the school's curriculum. More is written
about the Regents and the curriculum later in this ai tick and elsew here
in this issue.

Regents examination scores are used in a variety of- ways in the
various school systems. 286 teachers mention that Regents scores are in-
cluded in the pupil's end-of-the-year final average in English. Another
131 teachers indicate that Regents scores are used solely for the put pose
of-the pupil's obtaining a Regents diploma and arc not counted toward
any average or end of course evaluation. The Bureau of English Educa-
tion of the New York State Education Department indicates that the
choice of how to make use of the scores is left to the school system,
although any pupil may attempt the examination even though not
specially prepared or grouped in a Regents wick.

The most common examination practice in English classrooms in
New York -is the practice of the classroom teacher(s) of that course or
grade les el preparing the exam for the pupils in the school. There were
299 teachers (61%) who indicated this on the survey. Other responses on
endlolcourse exams included 72 which were prepared by a school c,orn-
mince, 8 by &pal unent chairmen, 15 by a district committee, and3
the central off is e staff. There w were 83 teachers who felt that the question
was not applicable to their school systems, probably because they
prepared their own exams of because no final exams w ere gis Cll. Later in
the stirs ey, teachers expressed an overwhelming preference for two
types of end of worse examsself prepared (57%) or cooperaus el} con-
su ucted w ithin one school (27°O. Only 35 teachers (7%) indicated a
preference for the Regents or some other state-wide exam. _

When asked about the quality of end of course exams not solely
prepared by the teacher of the course, 80 teachers indicated satisfaction,
133 cited the need for improvement, and 51 indicated that the quality
was unsatisfactory. This item was followed by one which asked if
teachers felt that the content of their English course was testi icted by-ex-
ternally prepared exams like the Regents of a district -wide exam. The
teachers were nearly evenly split on this item, 215 saying yes they felt
restricted in content, with 239 say ing they did not feel restricted. The
split was a little different when the teachers were asked if they felt that ex-
ternally prepared exams restrict the way they conduct instruction rn
English class-206 said that they felt a restriction in methodology while
270 said that they felt no such restriction.

To find out what teachers might add to their English courses if they
felt no restrictions because of standardized tests 01 externally prepared
exams, two questions were included in the survey. One dealt w ith the
content of-the courses,w i th 161 teachers citing s aisles clar ification as the

SPRING, 1975
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content they et ould add. I lus tt as follow ed closely by modem fiction
(158). film study ( 156 ). and reading insti (tenon (152). Feminist litelatm
(57) and fonnal glanunal instnietion (71) %%cm the content additions
least fat med. 1 hoe et vie I II teachers et ho et oulcl make no changes in
the content of their coses.

I he set ind question dealt et nth the activities et hich teachers would
emphasize mute suongly in then English Lotuses if there et ere no man-
dated tests. (death e pet sonal %%, I lung eras the aetn ity cited by the most
tt acheiN (222). Other at tit i ties et hich leeemed emphasis et ere indit idual
student projects (201). diamatie actit ities (182), and small group dis-
cussions k 181). I he' e et ei e 131 te.R. he' s et ho said they '.t ott Id not change
the-emphasis of the activities in their English courses.

-Fhe_cinetion of teaehel accountability for pupil learning is one
et Inch has been raised in recent yea's:nue has been much writing both
Ica and against die accountability mot ement in education, some saying
that aeeountalnlity et ill pioduce nothing but test taking pupillobots,
et Ink ()thus digit( that accountability is e ital if public education et ants
to eontnuie to tctet%1. of to Mei ease its share of the public tax dollars.

I he sent ey asked the question, "Fen es hich of the follow ing should
te.hels be held accountable?" k all you feel applicable). The 497
iespondees answel al_ as follows:

-167, their subject matter knowledge (94%)
126 knowledge of the factors that influence learning (86%)
398 the use of professionally sound instmetional procedures (80%)
79 meastu able glow th in pupil !wining based on standardized

test scores (16%)
280 measurable gum th in pupil learning based on accomplish-

ment of the teacher's instructional objectives (56%)
306 specification of desn ed instructional objectives for their classes

(62%) -

499 satisfactoly demonstration of classroom teaching skill (86%).

It might be said on the basis of the Acne figures that New York
State's English teachus are ev filling to be held accountable for those fac-
tots mei es Inch_they hate some control knots ing their subject matte',
demonsuating their teaching skill, specify ing objectives for their
classes. I hey ale also w tiling to be accountable for using sound instruc-
tional puce:dui( s and know mg (and apply ing) the factors that influence
learning III their classrooms. On the other hand, teachers reject being
held accountable fen pupil !Laming based on standardized test scores,
pobably because they know 01 intuitiscly feel that these test scores are
based on mine factors than just the teacher's own classroom abilities on
(Am on the pupils' know ledge of facts presented in English classrooms.

I het t is some undo taint), 4110%k n in the responses to the item asking
es hether the teaeliels would be accountable for grow th in pupils based
on the teacher's insult( tonal objectives. Later in the surrey the teachers

8
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were asked if they felt it was possible to sin ify instructional objectives
in Measurable terms for all areas of Eng 11,11 instruction. Only 102
teachers (21%) agreed that it was possible, while 336 teachers (68%) dis-
agreed w ith the possibility It appears that the w illingness to writeobjec-
tiv es is somewhat tempered by the belief that some of English classroom
instruction cannot be stated in objective. measurable tel This is a
dilemma which merits mole imestigauon and discussion as the
accountability objectives questions become issues in more and more
school systems.

Several more items on the survey dealt w id', teacher attitudes toward
accountability in the profession. There were 331 teachers (67%) who felt
that they could suppoi t an accountability program if its goal was to im-
prove instruction in English. They also felt (398-80%) that success in
schoolachiev ement should be measured by results achievedin the actual
situation of the particulitr school and the particular set of pupils rather
than by a standardized test.

52% of the teachers (261) stated that they would continue in the
school system if their local teacher association agreed to an accoun tabi 1 1-
t) program, even if the teacher himself did not _like The program.
Significantly, there were 169 respondees (31%) who were undecided
about this item. When asked if they would attempt to find a position in
another school system if their system imposed an accountability
progi am on its teachers, only 51 (12%) said that they would. 227 teachers
(16%) said they w ould not try to find another position, while 194 (39%)
were undecided. The small number who said that they would try to move
should encourage school systems on the issue of accountability, par-
ticularly in view of the shortage of teaching positions in English. There
would undoubtedly be many other factors and pressures brought to bear
on a sy stem which imposed an ccountability program on its staff. Yet if
these figures reflect the feelin, s of a broader range of teachers, who
knows what is possible?

Those w who responded to tt e survey were consistent in their feelings
against using standardized inS`truments to measure pupil achievement
in English. A total of 399 teachers (80%) stated that they felt standardized
achievement tests are not adequate measures of pupil growth in an ac-
countability program. Another 288 (57%) disagreed with thestatem,ent
that gain in pupil achiev einem based on a pre-test,, instructionuid a
post-test is a satisfactory method of evaluating a teacher in an
accountability plogram. In fact, 210 teachers (18%) felt that there is no
satisfactoly method for evaluating a teacher on the basis of how well or
poorly his pupils perform. Only 139 (28%) felt there was a way of ac-
complishing this evaluation, and 109 (22%) were uncertain.

There were a few other issues and attitudes covered in the survey,
but those reported here seemed to be central to the interests of the profes-
sion. Standardized testing has grown into a multi-million dollar
business in this country English teachers and all other educators, school
board-members, and parents need to pay cloSe attention to the uses of
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tests in then sellouts. -I- callus need to be better informed about the
testing progiams dmi particular system administers, and they need to
speak out when they feel that the pupils or the teachers are being
somehow ahused by the giv crs or interpreters of any test or series of tests.

This survey reflects some strung, negative attitudes in the English
teachers of New York State, particularly toward the Regents Com-
prehensive English Examination and toward the use of standardized
testing to measure, teacher effectiveness with pupils. It reflects a great
lack of information on the uses of tests in many school systems.There is
abo_ an_ indication of the great variety of testing programs and
organizational patterns in English classes as a result of the testing
programs.

In spite of all of the confusion and misapprehension, however, 401
of the respondents. a huge 80%, agreed with the statement, "Teaching
English in public schools is a good career choice for me." Only 18 (4%)
said that It was not, IA hilt: 66 (13%) remained undecided. This speaks very
highly of the state of the secondary school English teachers of New York
who apparently enjoy then teaching careers even while wrestling with
all of the complex problems and issues discussed in this survey.

SUNY, Buffalo

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY/SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

GRADUATE SUMMER
STUDY SESSION

Al3ROAD -975
Earn 12 graduate credit;'m England/
Dates: June 30.August 22;s3p5 /Tuition: $720

For Teachers of English: at tht,-Univeiiity of York,
England. For the initial summer, we are seeking
English and language arts teachers interested in
learning new approaches and in developing
new curricula for their classrooms. Stressing the
personal growth model of English, our staff will be
led by Geoffrey Summerfield, and the program
will include observation and participation in
British schools.

For applications Office of OffCampus Programs INCH)
and further School of Education

information, write New York Universityr 23 Press Annex, Washmgron Square
New York, N Y. 10003

Please include NOTE n reply
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Evaluating and Liberating
Teaching and Teachers

by Morris, Finder

This issue of The Eng ksh Record is devoted to testing, which is an
aspect of evaluation. An understanding of evaluation is theiefore
prerequisite to an understanding of testing. Boduesting and ev al elation
are means to the improvement of teaching and to the intellectual -and
personal freedom of teachers. To justify these assertions, this article
describes evaluation and its procedures and uses, it explains also why
and how it offers teachers Hcreased freedom.

Evaluation of teaching or of anything else is a process of deter-
mining the extent tow hieh the purpose has been or is being achieved. If,
for example, the purpose of a hardware stem, is profit, then we evaluate
by assessing its profit 01 loss. Similarly ., the purpose of teaching is the
learning of students, Vse c evaluate by finding out the extent to w Inch the
teaching has achieved the desired learning. From this purpose, the

,procedures of evaluation may be inferred. The following list, then,
specifies the procedures.

I. Obtain a statement of the program's instructional objectives. If
one is not available, formulate it.

9 Select or devise exercises, problems, or other tasks that give the
student the opportunity to exhibit the ach iev el nen ts specified by
the objectives.

3. Administer the set of .evaluative tasks.
4. Obtain a record of the student's performance,
3. Determine from the record the extent to which the performance

exhibited conforms to the performance desired.

To illustrate the uses of these procedures, we take as an example the
objective:, "Identify de% ices of persuasion in advertisements." With the
objective stated, v. e then go on to select situations or problems that give
the student the opportunity to exhibit the extent to which he has ac-
quired that achievement. It is easy to infer that the evaluative problems
would be a set of advei tisements Vs ith some such instruction as this. "For
each of these ads, identify the dev ices of persuasion incorporated into it."
1,Ve next administer this set of problems. The students record their own
perfoimances as a consequence of taking the written test implied. The
teacher analy Lts the results to &minim strengths and weaknesses of the
performances and, thereby, of the teaching. For example, the results may
shOw w eaknesses in ability to perceiv c this or that des, ice of persuasion or
weaknesses in these 'elated skills, and soon. From such informationthe
teacher makes changes in the program, teaches it again, evaluatek,
rev iscs, and so on w idiom end. Planning and teaching then, is a con-
tinuous, cyclical process.
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Mastery leal ning t.xcurpinces evaluation used to improve
lion. Tests that are %%linen hour explicit instructional objectives are
sometimes called 'Haslet} tests and sometimes u itenon tests. Anodic' al
tick in this issue describes uitcnon tests and compares them with tests
called standardized or norm-related.

Benjamin S. Bloom and his associates at the University of Chicago
bate been investigating the possibilities and pi obluns of mastery Ica' n-
Mg. The assumption behind it is that some 90% of students can learn
w hat is taught pros ided the teacher identifies explicit instra ,ional ob-
jectives, uses appropriate means to obtain the learn" objec-
tives specify, evaluates often, and adjusts the instrui . infor-
mation yielded by the procedures of evaluation.

Bloom gives good reasons for rejecting the familiar practice of
grading on a curve. The bell-shaped curve, he reminds us, is the model
for randoimact iv it and chance. Because teaching is-a purposeful achy i-
t}, there is reason to suppose that teaching is unsuccessful if achieve-
ment corresponds to the model of random activity)

There can be no more impoi cant use of evaluation than the im-
pros enleiu of instruction. A unit of instruction is likely to ben-nproved if
evaluation occuis at least three times. at the beginning to assess the
leathers' strengths and weaknesses, toward -the middle to measure
progress, and at the end to determine the success of theentire program.

Although we have used a pap and pencil test to exemplify an
evaluative instrument, evaluation cannot be limited to such means. If,
for example, an objective concerns public address, then a vaiid evalua-
-lion must put the student to w ork addressing an audience. The record of
evaluation, then, would be provided by those evaluat;hg, probably
assisted by criteria that define satisfactory perfgrmance.

For another example, if the objective concerns effective group dis-
cussion, tl,e corresponding evaluation implies a group situation w ith a
record to be made by those obsery ing the situation. Only in paper and
pencil tests do students record their own performanceS.

Not only is evaluation grounds for improved teaching, but its
results are informative to the administration, the community, and,
sometimes, to the profession.

Because a proper evaluation is tie means for determining the
success of a program, it follow s that th success is in principle indepen-
dent of-opinions about it. If, then, a teacher has planned and executed a
program -that sound evaluation shows to be successful, that teacher is
thereby successful, regardless of positrsc or negative opinion. From this
we infer the ultimate principle by which to establish both the freedom
and responsibility of the teacher. Ile is successful to the extent that he
achieves the ends to which his teaching is a means.

This article, then, has explained the evaluation of teaching ani has
suggested its uses in improving instruction, in informing the ad-
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minisation, till. konnumt}, tilt ptuftssionmd III ooting the
freedom of the teacher.
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Criterion Tests and
Standardized Tests'

by
Morris Finder

-to un'del stand (An ent .Lonn o% (Asks about testing, one must know

1. what normed or standardized tests are,
2. what criterion tests are, and
3. what the differences between these are.

One's know ledge-of these distinctions is pro equisite to the intelligent
conduct and judgment- of schools and teaching.

Let us consider first the normed or standardized test. A brief
historical note can help. In 1911 there were about 139,000 soldiers in the
United States Army. With the onsca of World Wm I, the dully grew
rapidly-to about tw o million. Therefore the army w as faced 3A, ith an im-
mense task of sot tong. Who should go to office' candidate school? Who
should go to cooks' and bakers' school? Who should be selected [cm this
kind of job? .1nd w ho ful that? These decisions had to be made promptly
and so pyschologists were: put to work on the problem. One result was
the ,Irno, Alpha Test.IVIlen this test was administered to an unselected
won!), the aimy was told who w as high, middling, and low on this pal
tic Lila' instrument that measures some notion of mental alertness.

IVIien the um had ended, some of the psychologists w ho do eloped
-these tests took jobs in colleges and universities. They taught the tech-
niques Jf test construction they had developed in the army and adapted
these to civilian educational uses. A result is that today such_normed or
standardized tests are widely believed to define educational testing and
are often called, and believed to be, achievement tests. The following dis-
cussion shows, howev er,-th-arboth of these popular notions are dubious
and a cause of some serious misunderstandings.

Wt begin by explaining wiry standal dia.(' testing cannot be equated
t. ith educational testing generally. If you had to write a standardized
test, you'd liac to dense items that half the typical takers of the test
could not do. If the typical student doesn't fail half the items, then the
test isn't functioning as a standardized test must.

It Is LAS) to sec. then, tha t the basis for w riting a standardized test is
nut w hat students know cm can du, Rather the purpose is to determine
how one student compares w ith anothei on a scale from high to low.

But schools and tt aching arc intended to hat e students know things
and be able to do things. It would follow that ful plactical teaching, the
ight kind of test is one that gilts the student the opportunity to display

the extent to w [itch lit can du the things he has been taught to do, Linde,
stand, appreciate, and so on. Such insu uments ofict al tuition get at
demi ed aulliec mint. Despite this, we find that school systems typically
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inuastm ind ic put t ( dot amnia! glow tit ttA t% ith tests designed to idle( t
spot ifi(ally t% hat students lia%c lieu taught but 'mite' t% ith tests iincini-
ed to discriminate among students.

We use the nun ion test- of itei ion-whited- 01 -cliterion-
idenined" to name nsts that 'mas(n' (Inuit!) and specifi(.111) the in-
tuitions of teadiing. In shill tests, not ming 0' standaidizing is not in-
% oh ed. .11id the test disei iminatcs only on such matte's as %%hethei the
student possesses the aclue%cifients desited. To elite the test is to elicit
the skills taught. 1. (A a (Inc' ion test, such skills and °the' iois ate
the (1 itel ia 'of test Lutist' ninon. That explains such turns as "ci itei 'ou-
tdated" and "ci itct ion-i (rced," and %%It) it is reasonable to call such
instnnnents achievenwnt tests.

I t is easy to sax;, then, tin dubiety of typical repot is of school systems.
A sdiool system may lepolt, for exaniple, that the deltic% einem in
eading of its students is good,'had, ul indiffeient. Ty pieally the data are

based on results of this 0' that standardized test. I'm reasons gi% eu,'the
% andi ty of these lepoits, includin5 ideiences to grade:-le% el equi% a len ts,
air Itibious and misicading, It is fait to conclude that such misleading
reports exemplify a misuse of standardized tests.

The "Coleman iepoi t,'' and the "Jencks repent" exemplify a second
and elated misuse. 'hi the w into, 1971 issue of The Public Interest,
Ralph W. Ty ler notes dim the Coleman iepoi t on Equality of
Educational Opportunity and Chi istophei Jencks' book, Inequality,
claim that schools are relati% ely ineffecti% e in teaching the disad%an-
taged. Tyler points out, however, that

B(411111( Cut( nun .111(1 di( it tx. uuuuddhfftluutsmlMUn50usl arid.ud
It..11 ,1111011g &Milli ni gimp, ul cluldnot. I by did 1101 .151. 0. ham gituips of
1111t111.11)1.1l1 it,uutd 611 Wait I 1% hat Int.41110t^1.1 ,11-1111AS 10-t It/11011111 11.110.1/

t It It lath! 10 dtll 1(111 t..1 III .44 Oil:, I lit standold trait thud out nornioeft run. efl
u515. budding dust lists. quostions that most thddn n tuuld,11iswct 101 ItC11). %%tit
C11111111all'll. but litIl.111011) 0114 about half du t 1111tIll11 10111ti .111SU (1 l01 IC111)
%%CIL rt taunt!. I his Utl1t1011C 111 0ItIl I 10 SI/flat! (Ill St OIL'S aIS w ldtly .111)()SSibk SO that
t hilliren tuuld 1.t at mogul 011 .1 Mall 111,111 inglicst to lomst. 1 hi 'impost: of mum
it ft it main is to soil stud& lit,. not toasstss f hat thf liat Itai intl. It !hippo's that
mom of tin mulls that Lino tuft In .shatikj mating sluduus au. (host that or( not
eniphasiml in a majority of Nf hook=

Tylei goes on to note diat by age 13. 80 pet cent of American
_Children can real' and compi chew! a typical newspaper paiaglaph. All
exeicise such as this is included in the National Assessment of
Educational Piogiess. 'Flit purpose of this National Assessment is to
report %. hat pi opoi non of child' en has acquit cd this and othei useful
skills that schools do teach. Such an exercise is not included in standard-
ized tests for 13 -yeas old children "because it does not sharply separate
the et) skillful teado from mhos."' Coleman .111(1 Jencks %%etc using
these standardized nsts because they show the largest diffelences among
groups. They found that family background was mon elated to these.,
difference's than the (Reds of the school %%tn. But neithei the test data
nor the method of afialhsis of %ai lance that they used could answci the
'question of what most childien had learned in school.
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It follows that if want to know how good schools and teaching
al( we must' use. tests that mcasine w hat schools and twilit's teach.
ksts must be w w t ittin that if the student has !Lamed. the test w show
it. Feat het s l.un w i in sun h tests and put them to mist' utile c uses. The
print iple I'm es 'ging the test is simple and ohs ious. Begin h III1
statements of ss hat (he student is expected w know of do. f hen %%lite
items that gis c him the oppol (uint) to exhibit these desned
atilt:vont...tits. If, fol example he is to be able to state the !goal sense of
ss hat is going on in a l) n it poem, thin pt esent him ss ith a 1)1 ic poem that
pi esul.tabl) he hasn't seen before but is within the ',Inge of his ex-
penence and ask !gin to explain el, hat, literal!). is going on in it.

Standaiductl tests, how cell, do ha% c their uses. If Blue is a need fin
dui ting students on a langt (tom low to high, then a suiting kind of test
Is appl opria College admissions tests exempla) one of these uses and
the Gladuate Records Examination exemplifies anodic'.

Tht pug post of ttaching, hoeseer, is not to sort students but lathe'
to he 1p the m achit ye. Because desired hive ements are the el i ten is fun
w !ging ci gel ion tests, these are propel for t) pica! classroom uses_

To sunun.ulit. Standal dwell tests are intended to suit people out,
not to t h Aight b) particular teaclici s and schools. I t is mis-
It ading,,,t1 foie, to use the icsults of standaidiced testing alone to
ilpit stilt tht at z glints of educational progiams. It is also mis-
leading to use standaidiccel tests to compalc one school or school s)stein
sl ith anodic I. such comi),ii 'sons al I got net cssarily based (milk skills of
whet kinds of beim% ior that an) or 4i 1 I of the schools ins oI ed has e
taught. .1 plogi,1111 of nistiuction is pi °pet ty assessed b} iterion tests
because these art based on the skills taught alid so written that the
stud( 'its to he test( d al( gie in an °ppm (unit) to dononstiatc the extent
to h 11 [al tho kg( at gulled th«lesired learning. nic results of such
tests providt tht imal } at ',table basis for improe ing out sellouts and
our teaching.

NOTES

R...4 14 1se.11,01 pl. M1114 416/ A SS1,011..1111, I Is. sit.4 'moth 1mito ill Add. II CH I ihi \... t oil. Sim; 1 agh,11
not0,11111011 1.1. NI 1. I 1'6I

RAO, 15 I it I Ili 1,1114 if 11111,11101$ The Pubht Interest, sso II 51111111 Pri I

MO Go ;I
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Limitations of Standardized
Tests As They Apply to
Measuring Growth in
English Curriculum
Areas

La Ruth Hackney Gury

Prior to ESEA funding in thejjate fifties and early sixties, standard-
ized testing had basically served-lbe interest of the practitioners in the
se 11001 se (ling t(ach(Ls. administiatens, college admissions office's,
and lesealch anchlevelopment staff.

Hie Ian fat it s and cal ly sixt ies In ought to the att( n t ion of national
leadeis dui lug Congu ssional debate on seyeral massive aid-to-
«lucation bills, the in «I fen dependable information in t Yaluating cost
benefits of (ognitlyt glow, th and (Ale' it fated farms. The mute iliac
most it staieli and eleYe lopment enganizations, hired I)) ',Iowan's for
evaluation, took v,as monitoi Mg through pit and post-standardized
achievement tests.

()nee legislative (It bates in state, and national capitols began, public
attention. laig( IS thiough the hilt lest of the media, began to focus on
"tliose tests."

"Those tests," standaidized tests, ell C (CMS C01111)..sed of empirically
selected matt I ials. y have definite tineetions fen use, adequately
determined inn ins, and data On reliability and validity .1

The mauling of all standaidized tests (achit vement and aptitude)
yields the as t pt ((Amain t in a st of (1111(11cl' of a certain agt or in a
te'tain wade. Noun 1( fen need tests ale «nistructed specifically to
facilitate. making «naparisons among students.

CONTROVERSY OVER STANDARDIZED TESTING

As Leona fylei points out, In 1970 public attitude had strongly
de St loped iv ith doubts about the "so( ial utility of the %%bole testing
enterprise." The testing industry has been subjected let end} to a
national tyat «,f ells( nchannin lit, skepticism, and hostil I t) ,as t
in 1111111110LIS LIU Mills, t itilings, and in the position taken by the
Asso( Litton of Bide k Psy( hologists and the American Pt isonncl and
Guidance Association.

The hum stems basically from tlyo major nrit.ants. l'he fist. Stan-
dardized tt sting has been utilized pi 'manly by our institutions to "yvall"
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some students in and to wall- some out, to pros isle schooling only for
some diddle:1r and education fen °thus, to pi edetermine life styles and
careers fen select wool), of the population, to wrongfully classify and
Zabel segments of out school populations, and finally to present
algtiments (at. highly placed souices) tot heredity and genetic endow-
ment as the predominant determinant in explaining the consistent
diffelenets in obtained means between test lesults of majority and
minority populations.

Ey 'deuce die:led, by Bloom et al. (1971), Goldberg, Passow and J ust-
man (1966), Goodlad, (1966), Eash, 1961, Borg, 1964, Schwebel, 1968
negates the use of standardized tests to predict and select talent.

I lit second irritant is inhelent in the design of standardized tests.
ObY 'oust) ,, the scores do nut represent what a student has learned but
whet he stands in relation to other students. Traditionally among test
makers, the veins selected ale those found in the tryouts to differentiate
most slim ply among students, items that approximately half the
students answer correctly.

In the _Ialiguage of reporting, grade equiyalent misinterpretations
ale ploblematic and misused. Grade equiyalent means that on the
specific test the immix.' of items, that the student answered correctly is
equal to the ituchati of the number of items answered correctly by all
students ill the ramming wool). E.g. It is possible for a student in the 8th
glade to gam 8.5 in comprehension on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills and
not has t mask' ed the info emu' skills. l)epending on the spread in raw
scent points, [dirges can amount to three months growth on one part of
the Jtalt and flute years (ni anodic!' part. Units are nut equal throughout
the scale.

Hu design of standardized tests by their %cry nature must penalize
to some extent Inngunstn, experiential and cultural differences. The

Aru rssuoug that all tests, published and unpublished, arc biased to
some degree.

Pantos. CongruenceTim response must match the preconcep-
tions of the test maker. There is no allowance for divelgent thinking.
Pro( edtit es used in item troutsThese procedures create further
problems, as explained by Green (1971):

I lit it .1 hia.act t Iht 1 %%fn. II data hum du population, ca asampIe of IcarellSell
lu nilintnt Ill( t flit s t Ill lN1ii ilit ItS1 1/S whet attatignig, and less! iting items.
I lit, mot ttitat t, t,stintal Itt loodut nig an Met tut actin:sum lit test, but the int-
pttnt int tit titimti 11t/111 a IS inn tutifounly lo lit (um' to all stoups. Kclawse the
t halm it tistit s of du lot dominant gum!) fit tin saint& tktet111111C the tesuhs of this
step (nit1111,1111) t Alta nil lit in the tot t, usually sharply unloosed for that

,1 tit it N1II1) huh rt Lout ly less unloosed for minority groups. hit.
iiiii API II) It lilt 1111 ill tilt salliplt group do t ICA( 110ISL tit tlu (Uhl a they react to the
matt t tais lit aut is s uttlIkt the majority but this dots not subSidlitiall) tiffeu the out
some. the thataettetsnes of the utajoruy group remain the determining fauor in the
poet Ihettsu11i >aInlitt it Si lin 111/114 (1111(119 but d relatively more biased test rot
Must motto tot s tt host styli s tits erg( from the inajority of the tt y out group. If the
11 )0111 gout', is t it pit dominantly bleu k, blat Ls be the maim-It) wool) and till
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would improve the tests more ha them than others,i.e., it would tend to make the test
biased against whites and other non -black groups.

WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT

A member of the testing indusi D.R. (1972) suggests that
facial. cultural, and ethnic bias in tests can be alley hued in tests by ad-
ding steps to the construction multi' es used in building the nom-
achievement tests and by using u at:lion-referred achievement tests lot
certain purposes.

Specifically, Green purports that "determination of bias must be an
empirical plocedure that includes din:et examination of situation and
data after materials have been prepared. The most promising solu non to
these dilemmas is to use item 1% riler and editors that represent all major
ethnic and cul ttu al groups in the population, with each gm oup produc-
ing a separate trial vosion of the test. The second step is ou Id be to tt y outall the mate' ials on each stiffly.oup se parately. The thud step would be to
select items horn all vcrsfons 4nd edit than to best seise the in tel ests of
all groups.

Curl entaehiev cment tests are focused on average perfoi manic, and
their exeicises ale concentrated in a middle band of chili( tilt} . ALLA,' dung
to Ralph W. Ty ler (1970), "only about 5 percent of the exercise in com-
monly used tests are relevant to what is learned by students who are in
the lowest third of their group. As a result we have not had means of
evaluating the progress being made by the lowest third."

Tyler, as does Green, indicates that it is not impossible to construct
valid exercises from .1)0(11 tails of the distribution, by obtaining the
assistance of teachers and supu s ision and by careful rev 'skin in the light
of tryout results.

A LOOK AT THREE SPECIFIC TESTS

As the raging debate continues over the "use" "abuse" "misuse"
and "nonuse" of standardized tests it becomes inu easing') necessal y for
secondary school English staff nimbus to examine as carefully as possi-
ble the limitation of any standardized test that a 'dist' ict has chosen.2

A close look at the Iowa Tests of Bask Skills (Houghton Mifflin),
Metropolitan Achievement Tests (I loacourt Bract Jos alloy ich) and the
New York State Test in Reading-Beginning Glade 9 (New Yolk State
Education Depal tment) indicates that the principal- uses of these
achievement tests are to (I) evaluate the status of a set of students in a
class, in a school, or in a school system, (2) evaluate programs or pro-
jects, curricula, and insti uctional mate! ials, (3) diagnose pupil, class,
programs, or system problems, ind (I) plus ide a basis for planning in-
dividual, class, or system programs.
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Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS)
Level 12. 13. 11, Secondary (1972 Edition)

I his ttst is dt signed to test at hievenn nt ut tht languagt ,its basit
skills areas of socbulaly. timpielicnsion and the languagt
skills of spelling, c.apualiration, punctuation, and usage.

I lit min spiral to Mt it ailing i omint hension sub-Its-is Alms fit
note it liability of stoics than the mini sub-tests. In eat It of the sob-
skills (islet! (unlit ogni.:,m,g and Undetstanding Jut plied Facts and
Details, Disio,Tting the Purpose of Maui Ideas of the Paulguiph of
Selection time ale 16. IS. and IS items respectively.

I lit ()Nam/anon and evaluation item gases the use' less leliability,
lot tht-St t too ft et. Flit mote "alike" the scot( lot the subgroup in du.
NAL sub -ttst, the mole consistently of accinately tht test mesinesr:
the Inuit test therc,te in a suligioupof idtials is 110111,14 difft tent
st of es, tht mon suspect Ise should be that dim ale "chance'. fa( tots.
One V. to as oid "chance.' is to ploy ide a large pool of items.

It is pit cyst ly fot this leaser!' that the English Staff at Isaac. E. Voting
Jtimol High St !tool base hosen to tudizt. fin giadt diagnostic purposes.
only the ocabulal),t ompithe nsitm. and spt fling sub-tests of the FIBS.

In [hi (apiuriiation and punt tuition kid, !Amid,
only tnic ol mu mills pet each titmice( skill. Om staff feels that this
simply dot s not yield enough infert illation and that the chance Lactic is
too high.

I lough ton Mifflin, publisher of the ITBS, states that selections in
the comprehension sub-test "were chosen in an attempt to represent as
coutpktcl as possible all types of reading matei ials encountered by
pupils in tht tre.uyday leading." In level 11 (glade 8 and 9) theme are 10
items based on alt t ology passage. 10 items based on an animal /onset
%allot] passage, 8 'kills based on geography passage. 2 items based on a
social smdies passage (the selection deals is ith food process). 11 items
bas«lon-t biology passage 8 items based on a passage dealing is lilt the
evolution of the alphabet. and 6 items based on one poem.

-
Sot h examination of passages used to "test" skills in reading coin-

ptchinsion chat 1) points up the mid to ha) e school systems understand
that tompichttision Is 111( province of all subjo wa(hcts, not just
highsh teat he's. Moffett t 1973) points out that, the skills "lecalling,-
whiting implied and stated tats.' "makiltg inferences," "(liaising

mud usions. ''inttipictaig and pied 'ctntgoutc__omes,- alenot)0balen
hutguistit skills but thinking operations. lie proposes finthri that
-leading tomplehension is merely comp' ehension."

Ronald 1amliaugh makes a similai point in his book. Reading-1
Linguistic Perspective... "When a person reads he is processing infor-
rna t is the view of one of our reading specialists that visual,
auditory. and linguistic fluency depend on the above skills. As the
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"general" properties of thinking are sharpened, so is the potential for a
"good" reader.

Other subject area teachers at the secondat) le( el should be guided
to develop subject-related concepts and Skills simultaneous!). I lei bet t
Herber (1970) states, "Tittle is a need fur w hole me(( strategies in
teaching wading through content at cast stiateg) that uses ((hat e
know about the die ee t teat ii ing of leading. but adopts that know ledge to
fit the structure and responsibilities fur the total ( tilt lead tun lit each con-
tent area.''

Our own item analysis on the ITBS indicates that students across
percentiles did not do w ill on all questions that called fur a complex set
of skills in a gie, en sub-test designed to test discreet skills. Kenneth Good-
man (1973) calls this dis tot tion of task. The follow ing passage is an ex-
ample front the ITBS level 13, glade 7. Here the student. in addition to
pm( iding ans((cts lot skills in the atea of comp eliension, must also
compute.

I he 1/10t t%h.lh. tin lalgt st mg mammal. way soon bt guilt from the sea. 1 hese
t notinotts t Raton., that may gum to a lt !twit of 90 let t..0( weal in lies lin %%halt Is.
Oil and Ink I 1/11Nlill t, [10111 ihwt and 01111.1 11/1-1_11s of tt halt s nit t 1% impot taw to a
immix 1 of (mm11 s. 01111 %% all IL ts /01.1s sogood taking,'
t an It that (lit It Ina% soon ht Ito %%halts to 1, atilt. I.pt st) lh.0 tleu 1% Or 100,000
blut Ull,tit s III Altit and A10.01. 01. 1%.01211S 30 %wt.!" ago. Not% du put the titunbet at
about 1000

Xn *Again/anon. tht lilt t national X% haling quilission. is t> tug to sa%e the blue
u halt huts (M111111011 its 111(111bUrss 110111 fillt (II 11.0100', .05 11 mg to get then
nations to 1(11115 tin numb( I of st 11.111.S .1 %%haling t .1.e(huon Ma% 1,01.11 111
%t at, p.utitulai1 blur h halt s I lutscsct. till's IS gl %01u11t,ll% otganuatton %%hull has
uu authortu 111 InSpt t t tilt lsittli1/1.1 %% haling t xpttlitton. so lilt slaughtet goes on.
uotkahlt tau is11u.hdtogotthn %%halt rs Itnitt then tat.t.NIt !sof the mt.:am/a-
non (tat that sin ha hut n ill not t oust III unit and that tht St t at blot %%hale tstlotnnetl.

Question 110. What is tokl about the (( ha lei, since ;Vol Id War II?
I). They have become vet) efficient at catching whales.
2). They do not obey the law in catching whales.
3). They do not catch any more blue whales.
1). -rhcl, ha% e agreed to limit the number of blue (( hales the) eat( h.
Measures te«,gnition and understanding of important facts and

details.'

Question I I I. A full gluon blue « hale ((mild be most like (( hich of
these in length?

I). A fishing rod
2). A large house
3). A rwboat
4). Thiee city blocks
Measures Ietugniuon and untie 'standing of implied facts and

relationships.

Questions 112. NVItiell of thus( )(olds is different in meaning (loin the
(void extinction as used in the article?
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1 ). Extinct 3). Existing
2). Destruction =1). Extingnished
N hasn't s dult( not' of meaning of %%tit k ui !Aliases hom context.

Out snot' 113. I lit tsuniatt of tilt numbel of blue whales now aliye is
about what pact of the number 30 ycais ago?

1). 3). 150
2). 't 4). I '100
Nleasmes recognition and understanding.

File 1972 edition of I IBS attempts to address itself to many of the
design unit isms yy Inch were raised earlier in this article.

phis edition dots facilitate tinily idualized testing if a dist' it( wants
to glean tam baloitioLis ol information about a discreet population,
it- fat s 'mitt idual studt Ill item 4111411)SIS, classroom item ,1114111SIS,
and budding Itt lit analysis. Its miming design sculls to be slightly molt
it pi est ntat ty t of t ty , tuial, tlid suburban populations than the cal lie'
editions.

I low et u, u iS my y icy% that distortion of tasks, word isolation
testing. and ilitlttant selection of materials still exist in the test.

Metropolitan Achievement Test: Advanced

Nlettopolitati is designed to test word know ledge, leading,
spclItng, study skills (Includes soulLe of information, dittionaly, aid
libt(y skill tasks), parts of speech, and language (punctuation,
capitaliration, and usage).

The sub-tests in reading are designed similarly to those of the ITBS
Itcading Compleht lision, the Nuyy N'oik State Reading, and the Stan-
lold At:1ml emelt( l'ataglaph -Dust (.1tly anted). Students read a
paragraph. then answer questions about it.

I hot Is,' yy spt Lad of nuns in Oat Ii Stlb-iCSi On tilt Metropolitan
(Advanced) than in each of the other 3 tests.

I he same soul( ( of confusion in SoLabulall ine,isurement exists in
this ttst as III OW( is. WORIS ale pl CSCI1 iCti in IN01,16011 and students are
duetted to st het the "list" synonym from a nuntbel of alternatives.
I his to thod dues not t 'Lading ttxabulaiy skills as an indiy idua I

applies thou III 41 platill al 'Lading situation. To determine a student's
ability to cop( witdiucw y abulal ) ill context 1k ould seem to be the only
reason for meastu mg. Of yy hat list' is simply taking a measure of the
%%old bank of a summt.) student? Goodman (1968) points out that
yy 01 (IS In isolanoll," ale particudaily hal d to read because there arc no

glannuat it al t IlICS flit the scli (Luce sti mune 01 meaning cities fioni the
tontuxt to lit Ip al( citify tilt %%old meaning, )( t man) sub-tests deal yy ith
isolated words.

-I hoe ate 50 items on spelling In the Ath anted Form. Students are
asked to lemgnireinconectly spelled words.
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In examining mole closet} the spelling sub-test, one finds'Ithat the
audio', Bigler, selected the most popular speller for in% eskigating
reptesentatke spelling w onls. I lc assigned a glade placement in 1956.
GA'. assigned for cash scold was the a% elage }eat in school at Sc bleb the
words were fit st taught. I I is 1970 G.P. ratings lot the w olds ale based on
a continuation of books examined.

Ilixlet's 1970 G.P. tatings lot the scolds ate based on a combination
of his 1956 rating and the "Speller Nledian" results. \\voids retained the
same G.P. as in 1956 unless the textbook sun e,), seemed to indicate good
reason to change in 1956 rating.

Tlw test publisheis assure users that in choosing the spelling of the
incorrect items on the tntennediate and .(chanced le% c Is, much cale was
taken to ensure that the errors ss etc those Lommonl} made in the spell-
ing of words.

According to the publishers of the Metropolitan Ach le% einem Kest
their design for Standardization was as follows:

it t, as det 'tied that tilt maim nubs s.riablts w lx ust d w st lc( ting and dot rib-
tog the standattloatton group would be the following.

t.0 a six um whom( auk x t MI1110'1(1 Of lilt than fattlik wwuu .tit lilt t11,1111OdIS
of st hoollng for persons os to- 2.1 years of age

(b) site of city
geographic legion

(il) public %S. non-publu sthtxiii
Id) mental ability-4M stoles.

The socioeconomic index was considered to be the most important non-test irtdex
'triable since it has the.higliest relationship with achievement test scores of any non-
test variables which base been studied, Median faintly income and median years of
schooling were weighted so that they each t ontributed about equally to the total
variance.

Eat h pupil in tht nopolitan standarduation, as is t II as in all supplementary
researt ii programs, took tilt applopriatt It st I of Otis-Lt 1111011 :Ift. Mal Ability 1 est.
Form J. These data pros ids anodic t source of information on du c !aortic tetistits ol tit
Nletropolitati samplt 1 indict-molt since_ it has antiematcd that many st Boots tiuuld
tist both Otis la lition and Mt tiapolitaii tests, this Joint administration of the tots in
tilt stantlarduation would u1 St as all MIA/MOH List for uxwpauwg ptlfolltiallt.t. 011
lilt two ttstS 1 lit purl edifies used in stantlartliting OilS Le1111011 Alentablbility !esh
see the Tethnual Handbook for that series.

It is as deeded that ),It tropolitan Ac lilts( 111011 rusts should lx stantlattlitd at
mu times in the at ad( mu sun. this det ist011 55,t5 'm5(11011(550 Lit 1.5.1 itst. schools In
the United Stattsatt split about equally in tt tins of prt ft it nt t fur bcgiiiiiing of )tart
end of year tt sting. Set mid. in terix dated moms ubs mud) do nut yield do t uracy
gis en by crnputtally tit tc mimed moms. I f a tt st is standatclittel iu ilit (all and has in-
terpolated spring norms. st holds using lilt ttst ui spt wg cannot tisk tilt spring nouns
is ith full (mil& net Flu same typt of probltin arises %%licit a tot is standattlitd
tht spring and gists unit ipolated norms fur tilt fall I to Nit. tiopolitaii, it is as tIceidcti
that du ,stantlaiditation should bit undue tett so that st iuoolstuuld use tilt tt 5t .51101015
atilt equal tuuftdttitt at tilt beginning and t ntl of tiit )(AI. Salk a standat 'Autumn
in °Lydon. has du added box fit of allow Illg st Bouts to t. Mit mit gloss th of
ltx al pupils with a nominal norm within a/single academit year,

Nit tiotrollian is as standattliteil in (Ot toix t in du fall and in April in tilt spa tag
sint t these months seenil to Ix tilt ants nth o it tilt cast majority of te.sting us dont.
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Sutras ul tt sting p1.uutt, unlit an that so hult tt sting is duet .it mkt Am that
la% , t 1. MIR I, At tudut ttti, m,.11), Ihiunlvtxupuun

lo1111, tilt ta,tlit. Aatillattlitatioli 01 tilt Ptinictb,utt.tt Ill (IA uuddh of(,cult I. I ht
Anith phut nit ne, at a bit li t at li kiwi% a as stantlaidired .tit as follow,.

Pt inlet. K 7. 1 1 Elemental}. 3.7. 1.1. 1.7
Pt miait !- 17. 2I Intelmethate: 5.1. 5.7. 6.1, 6.7
Pt 'matt II 2.7. 3.1 AtIt anted: 7.1. 7.7. 8.1. 8,7.'9.1

The Item . \nalysis.iescaieh took place in 1968. Sample pupils used
fin the item analysis had an aY ei age I.Q. of 100 on the 0 tis-Lenaon Men-
tal Ability Test.!

The pel«nt of pupils in Item Analysis sampk from yariousethnic
categories is provided by the publisher as follows:

Elhilk Nati% e hueign Puerto R.
(mum limn \VIII!, Palm White Negro or Mexn an Oriental Other

of 1_1 Gump: 73.2 1 I 110 11.8 1.5 .3

All test publishers ploy ide information as to the school system
sshuh pal titipatcs tin prepublication round' programs (sampling,
item tryouts, etc.)'

Although the names of systems are not the same, there seems to be
significantly link (kik:loxes in the "types" of communities used
lxnsccn the FIBS and the Metropolitan in the Not theast area. Both
publishers. lot example, used Neu York City sampling in their
piepublhation program, both used another major city 's parochial
school population one Syracuse; the other, Rochester.

The readability of the Nletropol hart Reading Sub-test passage can
be y loved through the assignment of "noun grade leY el." The publisher
used Ell} (1969). The advanced for of the Metropolitan for all three
batteries reports a noun average readability level of 3.36.

Validity in any achicy einem test must be defined primal ily in terms
of t untritt idi t). A test has content %Alai() if the test item adequately
Lulus the cum( ulum area that the test is supposed to evaluate. M.I1
school system, ind possibly each school building, has to eyaluate the test
in light of its own school population.

New York State Test in Reading, Beginning Grade 9 (1972)

-FIR State Nlanual describes ,he purpose of this test as follows.
%% 1 or Is Stara It sr in Rtatling. Beginning Cfrailt 9, is a .stantlartlized achiev

int nt a A th Amu tl to !inn Mt in formatMil uliuiu ts Ill IA 1014(11 to school atl-
s ui t valuating Mc gfutlIal tilt:tint:ass of Mtn itatling program in grades

tight. I lie, at is ill lit adminisareil at the beginning of ninth grade as
!Om of the Neu. Volk State Pupil Evaluation Program.

Not Ins is etc not aYailable:for this test until the fall-of 1973. At the
tune of this wilting dchintiyt information on the new noiming sam-
pling was unavailable.
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The Test in Reading is based on the leading ',Iowan' le( ommended
ha New Yolk State schools. I t is designed to meastue leading tom-

ehimsion and pi 9% ides only a total suite. The tot consists of I I

leading selections, each of w Inch is follow eu by a numbet of questions.
It gi% es a nwasm c of the pupil's ability to lead a :Ake nun and to under-
stand it. The questions test the Shan) to it:cognize the t nual thought of
a selection, to answ el questions based On specific statements, to make in-
(elm es about the content of a selectionmd to disco% et the meaning uf a
word hone its context.

The test contains 50 multiple. choice: questions and requires 50
minutes of.testing time.

The original Grade 9 test was set up to identify pupils needing
special attention. to disci iminate among pupils w nit marginal skill.
The new form of the test is designed to cot relate w 1th the Glade 3 and
Grade 6 tests.

The readability based on the Flesch ease formula and the SMOG
fowl ula determines that time is a sequential difficulty in the I I passages
ranging from approximately 5.0 to 10.0 in grade level.

Of the three tests obset ed thus fat, the Ness York State Reading
Test has less distortion of tasks and feN CI w urd isolation pi oblems. I he
leading passages, how e% ci, eau be chat auet lied as Ming similar to those
of the rrBs and the Metropolitan, thereby , raising the same concerns fen
selection of ipassages.

CONCLUSION

English staffs must lee ognize the severe limitations of standardized
It hie% einem tests fin the purpose of assessins.Laywth of English and
leading curriculums.

These-tests eh, not measure the student's ability to use-the tools of
language, to inVeut, t xpand, substitute and nansfunn sentences ut
to respond to literature, to act as a clarinet of fact and opinion, to be a
creator with %souls, to behave as a user of images, an arranger of new
groupings in the usc of language, ui to generate language and Literary
alternati% es. These tests measure cognitive skills, basically at the
knowledge level. They do not measure progress.

Though time ate severe limitations, English staffs cannot ignore
some usefulness of the information.

Standat dized tests may serve as a useful barometer, as one compo-
nent of an evaluation model for a school distnet. They hate lessvalidIty
at the building level and even less at the classroom level.

A final note about the purpose of standardized testing is stated
precisely by Ronald J. Saturnia (1973): ;

final ,malt sts is t treed to look at limp ost s of tusttol.! If ttstmg is to saw a selet
C awl sot wig loin non. and if, Indeed, lisschomett it athuulogs is tmemIctl to
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preserve an elite, then it lullow s that traditional procedures fur measuring in
telligence and scholastic aptitude, tied to a set of middle class ethnocentric norms.
sill serve that him turn very well. flow ever, if it is our purpose to serve the mass of
atitens, and it a is ow goal to make measurement more facilitative for the education

or the ixxn, kit the manna) sloth lit, and of the atypical individual, then we will need
to expand otn resealch endeavours so that psychumetric technology becomes the
handmaiden of edurational innovation in opumiting the individual's competence
I rough the qualitative analysis of achievement and weaknesses, we can point the
way towards the modifiration of patterns of instruction which will match the in-
thy ulual needs of individual students. It is therefore the hope of S...kh a philosophy of
testing to contribute to the achievement of optimal developmental and educational
opportunity for all.

Isaac E. Young Junior High School-----New Rochelle

Inglish and English. A Comprehensive Dictionary of Psychological and Psychouulytic Terms.

Mil three test publishers rued in this article give clear.advice as to the limitations.

'Publisher's directions

.Nletropolnan Achinement tests Special Repord. Test Depaitment. Harcourt Brace. Jovanovich. Inc.

'Ibid.
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The Regents Comprehensive
Examination in
English: Some New
Questions and Some
Tentative Answers

by Lee Odell

Coming as a "final measure" of students' ability to think and com-
pose, the Regents Comprehensive Examination in English ought to
pro% irk us with as much insight as possible into students' mastery of the
processes of composition. Unfortunately, the exam does not do this. It
cannot-1s it is now constructed, the "composition" section of the exam
forces us to ignore much of what practical experience and rhetorical
theory tell us about the nature of the composing process. A close look at a
Regents Exam essay, cited in "Suggestions on theRating of Regents Ex-
amination Papers in Eng4h" as an example. of superior work, should
help explain the predicament.

Gadgets! What a t let a r, yet all-inclusive ord this one is. When we hear it wean.
t minuted of des lees which affect air, ust every phase of mudern Its mg and which
range from the loss ly jackkinfc to 6,e highly sensitise electric eye. It is only after
at eful reflect KM Ilidt we halite how much actual influencr then der ices base on out

daily lives.

Fist we should appreciate the wide diversification of interests which g.idgets
semi. During the course of the day, weencounter gadgets at every turn. In the kitchen
wt. find nos type can own's, supple corers, and cabbage choppers. flic refrigetattu
has not est aped tin internist tugc of our gadget scientists, lights to illuminate its in
olio', and plastic ice cube. holders make the housew de's tasks easter. Our cal s ale ells
tinguishsti by automatic direction Ilicators, window wipers. suction-type oat
hangers. Italy we base t out( to regard gadgcts almost as a part of up-to clate II% mg.

It is this "upto.clate-ness" that is another form of the "Keep Up With rili.
Jon. spins of many Americans, I he public's do own to mail, fads and whims ts
now stipplenunted by the ',unmans( appeal of gadgets of Ouy tlest tuition. It is
sou-mimes tutu prat tit al appeal Minh captivates the .11 buy(' who atlimits the
malty ties HAS V, kith make th is ing easier, more often it is his th sot to pioutlly display
the latest in gadgets. !lei e is the complacency of .t Babbitt .0 os worst.

Is it nut ton too that gadgets rt stilt in our tkpentient t ahx,u tht in? We ft t I lost
ss ithout akin, and that mmit thing is missing hum the t tniiplt tt Ilt.SN of out day. % ht(
has not ft It a sum of thatIctitiat hut hi finds that out of lus knot lit gatIgt is is iipt
fun( boning properly?

realize my point of vow, is not .1 usual 011t but It t tht utadtI ask himself .us I
have. Ate. gadgets wally as ins ignif u ant as we think? I wonder.

The persona cleated in "Gadgets" is that of a polite, vainest but
rather anonymous collegc bound student writing for an author( c of
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polite, college-educated adults whoat !east for [imposes of this
exam% aim .siting that displ,}s a particular set of st) tic [comics.
Them al( no misspellings that would indicate he spells phonetical!),
lacks know ledge of spelling I ales obsu b) man) of his audience, tn
letting his mind wander and failing to pi oufl Lad his %%oilk. In addition,
the speaker combines sentences in lathe complex clauses
V. ith colons and semi- colons, and his sentences contain a fail!) large
number of embedded clausesIle chooses words that ale lelatis el) in-
frequent in teenagers' casual cons ersation, e.g., he 'eters to a "s% ide
di% ersifieation of interests- lathe than to' lots of diffel ent mu:lusts." In
short, his wilting exhibits mail} of the eharactuistics English teaches
ale Rd) to .,due. MOICOCI, the persona seems mild!) plus man% c, he
assets a point of %les% that, he claims, not es er) one accepts, but the
questions he raises eel tainl) do not challenge his audience's basic at-
titudes or %alum I le is argumentatise without being abrasise.

L'nquestionabh , the writer has cleated a persona that is ap-
propriate for his audienee. Using thirt) points as the highest possible
scope, judges Indicated the) s% ould as% .nd the essal en t) -ugh t points if
written b} a junior, in twenty -se% en point if written b) a senior.
Fin thennore, the essal is demi} super ion, in some respects, to Ann sam-
ple essa}s that accompanied it. GI% en the limitations imposed by the
exam, the student has piobabl) done .is much as we ha% c an) right to ex-
pect. Yet the essa) presents se% cial su ious problems, problems that ha% e
more to do with the nature of the "composition" section of the exam
than with the quality of this specific essay.

Limitations of the Present Examination

For one thing, the exam precludes our determining whether
st) listic feat Lacs of the essay reflect a series of conscious choices u1 simply
the rote application of st} listic foimulac. I would like to beliee the
former is ti ue. But in) experience teaching composition to high school
and Linn el sit) students does not pi ov Ult... in mit basis fot,sueh an assump-
tion. Students can be muedibl) Inflexible about matte's of silk. Once
the) !ue ned that a gi% en stylistic femme is effectise in some con-
texts, the} often aSSL1111C that the fc;atute is inherent!) good, appropriate
in all contexts. f 01 such students, wi iting an essay, simpl) means follow-
ing a limited set of cleat!} defined 'ides. On the basis of wiiting elicited
b) the p1escnt Regents Exam, we ha% e no V. to decide V. huhu 01 not
the writer of "Gadgets" is one of these students.

A second problem, one which perhaps causes the first, is that we
ha% c no s% a} of knowing whether the writer of "Gadgets" can mate
other personae or appeal to other kinds of audiences. We do know that
this ss.riter can hose a desired effect on , n audience of English teachers.
But we also know that once college stimulus finish freshman composi-
tion,lcomparatis el} few of them Land fewer each }cal) spend much time

ritipg essos to be lead b) English teaches. Rather, the) begin Nepal
Mg for LOCUS that will Iequilc them to communicate V. I th people
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whose backgrounds. values, and interests Nary widely. I hen practical
experience in n y Mg to communicate with these di%else audiences tells
them what ihetol leal them), and training should has e told them all
along: To compose effectively one must be able to create a variety of per-
sonae that w ill be appropriate fen the iousaudienees one encounters.
Sophisticated writers arc those w ho can make difficult sty listic choices
based not on a simple standard of "correct" and "incorrect," but on an
understanding of the complex relationship between the persona they
wish to create and the audience they wish to address. The student who
wrote "Gadgets" may base achieved this sophistication. But the exam
does not ask him to do the so:t of work that w ill let us find out w hether
he has or not.

Another difficulty is that we have no idea of this student's ability to
compose with non-s erba I language. We can't tell wheth ei he can choose
the movement, posture gesture, and facial expression that will be consis-
tent with the pet sona he's using to project Netball). Non can we deter-
mine whether he can use the body language that w ill help build Lippe,' t
with, rather than alienate his audience.

finally, "Gadgets" provides only little information about, the
student's ability to engage in useful pre-w n iting processes. On the basis
of the completed assay, w we can make seN ei al ink' duces about the thought
processes the writer used in examining his subject. l le raised seveml
questions, compared present day dependence on gadgets with that of a
fictional (ham( terind consilled sesera l.Zirses of people's interest in
gadgets Since the time allotted for the exam had to be diN, ided among ex-
amining his subject, writing a draft, and editing, we have no way of
knowing whethel the waiter could have used these 'mousses more
dun oughly (That is, could he has(' raised other interesting questions
legal ding the topic? Could he have thought of other significant causes
for peciple's dependence on gadgets?) Noi do we know whether the
writer had stalk lent consc ions mastery of these Processes to use them in
examining the complex, problematic mato ials he w ill has e to deal with
in.college and in his career.

Toward a Rev ised Understanding of the Process of Composition

Until comparatic el} recently, it would have been diffieult to argue
that these problems do in fact exist. Most popular composition texts
published us er the last fifty y cans hat e led us to equate effective composi-
tion with adherence to w ball one such text calls "practical prescriptions
for good writing." These texts, epitomized, by Spunk arid White's The
Elements of Style? and Wan Mel's flandlioplc,' make no reference to
ion- verbal language and pull. ide almost no-insight in to processes of

e- w: iting. At best, di, se w of ks gis c useful instr tie (ions for ci eating one
kind of pet sona. At worst, these texts offer only w hat LA. Richards has
called "the usual postcard's won th of el tide common sense."r for tunate-
h., the extremely undo standing of cotupositionimpliedin these
texts has been expanded doing the past several years. A number of
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wine-Is have -nlaiged um notion of the process of composition to in-
clude matters that we have conventionally ignored or relegated to other
disciplines.

Speaker and audience. In Points of News James Moffett and
Kenneth R. M cE h en ey describe different speaker-audience
relationships that may exist in narrative pose. Selections in the text
show how usage, diction, and syntax change as one moves from ad-
diessing an immediate, by inpathctic audience to communicating with a
remote audience whose feelings, ideas, and experiences may be quite
different from one's own. In Persona6 Walker Gibson examines the
different voices that may exist in apparently "objective," formal, non-
fiction prose. He points out, for example, that even such a "staid and
responsible" publication as the New York Times may exhibit several
different personaeranging from the speaker in a news story, who
(annum!), reports only what "officials said" and tempers conclusions
with "appaiently. and "allegedly," to the authoritative editorial Oage
speakers who pronounce value judgments and assert debatable con-
clusions, to the absence!, informed, witty persona displayed in a feature
or background story.

Neither Gibson nor Moffytt-and McElheiry would argue that their
ideas arc without preccdenzt. In fact, Gibson is especially careful to
describe his indebtedness to Aristotle and clussical rhetoric. Work done
by Moffett and McElheney and by Gibson is important not simply
because it may strike some people_ as completely new. Rather this work is
Important because it pros ides (in part, perhaps, reminds us of)
rhetorical theory that allows us to go beyond the narrow view of com-
position suggested by Strunk and White and others. We can no longer
equate "approximate perfection in technique of composit:_a" with the
ability to create a single kind of persona that is appropriate for only one
kind of audience.

Our understanding of the process of composition has been further
expanded by recent work with non-verbal language and by studies of
pie-wilting processes that help a writer examine new information, pact
experiences, personal values, etc., in an effort to formulate the ideas he
will w rte about. We no longer need be limited by the assumption, im-
plied in the present Regents Exam, that composing is chiefly a matter of
drafting and editing, i.e., of w riting out and rev ising one's ideas. As was
the ease III the argument based on Gibson's and Moffett's work, daily ex-
pel ience. as well as theory, argues for a change in our thinking about
composition.

Non- verbal Language. We shouldn't need a social scientist to tell us
that:

(.011111111111(4111011 is a con mums 'moat uve pnxess matte up of multi leveled,
oveiI,.ppmg,dncitununciosscr tven ts of beim% lot. flit rntcracuunoftonim unitation
dues not cease when ititetac tams lapse into Si ell'..C, to begot again ts ith the onset of
phonation, (Awl t hatincls continue communication operations eq.]] when the
atith tors -aural chatnic I is nut m use. I Ionians mote in rilatit els order l} fashion w hi k
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they tot .,hit and es heti the y ate silt In, they tau peter. tee the regulat tty in the e istble
mmentent of lithos (01 at IldSt 1)(10111t..111.11t hut is intgulat rand plow toceptiv e-
l) in themselves They tan stile lb taste, tout It and mite'ee 1st tel.:met poceptton of
themselves and then sun windings Witt u tegulatutes appear. they are not sampls
mel ['antral. -automant.- 01 halm( nstantial Re scat( It with e whit bode motion Is
tom int mg us that this behavior is as OldlIttlatill Weil as 11.1111111)1( phonation. Like
language. mita t ommumeational body motion ts suet( lolds)stutt that vatic s from
six icte to six tete and must be km tied be the me nib( uhlp of a SOLItt) If it ts to in tcrat t
sturessfully.1

Having to struggle ss ith a social scientist's jargon is pet haps ow punish-
ment for has ing disregarded the substance of his message. The point is.
effective, carefully considered use of non-verbal language is as impor-
tant a part of communication as is' careful choice of diction, sy n LA and
usage.

A conventional response to this point is to acknow ledge its s alidity
but relegate non verbal language to the realm of speaking rather than
writing. Such a response implies a distinction between speech and
writing, a distinction that does have some basis in fact. There are ways in
which certain kinds of spoken language differ from certain kinds of
written language. But an interest in conzpostiton (a term I think we
should not equate with the more limited term writing) is not always
well-served by this distinction. It obscures the fact that many kinds of
commutation which we often think of as "%linen" unply speaking
and writing. Narration and dialogue imply people talking as well as
writingtaNng not only ss ith their soice but with gesture, facial ex-
pression, phyNcal appearance. Even analysis and expositionin the
form of lectures, reports, presentationsmay exist in both a non-verbal
and a verbal medium.

Most of us, I assume, have suffered through courses taught by
professors who ignored this last point. These instructors' lectures--

monotonously deliseied by what seemed to be a disembodied soice that
could cure the severest case of insomniashould help support my argu- ,

ment by contrast. Certainly, the point is not lost on those whose
livelihood depends upon their ability to persuade or influence others.
Since polls indicate that politicians, lawyers, and advertisers formerly
good sources for illustrations of my pointnow enjoy somewhat less
public confidence than they once might have had, I'll give an example
from a rather unlikely source. When the United Mine Workers recently
son rum into the coal fields to encourage workers to accept a newly
negotiated contract, they did not send bureaucrats, adminisnatols,
lawyers, or any body ss ho looked as though he earned his In ing by sitting
around an office. Rather, TV newsfihn showed miners listening to
rugged-looking typessolid, sturdy men whose gestures and
mannerisms did not appear to be those of the carefully trained public
speaker, men who wort open neck spurt shirts, jackets (rather than sport
coats) and slacks (not work pants, but not Brooks Brothers tailored
slacks, either). Their per forrnance accurately if not consciously, reflected
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Aristotle's point. one unpen tan t cause of persuasion is the "character" or
'ethos': of the sptakci.8 In this day of %isuai media and reliance on face-
to-face communication, pact of that ethos is established by non-%
language.

One may argue that students need to bcable to compose a sta temcnt
that IN dial and cffcctnc even when not actually accompanied by non-
% erbal language. I agree. Students w ill frequently encounter situations
in which this is 'input tan t. But at least as frequently students will be ex-
pected to compost messages for a dramatic context in iv hich nun-verbal
language w ill influence the meaning and the effectiveness of their
message. Indus latter situation it seems short sighted to argue that ciAn
posing entails only selecting words and syntactical patterns. These ver-
bal choices dein c part of their significance from the non %el bal context
in winch they occur. If nun-% erbal languagee.g., that of the archetypal
inept !tomer sub% et ts or obscures the message intended through word
chum: and syntax, it hard to argue that the sender of the message has
achieved real skill in composing. Since many modes of
communication narration, dialogue, expositionmay entail non-
verbal as well as verbal language, and since the quality of the non-verbal
language may affect the quality and effecthencss of the verbal message, I
think we ha%e a very compelling argument for including non-verbal
language in our teaching and our evaluation of composition.

Pre writing. We also have good reason to think that pre-writing is
an important, measuicable part of the composing process. We would
nut, however, discover this reason in many of the composition texts (by
Strunk and White and others) that have long been used in many
classrooms. These texts tend to assume as the writer of one such text puts
it. the stylistic side of writing is, in fact, the only side that can be analyi-
ed and learned.-9 Consequently, they have emphasized matters of usage,
sentence structure, diction, and organization, and they have paid vir-
tually no attention to the problems of how we examine information,
clarify our ideas, and discover what it is we wish to say.

the limitation of these texts is made apparent by ancient and con-
temporary theory. In his RI:aunt Aristotle acknowledges that highly
specialued types of reasoning must be treated in disciplines other than
rhetoric. 'Yet his work clearly indicates that Aristotle did not concern
himself only %% nth al rangemcnt and sty le (concerns that hen e, in this cen-
tury. pretx.euined authors of many composition texts). Rhetoric con-
tains a great deal of information about how one explores asubject and
formulates the ideas he wishes tu communicate. Within the past decade,
this interest in the pi messes of disco% try has been rev i% ed by a number of
writers. Some, like Edward P. J. Corbett, hav e been guided by Aristotle's
theory. Others. such as William J. J. Gordon and Richard E. Young and

lank Kuen ha% e drawn upon recent work in creativity and language
study. All of these writers suggest ways we can do more than simply ex-
hort students to think carefully before they begin to write. Without
inumn icing the 'input tame of nun-conscious, intuitive processes, these
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writers have show. n us how. w «an lu Ipstudentsducct then thinking by
cleating "essential definitions,"'" seeking analogies," and making con-
scious use of certain intellectual processes.'' Whether we are asking
students to examine complex new information or e-exaulne familiar
topics, we can help students master 1)1mA:dines that will let than do
more than just sit and

;wait
for inspiration.

Toward Revising the Exam

rte we revise our understanding of the nature and processes of com-
position, we inc rease the number of interesting composing activities we
can have our students do. But we also in« ease the 'minim of problems
we-have to solve when we try to measure students' growth in composi-
tion The present Regents Exam in Composition requires us to deal with
one basic question. How do 5% e measure students' ability to waste out and
edit a statement in which they create a persona that is appropriate for
one kind of audience? theory deser ibed thus far forces its to confront dif-
ficult new questions: I low do we measure students' ability to make
stylistic choices appropriate to a satiety of speaker-audience
relationships% 1105% do w. we design an exam that w ill help us find out how
well students can «impose w. ith non-velbal language:-1-105% do weget at
intellectual activity that goes on during the pre- writing process?

III part. these questions ale in timidating simply because they are
comparati5 ely new. Whate5 el its limitations, the present exam presents
problems that are famili.u, we at least !lase the satisfaction of knowing
what sort of ft us tuitions we will encounter when we think about the
exam. New questions impb a new or substantially revised exam, and
this, in tont, implies a new set of busty:160ns Col us to deal 5% ith. phis
prospect is almost enough to make us content with the vet) limited no-
tion of composition implied in present-exams.

This contentment, how es em, comes at a eery high price. It requires
that we forfeit a reasonable understanding of students' ability to com-
pose_ Nloreo5 cr. a desire lot this contentment may lead us to ignore the
fact that classroom pr.tetices. combined with the theory ahead) describ-
ed, begin to suggest some useful ways toansw el these new questions. Poi
example: It is fairly «mutton to find English teachers assigning two
(Heim kinds of composition. In one. students arc asked to analyte
what someone else has composed. (E.g.. Discuss the tone cm point of view
in a given short story. Examine the ways an author creates his characters.
kssess tlw a lidity of the at gument des eloped in an (lino] ial, ad, speech.)
In a second kind of composition, students ale asked to show. their own
ability to create a persona, appeal to an audien«% and examine some
subject other than a literary work.

The distinction between these two kinds of assignments i'inot, of
course. absolute. Nor is it adequately reflected in the custoinal y distinc-
tion between creative and analytical wilting. Any writing may be
creative in that it reflects an attempt to come to a new understanding of
one's self, one's audience, or one's subject. These reservations
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notwithstanding, the distinction seems useful. Both kinds of composing
are important. And the ability to do one sort of composing does not
necessarily imply the ability to do the other sort:Consequently, this dis-
tinction will help shape answers to the following questions.

How Can We Measure Students' Ability To Create Different Personae
and Appeal To Different Audiences?

A partial answ cr to this question may be suggested in an assignment
one teacher uses with elev emir and twelfth grade students. He asks
students to choose from a list of traumatic experiences (e.g., you put a
dent in your folks' car, you're accused of cheating) and do two pieces of
writing about that exper'ence. In the first, students are to describe the ex-
perience as they would in talking to a close friend who they know will
sympathises ith them. In the second piece of writing, studentsare to talk
about the experience as they would to a more remote, less sympathetic,
authoritarian figure. Students' interest in and success with this assign-
ment suggests that the exercise might serve as a model for one sort of
compositioa test item. In place of simply posing a topic such as amnesty
for draft dodgers, we might ask students to take a position on amnesty
and present that position to, say. the VFW and to a group of anti-
in ill tary -college studen ts. In such a case we might ask students to explain
the persona tile) wish to create and to describe their assumptions about-
the values and attitudes they associate with each audience. We might
evaluate the two pieces of writing by determining whether word choice,
syntax, usage, and content are appropriate to the speaker 'audience
relationships students have described.

Another, more analy tic format is suggested by work Stephen Dun-
ning has done with ninth graders." In an effort to get students to ex-
amine poetry mote closely, Dunning has giv en students three versions of
the same poemthe published version and two revisions in which he
has altered diction, syntax, and metaphor. By comparing and con-
trasting site, lift features of the three poems, students are to determine
which poem is the original. Using Dunning's basic idea, we might pre-
sent students IA ith two or more v ersions of the same prose passage. After
describing the persona created in and the audience appealed to by the
original passage, we could ask students to identify the original passage
and cite specific features that helped them identify the original version.

Ft) combine dimly tic and creative work, we might provide students
with a description of the chaiacteristics of a speaker and tlwaudience to-
be adthessed. We might then ask students to examine a piece of writing
that does not Idle:LA the persona we have described and isnot appropriate
for the intended audience. The students' job might be, first, to identify
those features that arc inappropriate for the specified speaker and
audience, and, second, to revise the piece so that it creates the intended
persona and is appropriate for the audience we have described.
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How Do We Measure Students' Use of Non-verbal Language?

In answering this question, it seems useful to relate non- verbal
language to considerations of speaker and audience. For an anal} tie test
item, we might select photos (ft unt ad% el tiscments.or horn a collection
of photographs such as The Family of Man) in w !ml a number of non-
% erbal clues suggest a person's state of mind, attitudes, personality.
Students could be asked to list the non-vet bal qualities that allow some
understanding of the person depicted in the photo. To combine amity tic
and creative work, we could present students with a picture in which
non-verbal language creates a persona that is appropriate for a 0%en
audience. We might ask students, first, to identify the nun-verbal detail
that helps make the persona effectiv c for the intended audience and,
second, to list non-verbal detail that would modify the pet song so that it
v% ould be attractis c to a different audience. In evaluating studen ts' v% ork
on either of these test items, we might score students' answers on the
basis of the specificity of their answers, their ability to cite urore than one
kind of detail, and the relevance of specific letails to the intended
speaker and audience.

How Can We Measure Pre-writing?

Different pre writing procedures may require different ways of
testing. Rather than try ing to de% isc ways to measure speeialked aspects
of a single set of discovery procedures, it seems more, useful to suggest
ways to examine students' mastery of more readily accessible aspects of
several pre-writing systems.

Creating "Essential Definitions". In his Classical Rhetoric for the
Modern Student, Corbett explains Aristotle's; procedure which
"designates that which makes a thing what it is and distinguishes that
thing from all other things.". (p. 10) In dealing with a topic such as
"gadgets," Corbett would tell a student to identify a spec' fit, gadget and
I) specify what this thing has in common with all other things that
belong to the class "gadgets" and 2) specify the details that set this thing
apart from other members of its class. An examination item based on this
procedure might ask students to list the details that their subject has in
common v% ith other member s of its class of things and then to list details
that make it unique among members of its class.

Creating .1nalogtes. Although Gordon did not specifically develop
Sy nectics as a pre-v% I king procedure, one of Sy nectics' basic activities
looking for unusual analogies or metaphorsis obviously a useful
means of clarify ing one's feelings about and understanding of a subject.
An exam item might ask students to begin examining a subject by
creating as many metaphors as possible. A student dealing with
"gadgets," for example, might identify indiv idual gadgets and compare
them with animate objects. 01 that student might consider sub-topics
such as people's need fur gadgets, people's use misuse of gadgets, the
limitations of gadgets' usefulness. The student might then list all the
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is 1w can think of that, for example, people's imsuse of gadgets
parallels their treatment of other objects ()I of people.

Posing Questions. Among other writers, Richard E. Young and
Clank Kt)cli argue that the Inv estigation of a subject begins v% ith one's
au ate 'less of a dissonalicei sense NUInething is amiss 01 not quite igh t.
Since this dissonancee may be expi ebbed as a question, Young and linen
al gut that one's ability to exploic a subject thoroughly may hinge on
one's ability to pope and te-folimilate questions. They argue that an es-
say consists of one 's attempt to exploic and answ er the questions he has
posed. Agi eeinelq w ith this premise might lead us to ask students to
pi elate their v. r iting by listing as many qucstions ,IS possible eoncel mug
the topic they 'Iv examining. After a specified time, we might ask
students to look 'Ail the list and eliminate or re-formulate questions
that du-not stem ploductive. r tic) might subsequently write essays in
which they attempt to answcl the questionks) they have formulated. As
am alternative to this procedure, we might ask students to examine a
piece of !muse 111 v% h ich a v% i wet examines a topic_ rather superficially. We
might then has c students list, significant qucstions which the writer
appeals not to have considered and.. rite then ow n essay on-the basis of
questions not answered in the original piece.

Listing details or questions of analogies is, of course, only one part
of the process vv c want to investigate. Thus it seems inevitable that a list
of items would be followed by a short vvii t ten passage in v. hich students
showed the results of then attempts to explore a subject. Given the
limitations of the students' time and the careful focus of our interest at
this point of the exam, it seems unfair to consider matters having to du
with speaker and audience. We should probably be v. ell advised to
overlook Lames of diction, syntax, etc., unless those features obscured
students' effoits to explain their ideas. In-reading the es ays, we should
pi ()Lab!) Luna' n ourselves v% ith one basic question. Have students been
able to select from all the information turned up in the pre-writing
process those items that v% ill let them present a coherent, thoughtful
statement? In judging the lists of items, we might consider two ad-
ditional questions. 1) I Iou many items dots each student list? 2) Can the
student list mole than one kind of item? Quantity and diversity of items
are not, of Louise, sufficient to insure a perceptive essay. They are,
how ev el, necessary and worth considering in our evaluation.

Learning from a "No" Answer

In one of his early books, John Holt tells of playing Twenty,
Questions with elemental} school children. Eventually I lolt's studen ts
learned to replace v% ild guessing w ith systematic questioning that
sought to 'tallow the field of inquiry by eliminating certain possible
answers. Confronted with the problem of trying to identify a specific
nimbi' between one and 10,000, they learned that "Is it twenty-three?"
q a less useful initial question than "Is it between one and 5,000?"

',Although pleased with this progress, I loll reports another problem at
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least as serious as complete reliance on guesswotk. Holt says that if he
responded to the latter question by say ing "Yes, the numbei is between
one and 5,000," students would them But if he said "No," students
would groan in dismay. Although each answer is equally informative,
his students "still cling stubbornly to the idea that the only good answer
is-a yes answer ...they have not learned how to learn from a mistake, or
even that learning from a mistake is possible. ''1

Although the questions we are dealing with ale infinitely more
complex than those I bolt posed to his elementary school students, Holt's
story seems uncomfortably pertinent. If we try to pursue these questions,
it seems only fair to assume that we ale beginning a process which will,
at least initially, be characterized by mistakes and unexpected, un-
satisfactoy_answels. In her criticism of the Regents Exams, Patricia E.
Speyser argues: "Anyone who criticizes an institution is likely to find
himself criticized for failure to be constructive unless he also makes
suggestions for its improvement, but I leave that work to those who have
less confidence in the intelligence and competence of English teachers
than I have."'s In essence, I .agree with Spey ser's assumption. -English
teachers do have the intelligence and competence to make the needed im-
provements_ But these changes will conic slowly, perhaps painfully, and
only with the combined effort of classroom teachers and reseatchers who
realize they have learned something when they find out conclusively that
the answer they ale seeking is not between one and 5,000. It may be that
answers suggested in this paper fall into this category. In any case, I look
forward to the next effort that perhaps will tell us that the answer is not
lower than 2,500 or higher than 7,500.
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A Proposal for a Test
in English for
Sttitdents in Grades 11-12

Robert Carruthers

OVERVIEW

i\Iost teachers of English in grades 11-12 are familiar with the
ty. weal- classroom test (cm students in these glades. The test has a for-

mat and sty le winch has become traditional and, to some teachers and
students at least. unimaginative. (This does not mean that the test isnot
valid in lehable, how es el.) The same sectionsvocabulary, library

,usage, spellurg, grammar, etc.march by inTredictable fashion. More
nnpoi tam, for the purposes of this Iwo' t at least, there seems to be little
if am ielationship buy% een the various sections of the test (with the
possible exception of v ocabulaly questions based upon passages of
reading comp' ehension).

The article below proposes a way of integrating in a test various
English language ar ts and skills in a meaningful way, in contexts which
are meaningful to teachers and students alike.

It is proposed that an examination be built which will consist of
two sections, each worth 30 credits. The first section w ill be constructed
around a theme of interest and relev dna to students. The second section
w ill my olve a prot the students to use English skills in a life
activi ty.

For each sec non. it is assumed that it is based upon the course of
study.

I. Theme Section

Let us consido the theme section first. One has only to examine
current anthologies, paperbacks, and other textand multi-media/multi-
level materials to become &Wale of themes which engage high school
students. 1 pica! themes are "Ady emu' e," "Alienation," "Coping,"
"Friendship," "Making Decisions," "Science in your Future," "Who
Am I?" and "1 midi Imlay." Often the teaching of these themes in-
volves the tegiation of experiences in reading, writing, speaking, and
listening, Why should not the test on this theme reflect this integration?

In planning this section of the test, the teacher may well do the
following:

I. Select a theme which is of interest to students.
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2. Select content_ from various media: books, periodicals,
photographs, pictures, recordings, charts, etc., use multi-level
materials as well.

3. Include questions testing skills in reading, Iv riling, speakii4
and listening where possible.

1. Rev iew 1-3 above to assure that each question. part of this section
is logical for the context in which it appears.

The example w hick appears below is for the theme "Youth Today."

During the examination, the following would take place, question
by question:

1.\ The teacher announces that the theme of this section
(Remember, there are two sections to the examination) is "Youth To'
day" The teacher distributes answer sheets to the students.

2. The teacher reads twice two articles to the students. One article is
about a teen-aged boy named Dennis, an above-average high school
senior who goes on to college. The second article is about a teen-aged
girl, Cathy, a brilliant seniorw ho graduates from high school and then
goes to work as a mailperson.

On his answer sheet, the student answers 10
multiple-choice questions testing skills in listening (for
main idea, for supporting details) to the two articles. 10 credits

3. (a) The student reads a 150 word passage about a
teen-ager. He or stie then answers 10 multiple-choice
questions which test comprehension, awareness of
figurative language, etc. 10 credits

(b) The student then writes a 75-100 word
paragraph in which he or she compares the person ir. (a)
with a person in a current literary selection he or she has
read, in one of the following respects: appearance,
enthusiasm, sense of purpose, self-knowledge, or other
respect. The student must cite evidence from the passage
(in (a)) and from the literary selection as well. 25 credits

1. The student is asked to indicate one specific
reference tool which he would consult for information
about "Youth Today" and to indicate the kind of informa-
tion he would find in that tool. 5 credits

50 credits
Process Section

The second section (50 credits) of the test would involved process of
significance to the students taking the :est. The word "process" here
refers to those life activities which most students will engage in at one
time or motile'. One of these activities is getting a job, for example.
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The teachci would lic(d to in epa: c this s( cticn by completing the
steps indicated below, and in this older:

I. Select the activity.
0. Last all steps, cinonological ()Rim invok (I in can ing out

the activity.

3. for etc h step, identify spec ilk English skills 's hich it invokes.
.1. Decide which of these specific skills can be tested.

5. Define the objective of the skill to be tested.
6. Decide upon the t} pc of question ()1101 t-answ er, essay ) 01 chicle

(tape, inter( kw cu.) %%Mail trill lyst test the specific objective.

7. Prepale, and edit cat chilly, the q(Ntions.

A In id °mini(' of an illustiam( do tit it} and the skills invoked in it
appeals below.

Using available
sources of informa-
tion: a blochtne oh, a
specific jobs)

2. Reading an advel use-
men t

3. Writing a Imo of
application tor
esume)

1. Being interviewed

Getting a Job

Reading comprehension
and other basic leading
skills

ailing; business
a win eness; understanding
of abbreviations and com-
monly used terms

Writing: expository. per-
suasive mate' ial. Observing
form, content, and
language conventions.

Listening: listening to a
tape of an interview; ci iteria
determined in advance.
N.B. a speaking question,
involving the interview
situation, torrid be ad-
ministered in advance of the
test.

10 ciedits

10 credits

IS credits

IS ci edits

50 credits

111. (.*-Pairtakes

Elle two s-c turns of the above test have several advantages.

I. cm tem he; .P, the test would reinforce the interrelationship and
inn' anon of the English language al ts .and skills. 'flu. (est would
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probably have potentially gleam validity and reliability than in-
struments presently used. Furthenno, the test might prove more
quickly responsive to change than other instruments.

For students. the test would im oh y challenging expel jellies bas-
ed upon the students' vital loth and cal in to ests. The students would
be encouraged by the atria( tiveness and ides mice of the new test, and
would see that it is 'elated to then pet eeption of the world. Finally, the
test would give the students an additional mason lot integrating then
skills in English with content.

IV. Cautions

Care m t be taken that the theme section be based upon a con-
cept or idea v ich is In oad enough in scope, w hich iv y ield many in-
terrelationshipsind which vs ill appeal to both boys and girls. Also,
each question should appeal meal and significant to the students,.

For the process section, the Activ ity selected by the teacher must \be
relevant to most if not all studen t'ach step must be defensible from
the student's as well as the teac, point of view. The artificial or
contrived must be shunned.

For both sections together, a sense of balance must pertain. The
generalized, abstract theme of the theme section can be balanced by a
practical problem in the process section. Also, the test as a vs hole must
present an adequate sample of course content.

The am tick above reports some 'Of the experimentation presently
b'ing conducted by the Bureau of English Education of the State
Education Department.

Please notify the author of your reactions to this article.ED.
State Education Department
Albany
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The Cooperative
Development of Growth
Measures for the Ability
to Read Fiction

Thomas F. Callaghan

Introduction

In view of today's increasing emphasis on educational account-
ability, English teachers should re-examine some of their techniques
for measuring glow tit ue English skills. Although there are many areas
of English imp moon that are not amendable to multiple choke tests as
growth measures, in some areas they may be quite useful. However,
professionally prepared tests are generally ,not valid in measuring
growth ur certain specific skills in an individual English curriculum;
and individual, teacher -made tests often lack the sophistication needed
to make them highly reliable and v alid. Yet, if teachers work together on
the construction of multiple choice tests to measure growth based on
very specific objectives, a reasonable amount of validity and reliability
can be attained ve 'dwelt an inordinate amount of indiv idual effort. With
certain specific course objectiv es as illustrations, I w ill suggest a method
of cooperatively developing valid and reliable multiple-choice tests.

Test Design and Purposes

The tests employ a commonly used format and consist of a series of
readings from ly le poems and narrative fiction with multiple choice
questions after each sample. The basic purpose of these tests is to
measure to what extent both the class and the individual student have
progressed in specific skills during the course of a school year. Thus,
content validity demands that the teLt items examine the specific skills
mentioned in the course objectives for that year. Grades should not be
given on the basis of these tests alone, for they obviously measure only a
part of du:entire course. Nor arc these tests necessarily valid indicators of
future performance. Their major purpose is to measure growth,
although they may also be used to diagnose areas of weakness as well.

In a typical high school such tests could be given at the beginning
and the end of each grade by the members of the English department.
The pre-test and post-test for each grade could be cooperatively
developed by the English department, 'dined through item analysis and
used for years w ith high reliability and validity _n examination of class
mean s( ores will be a very strong indication of the amount of growth in
specific skills, but individual assessments of growth have to be made
more cautiously and in connection with other growth measures.
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The reading selections tust not be familiar to the students nor
should the student be required to have a know ledge (Apar-11(.1,1dr literary
terms, texts, authors, or other t ritical information, for then the tests
would lit measuring othcr than the skills specified. Teachers
should not attempt to teach for tilts, tests except to acquaint the students
with the format. Indeed, teachers probably cannot teach to these tests.
Moreover, if the English course is actually teaching whayt claims it is
teaching, the results w Ail be apparent on the test results without any
attempt to teach to the test.

Skins of Fictional Art

Characterization

The first set of example objectives deals with skills of fictional art.
The first,objectivt i. that the student will develop the ability to perceive
and interpret chanverizatiun in the short story. Each reading selection
briefly describes a/haracter. There are two questions after each selec-
tion, one to see if the student perceives the character as he is-presented
and the other, to see if the student can correctly infer or interpret
something abyut the char octet. (The ideas for the tests of this series of ob-
jectives are based on Charles R. Co oper's,Dtagrcosttc Tests of Specific
Skills from, the evaluation sequence of Responding. Ginn Interrelated
Sequences'in Literature, Ginn & Co.. Lexington, Mass., 1973.) The
follow ing is an example of such a reading selection and test questions.

Arnold drew his overalls a.id raveling gray sweater over his naked
body. In the other narrow bed his brothtr Eugene went on sleeping, un-
disturbed by Elk alarm clock's rusty ring. Arnold, watching his brother,
kit a peculiar dismay, he was nine, six years younger than Eugene, and
in their waking hours it was he who was subordinate...

from "The Stone Boy"
b Gina Berriault

I. Which of the following best describes Arnold?
a) irritated,
b) pessimistic,
c) happy,
d) slightly jealous

2. Which one of the follow ing would Arnold be most hitch, to do next?
a) Go downstairs and eat dinner.

'b) Smother his brother with the pillow,
c) Shoot his brother.
d) Ignore his brother completely.

Tone and Point of View

The second objective is that the student will develop the ability to
perceicl, and interpret tune and point of view in short stories and lyric
poetry. The first questioa asks the student to identify the tone or point of
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view, i.e., the emotional effect of the reading _hon. Thor- second ques-
tion asks the student to explain his choice by thous', a statement that
best supports the answer he selected in the first r shun. Such a test
might-look like this:

I land in clasped hand and side press close to side,
Silently stand some children of (Iv ,or,
And shyly, hinl.gly eyes half-tur . aside.
Observe the ewe' through the open dom.

Anonymous
Translated from the Sanskrit
by John though

I. Which of the folios% ing best describes what the speaker is doing?

a) nese' ibing the nobility of man,
b) criticizing people who do not provide for themselves,
c) describing the beauty of childhood,

* d) comparing one kind of man unfavorably with others.

2. Which um of the following statements best supportsyuui answer to
the first question?

a) This is a common theme in Sanskrit literature.
* b) The (outlast between the two types of people speaks for

itself.
c) The poem has a lot of meaning-in a few lines.
d) The elaborate rhyme scheme conveys the tone.

Imagery

The third objective is that the student will develop the ability to
perceive and interpret imagery in the lyric poem. Again a reading selec-
tion is followed by tw o questions, the first requiring the student to iden-
tify w hat is actually being compared and the second requiring the stu-
dent to determine w hat the comparison implies or signifies.

The moon was a ghostly galleon tossed upon cloudy seas...

'Own "The Highwayman"
by Alfred Noyes

I. In this poem the moohjs compared to:

2.

a) a bottle,
* b) a ship.

c) a ghost of a man,
d) debris.

What kind of night is it?

a) snowy,
* b) partly cloudy,
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rainy,
(I) moonless.

Comprehension and Interpretation

Hie see and set of example objecti% es deals.. ith close leading skills.
Must of the same apply to the tests of these skills as to the skills
mentioned pl cc joust), . Ear. :i student will demonstrate growth in the
abilio to comprehend and to interpret. The lomat of these tests dittos
hum those abo% in that se% eial questions dealing ith these skills could
(Alm% each eadinv, stick tion, %%mild tend to be mote lengthy.
(Alan C. Purses, Literature Edwatiun in Ten Countries, John Wiley.
Ne%% Volk, 1973.) Comp' ehension in% ol% es the main thoughts of the
selections, attention to detail, and an auareness of context. Interpreta-
tion in% oh es (11.1%% Mg Ude:akes horn the subject matte' and the
language of the selection. There ale, of course, other close leading objec-
tives but these will sel ve as illustrations:

A certain Mrs. Pictre}, sixty-six, died in London Christmas
Day
It took the R.S.P.C.A.
less than a week
to early out her final will. Kill.
How speedy probate collies in England.

Two donkeys dead, three cats destroyed.
Mr. Peter Hall-Patch, who fired the shots,
told the evening papers
"let's face it
donkeys and horses
don't worry about tomorrow
just about their next meal."
Not a .cry omantie quote
but poetry is lost on animals
though for an instant every dying thing
understands the language of his bullet.
May Mr. Hall-Patch find a death humane
under horses' hoofs
unloved in the lain.

"Joy to the World"
by Rod MeKtien

Many comp' ehension and interpretation questions could be
de% eloped using this poem. The first, second, and fifth test coprehen-
sion and the third, fourth, and sixth questions test interpretation. I am
sine that you (an wine up %%ith better questions than these.

I. Which of t! folk-ming statements is not mentioned in the first six
lines?
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a) Mrs. Packney died on Christmas.
b), Her will was quickly carried out by the R.S.P.C.A.
c) Mrs. Piekney died suddenly.
d) Her will ordered that her animals be killed.

2. Who was Mr. Peter Hall-Patch?

a) an employee of the R.S.P.C.A.
b) a murkier
c) a reporter
d) a poet

3. What attitude does the six er express in the last three lines?

a) joy,
b) anger,
c) contentment,
d) fear.

4. The title of the poem is used primarily because

a) the action takes place at Christmas
b) The use of the word joy is ironic and means the opposite

of what it says.
c) the use of the word joy understates the feeling in the poem.
(I) the meter of the poem is like the song.

5. What did Mr. Peter Hall-Patch mean in lines 10-13?

a) He hates animals.
b) Animals eat a lot.
c) Animals sometimes die.
(I) Animals have no feelings.

6. The word humane in line 18 is used

a) as an exaggeration,
b) as an understatement,
c) as an accurate statement,
d) with the opposite meaning.

Developing the Tests

What me the mechanics of cooperatively constructing and ev aluating
such tests? An English department of ten teachers could develop a pre-
test and post-test for the first set of example objectives, if each teacher
selected six readings and wrote two questions for each one. Each of the
three sub-tests would then contain ten readings with twenty questions
fur a total of sixty readings and one hundred and twenty questions for
both pre-test and post-test. You could easily develop tests for all four
glades for all of the objectives mentioned in this paper and any other
meals suited to these measures during a brief summer workshop (Th-
y loaably, a larger faculty would make the task even less time- con.,uming
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Item Analysis

Once you have collo tcd and collated the readings and questions,
you should analyze each test question fen difficulty and disci imination
to en.ure test . Often particular test items v% ill be Lou easy, Lou
difficult, or too ambiguous. Then:fore, after you have given the test
once, pieferably to a sample group, analyze the test items to make sine
that they are in fact fan to the students. (A. C Crocker, Statistu,s for the
Teacher or Flow to Put Figures in Their ('lace, Penguin Books Ltd..
Ifarmondswol th, 1969.) Item analysis is clerical work that should be
done by computers, (cachet aids, or students. che first few times you List
the test you w ill hav c to change sonw items, but eventually the test will
become a highly reliable and valid measure of saute of your school's ob-
jectives for the English program.

Item Discrimination

Item discrimination analysis examines how well the test questions
dist Militate between the molt able and less able students. It compares
the top fourth or third of the palms with the bottom fourth or third for
each question. If the question is doing Its Job, mane of the top students
will get the question correct than those at the bottom. The formula is.

where II s the number of times the high group answered the
question correctly, and L the numb(' of times the low glom) answered
the question correctly, and N = the numbei of students in one of the
groups (each subgroup should be the. same size.) The lesults will fall
somewhere between I through 0 to +1..1 question v% hich disci iminates
xi fectly v% ill get a stole of +1, a 0 indicates no disci im illation at all, and

a -I indicates that the question fawns the low group. Items which fall
below+0.3 should not be used again.

Item Difficulty

Although tests often begin with easy questions to give the student
confidence, most tests later Multi& a few questions which will challenge

v in the most able stud( nts. You' own experienee as a teacher is very
useful in det 'ding the difficulty It cl of the questions, but a calculation
of i k m difficulty Lin (Amin m on u Ale t oul choice of question. The
fonnula is. "","! x 100% what Right is the number in the enure class
who got the gut stion light and Nis the number of students in the entire
class. The majority of questions should h.nc a (Mk tilt} index of -10% to
60%; the higher the percentage, the easier the question.

Conclusion

The procedures outlined above may seem very time-consuming, as
indeed tin y ale if ant mptt d atom. Vet, when many ale responsible fen
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small pat is of tlic teat, a highly I eliabit ands a I id test can be consu uc ted
%%allow an inoultnatc amount of cffut t. Mw co% , the it:sults mom thou
justif small tiro' t, lot the emit u English depat uncut not. can
ineastut ith glut tct au in at.} glot% th in some set impot taut skills in
Its English cut Icultint. loo %%ill be atilt to gise all account of }out self
With confidence.

East Aurora High School
East Aurora, New York
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Are Six Weetcs
Gone Aire 4y?
Or
An Alternati e To
Measuring Gr wth
In Writing Abi t

Kenneth Watson

Introduction

Many teachers of English are faced etery six or set err weeks with
deninds to evaluate and assign guides to students. The di minds come
not only from principals and guidatu e counselors w ho « lilt to keep
school it-colds cut rent, but flout patents who,ne imeiested in \then son's
or daughte's pogtess in school. In fact, it. was at the insistence of
patents in Buffalo that in many subject .teas the report caul marking
pet iod was shot celled flow ten %%eeks to six Or smelt weeks to pros ide
mote Iiequent reports.

Certain aspects of the English curriculum are more readily adapt-
able to the short marking periods. Vocabulary study can be done on a
weekly or bi-weekly basis, for example. A play can be read in two, three
or (our weeks. However, how does one determine growth in wtiturg
ability in such a shot t pet iod of time as six or se% en weeks? Does a grade
of seventy-five on one mat king pet iod really indicate any measm able
improvement mei a glade of se% cut) On a precious mat king pt., mod?

Furthermore,moie, if an English teacher must include (llama tests, book
reports, and %ariotts quit glades along w ith wiiting glades all on one
composite glade for the mat king period, how does the parent, the ad-
ministrator. the guidance counselor or el, en the student know in what
areas he has improved and in what areas he has done worse? Pelhaps a
better solution is needed. The solution should have two pm poses: (I)
sepal ate the measurement of growth in the ab;lity to write from
measurement of growth in mho areas and (2) spate out the meastue-
mem over a longer pca iod, a flow ing lot ample, measut able wow tit to oc-
cur during the internal. Such a system would permit the student and
parent to see the student's growth in w i tins ability alone. Secondly, it
permits the adm Mist' a t ion to meastu e the glow th in w ning abi i ty over
a log period of time. The student's gross th could be seen and measured
during his entire four years of high school.
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One such scheme that fulfills the above purposes was developed by

Dr. Paul B. Diedei it h. It first appealed in The English Journal (vol, 55,
April I lltiti) in an article entitled "I low to Measure Growth in Writing
Ability." In the follow mg pages I vs, ill [list desci ibe Diedei ich '5 scheme

and then follow that by a discussion indicating why I think Diederich's
scheme fulfills the pm poses I have set forth ineasulement of gi ow th

in the ability to- mite.

Testing Conditions

Writing for a school test may be defined as a total process involving
how a person feels. leans, thinks and belies es. To sample such a broad
range of affective behaviors, a teacher needs a lengthy piece of writing.

hem efore, it is impol taut that the student be given an entire period (for-

ty to for ty e minutes) in °Rio to plan and write his essay. Topics for
the essay test are chosen by all teachers in the English department prior
to the (lit of the test. A final list of topics is made up by the department
hall man. The final list of topics is not seen by either the students or tity

(cache's until the day of the exam.

he test is giv en on the same day to all students dm ing their English
classes. Once students have come into the room and taken their seats,
they are given two sheets of impel. One sheet (or booklet) wil Hie used to

write the response to the essay topic. The other sheet, which may be only
a half or quarter sheet of paper, will be used to assure anonymity.
Anonymity is important in the scoring of the papers. On this small sheet
of paper the student writes the follow ing information: his name, grade
level, the teacher's name, the period the class meets and a six-digit
number he selects. This six-digit number is one that he chooses without
telling his teacher. I t is written on both the small sheet as well as on the
large sheet,w inch contains his essay response. It is the only identification
on the large sheet. After the test has been scored, the large and small
sheets will be matched up by number so that the student's response may
then be identified. An example of the small identification sheet follows.

STUDENT IDENTIFICATION SHEET

Six-Digit Number

`'acne Teacher's Name

Grade Level Class (Period) Date

I he student Identification sheets are collected and kept hidden un-
til the tests ale buried. After the test, the test papers are collected. All stu-
dent papers ale collected in one location, such as the English department
office. Here all the papers are randomly sorted to assure that no teacher
knows which papers he is receiving. the most thorough and most fair
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tray to...randomly sot t is to sot t the impels numerically by the six-digit
number at the top of each. Thus a 000-031 chosen by a student in one
class might go next to a 000-016 chosen by a student in some other class.

is assures that no twilit:1 knows which student papers he will glade.
(At the same time, someone else would sot t all the student identification
slips by number so that they can be easily matched tip Yy ith the pipes
later.)

Rating

There are two readings of each student paper. Each readeltakes a
portion of the papers (one fifth fen:example, if there arc fne teachers)
and sits down with a grading slip for each paper. The grading slip,
which is the same for all glade's, lists eight ci i ter ia. example of the
grading slip follows:

READER'S ANALYTIC SCALE

Topic Number
Paper 6-digit No

'Reader Number

Low Middle
Ideas 2 4 6 8 10
Organization 2 4 6 8 10

'Wording I 2 3 4 5
Flavor I 2 3 4 5

Usage 1 2 3 4 5
Punctuation I 2 3 4 5
Spelling I 2 3 4 5
Handwriting I 2 3 4 5

Stun ....

'There are se% eral reasons why this particular scale is chosen one
other ty pes. First, it is an anal} tic stale. This diy ides the different aspects
of the IA riting process into indi idual components. Thus, the readei is
not forced to choose between a high grade and a low grade for a paper
with good ideas and organization, but with sloppy handwriting or a
plethora of spelling errors. Secondly, cei min aspects of IA riting to which
teaches may react strongly arc singled out, so that a reader may assign a
poor rating on those one 01 two aspects, and then assign a better rating
un some other aspect. rem example, if you haY c had an intensiye spelling
unit for the past feu weeks in your classes and feel your students should
know how to spell, then if you come across a student's paper that is filled
with spelling errors you feel are careless and stupid, you may react un-
fay (nab!) to the unite paper. Regardless of whether the paper belongs to
one of your students or not, you ha c already judged that paper to be a
failure. By separating spelling (as only one of eight aspects on the
analytic scale), you arc able to assign a poor rating on that aspect, but
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then you (an nit ad du impel to assign (anti, and pi obably higher,
ratings the ulur aspects of the student's wilting. Thus the analytic
stilt s(1% (.5 to alit( late somewhat the mutual biases so that they do not
result in an Lillian lilting of the clime papa, which is sometimes made
up of a mixture of good and bad points.

The Reach's Analytic Scale w ill lesult-in a lilting of ten (all low's)
to fifty (all Ingh's). Singe calls paper is lead by two leadas, the total
possible hinge w ill bt t'. to that --floor twenty (all low 's) to one hun-
died (all high's). It is Important, how et el, that the second reader does
not see the results of tat lilting made by the first reader. When the first
'cadet is dont wading his st t of papas, he should keep all of the rating
slips in nument al on1(1 in a safe place, until the second taring is dune.
Also, no mai ks, tout (Akins t ()tumults should be placed on the papa,
and. mutually, the two leadus should not discuss the papas.

After the nadus hats exchanged papers, and after each reader has
lead and fill( tl out wading slips on twosetsof papas, then all the rating

gathued and the student identification slips bi ought out of
hiding. If all of the slips hate been kept in numerical ortla, it will be no
pioblun to match them up by humbu ith the essay papa. Each stu-
dent t SbalY utspunst w ill 11.11't out student identification slip (identify tug
the audio') and two rating slips (one each hum the two readus). These
title slips of papa should Ix stapled to the student's essay sheet. One
problem might mist namely, , it:Avis' stoles on a student paper
%aly wRichy.If tat st ores differ by o'er ten points (do en to more), then a
thud nadu, stir h as the &pal uncut t han man, should read the essay and
ithu mist tit low u out of the stores so that the insulting disci epaney is

less than ten points.

It may be useful, Wu' ehand, lot ttachus to obtain some practice on
the analy tit stale in ol du to improe the it liability of their scores. Using
SUM( papers not 'elated to dn. test, teachers could meet as a group at a
department meeting, inch idually rate copies of the same papa, and
then discuss then 'at ings. This practice w ill enable teaches to learn how
to rate, to (unicorn du it lilting so that ast discrepancies do not occur,
and enable leadels to do the actual rating mole quickly.

Using The Results

Now, what do you do w ith all of this? I would suggest an idea
kg ou hunt tilt art AN! nut lit. As many of you know, colleges look-
ing 101 osp(t ( htshuntii art majors ask high school seniors to sub-
mit a poi doh() of tilt Ix st .11t (%o! k. Why couldn't such a poi tfolio be
kept fat till studs nt's wining that lit has dont throughout foul years of
high school:: Isn't w l ittt n t xpit ssion as unpol Lint as al tistic expression
of brush. emy on tit stt tit iI : If w e, as teaehus of English, !call) do beliee
that English Is t SSt MIA III nrucun SM let) and descry es the four y cal s of
study lupin d in most high schools, then 'shy aren't we 1i:wining 01
((en suggesting to out students) that then curl ent caulk done, in high
st hool might be a altiable !cloud that might be useful lata on?
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In some schools a student [(Adel is kept in the English class' oom.
The folder is normally kept just for one )cat, !town ind then the
impels inside ale tinned emu to the student in June and ne% et seen or
used again., I It might be better fen the student to see his papers hum one
}ea to the next. I le can then see his ow glow th. The essays can form a

:basis fit the student to incosine his owe growth, though the essays
should not be the only papers included. Pu haps, student-wiitten short
scot ies, play s. tcsc.0 eh papas, new spapu wining, and book t ts can
go in. Also, at the end ,of y , the student could w rite out his own
es a I itat ion (not a gioete') of work lie has accomplished dining the year,
including li mantle I clad in class, books lead on his own outside of class,

,
compositions wiitten cun ing the )cat, and othel material the teacher ol
student wishes o include.

In the pi eceding paragraph I ha e vied to stress the impol tante of
student %silting. including the essays, because I feel as a cuddle' of
Fnglish that it is impol tont to ha% c a complete, continuing 'cord of stu-
dent growth. This is the only way that meal measurement of grow th is
possible.

To come back to tae toting scheme. the indi% idual student essay
then is placed in a foldet.*Uo this is added duce other essays wiitten later
in the y cam. so that the student has foul essays, written approximately
e%ery two months ( No% (Anhui . ',moor), March and May). The four
palms, each ha ing been 'cad b). two people, form a composite of eight
different scot es on the student's wi iting. Since each score ones from ten
to fifty points, the total fit the) Lit w ill %.u) hum eighty to foul hundred
points. Research in w ritten composition demonstrates that it takes at
least foul papas and eight leaders to satisfy reliability uitetia for the
type of c impalison which I am going to suggest next.

Student writing placed in a folder is % cry necessary fo the student to
see his own growth, but parents, guidance counselors and ad-
minisu ate,' s ale also intucsted in seeing how the student's pc/ fen mance
eompai es w i th the pu fit nonec of other students in his glauc and in the
school at huge. Pot example, as a basis for admission to college many
collego: now request information on a student's rank in class.
!Nuclei ich's plan y kids this ty pe of information as a measure of grow th
in writing.

Since all the score, ill fall between eight) (minimum) and tout
hundred points (maximu m). a teacher can an ange all of the glad,:s
tunnel kali) front highest to lowest. Perhaps this can best be done by
initially di% iding the papas into ses, mil smaller. mole manageable
groups, pel haps w ith di% isions of 150 and below 151-200, 201-250, 251-
300, 301-350, and 351-100. Then the pope's can be further subdivided,
tint i 1 the) are all tanked (mom the lowest (80) to the highest (100). Since
this distribution w, ill inc ludo all the scones b) all the English students in
the entire school, a student knows his standing in relation to the whole
school. Presumably, man) freshmen will be found closet to the bottom,
and more seniors w ill be found nem cr the top. This isas It should be. lilt
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woe ()them's( , (h(11 English tcaclicis should look for,different jobs. If
one woe intelested in finding a student's lank in class, lie has on,,, to
(omit how many impels of students of his ow n grade lei el are above him,
It the Impels (now kompicteit stotcd) act emicti sown 1%,i), to indicate
glade ley el this tould be itlatncly easy. Pct haps a ioloi for will grade
Ion (blue-bushman, gl(enrsophomori, red=juniol, black=-senior)
innkcd in the upper light hand coiner would aid identification. This
would make it easy to lank a student in his class (for example, as Cie
fit teenth highest fie:simian) as well as in the sillool at large (tot example,
as the one }inth id tw (ink th). Thus the ft eshman student know s he did
extt clue!) will in itimpal tson ith other freshmen, but r.ot as 1%. ell as say
the fifteenth ',Hiked se nun r ho pet haps stetted ty -so en th in relation
t he hole student body. . The. student scot e and rank could be listed as
lot'

P S (Udell IS g StUdell ts

Name Rank in in Rank in in
class class school school

Fieshman 15 (300) 120 (1200)

Sophomol e
J tune)!
Senior

hi., slip of palm should b( kept in the student's permanent English
folder and each }eat his new lank in class and rank in school should be
added. rh us a nonnat e (01 loin pat a(i% i) measure of grow th in riting
ability can be readily seen.

Flom tIns'permanent record a teacher of English can see that a
student's grow th in «citing ability can show progress in two ways
both in lank in class and also in tank in school. Of these two measures,
pct haps the most unpin Lint is glow th in rank in school. Any upward

-movement In rank in school indicates real growth. In comparison,
growth in tank in doss meana th,r, a student is learning faster than his
ciasslytes, but growth nn lank in school indicates that the student is
assimilating skill dining his four years in high school. A student may
not change lank in Ins own lass (guide level) vcry much at all during his
foul ye,us. Ile may have ranks like the following. freshman (96),
sophomore (10,2), jumot (98J, and senior (100). Does this mean the Stu-

* dent hasnot grown dui nig his four yens? No. That same student may
have had the follow nig tanks in school. freshman (1050), sophomore
(800). junto' (525), and senior (100). The increase from rank 1050 (neat
the bottom of the school) to 200 (close to the top) indicates that the sit]
dent has grown in his ability to rite during Ills foul years, a fact not
evidenced by Lis rabic in class alone.

Responses roCritica.art

tam variablesa on individual-pieces of w riling still present their
ptoblhas ut this type of test situation as in the normal classroom tests.
For example1 student may feel upset, fatigued or for some other
physMogical ui psy( hologieal reason may not be able to do his best on
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the test. Also, ev en with two luadels,fe4Lcieft test, both leaders may grade
their sets of papers [Lushly, lesulting in sign if cAntly lower grades Ion
the ,ets of papers. 0 movement to-the left of oil column on the Rude:1's
Analy null Scale sheet ion! ts in ten k 5% et points out of fifty possible on
the score.) Thus instead tt( let eiv mg 8-8- I- I-I- I I- I- k for t. total), a stu-
dent might receive 6-6-3-T:3-3-3-3 (thirty total). Even teachers have
then bad days. Howe% el, in light Of these variables dice ting students
and teachers, isn't It butt' to hav c foul papers horn each student pc'
'year, and eight gtatitis, huhu than one final exam glade guided by one
teacher? Even if exams are retained, the essays, along SS ith the hulks in
class and ranks in school for main excellent second look at the student's
groivth in writing ability.

Perhaps the principal el iticism against undertaking this project is
the amount of time in olv ed. How long does it really take? Beal in mind
that you make no led pencil marks on the essay. Furthermore, first nn
pressions au valued. In keeping w ith this, the reader should spend no
more than tv% o minutes pc' papertimeethough to read about three
hundred words. In scoring two papers, he will have spent a total of only
four minutes 'ming both. On the average a teacher may spend from five
to tight minutes per impel, markig mistakes in spelling and making
comments on ideas en organization. So this rating of two sets of impels
really takes less time than the nonnal time needed to grade a sct of stu-
dent compositions.

Furthermore, what do you have when you finish? Normally, ifter
making many red-penciled 'milks you have' only one more set of com-
positions to return to the students. You know hots Ss ell Johnny did in
comparison v% ith who students in your room, but you can only guess
how well Johnny did in relation to- Gi'r students in his grade. Is a
so enty A ive in your class the same as a seventy -five from another teacher?
Diederich's scheme yields taeh student a rank in his is hole grade level
and in his whole school, not merely in one teacher's classes.

What I am my mg to show is that you as a teacher of English have
something permanent and verifiable. You have something that has been
tv aluatcd and scored by (mho faculty members of your &pain-neat. No
palent, administrator or student can claim any unfair bias on your part
in the sum ing of the essays. I:intim-more, you have verifiable proof of a
student's grow th in writing ability throughout four years of high
school. At the end of four years a student gill have v., linen sixteen of
these essays (lour each year) and have been assigned four ranks in class
and four ranks in school at large. Upward growth in the latter rank is
proof that the student has learned to write better.

I feel that the abov c leasons strongly urge us as teachers of English
to use Diede. h's sill( me to measure' grow th in is I i ing ability. Only in
this way can we prove to our critics that tine do have real, measurable
growth in writing ability Occulting in our schools.

Riverside High School
Buffalo
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Grades and Growth in
the Writing Program

Charles R Cooly'

Introduction

Aftei a 5(0(1(111 has produced a pie«. of vv t iting, how do w c help him
answei-Ilics«10(stions. What have I done: flow good is it? 11'Ilat should
I do next t nut:: Ill this .11 tit It I want to plows(' pal tial answ els to those
questions. FIR alis%.(15 %.111111%01%c (Is in what is men asingly referred to
[hest days as forman,t ei;alionnin, a !not css of response and feedback
that infol nt, the stud( lit of how wc II ht is doing and info' ins the Rachel
about th« if« nve'tc15 Uf IIl tI ,:ctioi I oi 5111(11111 practi«. Since this I1C1%
111 111 and odic I*, I Litt d to It al( of (111 used in C01111C1 t 1011 1% ith school (115

11ut 'Ilea lilt lit and evaluauun sChullICS .11Id 1% ith teat her a« quit-
ability, , I want to spend some time discussing these terms in this in-
tiodut tam to the main pal t of the .11 tic le. In pal titular, I want to show
how soon of Eh( in vv illeastilcIlitIlt .111(1 evaluation concepts have
limited use for English teachers.

I lit Rim formal/cc Illation Is most often used in the context of
nia,ster) learning, an 111511 tit clonal scheme of some use in biology but
pi obably of no use 111 wilting. Conventionally used, formative evalua-
lion 11nplics (01 leginics) short, sequenced units of instruction which
can be "mastered,' the waste' y being demonstrated by unit tests, usually
t au ion-1 eft 1 cm «I, that is, specifically written fol the stated objectives
of the 111111. For example, the student studies the concept of
phocospahe.sis foi two weeks and Elicit takes a mastery test; if he scores
ahoy' 80%, lit guts on to the nt,t unit of study. Ohs ions!), such an
lust' tit tional-mt asuic Int lit apploath is not useful to writing teachers.
I here at( two main problems with it. (I) it assumes that points or
plateaus of mast( 1 y tan be id& nt if itd and (2) it (quires that the subject or
skill be broken down into small, sequential, testable units.

(..can .1 high school junior "'nasal" the essay of .11 gument or the
autobioglaphical m11dtnt, °I ;Am the descriptive palagraph or the
busincs, (..in a tollegc j4111101: Isn't writing a skill that one can
only get be ttt I at but ill vti inastct, cm ern in super field I aspects of sct ibal
.0 Mal (SP( Iling) and 101 mat. I long ago masteled the formal of the
business kiwi, but I never think of myself as a masterful writer of
business Jewels. of having it at lied some 'Antall of efficiency and
notable high quality. Lath ucvv lettu t. a unique problem, requiring
impoi tan t judgint its of tont , oiganization, di( Elul', and syntax. Often
ilk business It ut is Int ially 1.111. they ill itatc when I meant to soothe, 01
they alai 111 vv he 11 I int 1 c ly Inca' t to Mica u. Flica furl, h um out uvv n
pel Rink as 55 lite! s we tan «nu hide that the win entional concept of
mast( y Is nut useful --1, plobably cv 11 quit( misleadingto
us as writing teat-11(15.
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The whet majoi pi oblem w ith mastery lemming as a way of think-
ing about u.....hing sriut.s and es aluatmg growth ut young vviiters is
that it leads to fragmenting and false ca tegories. What arc the units of the
aetis ity of becoming a Irene' s% i cm of the a( tis it) of composing a
single piece of writing: Pieces of writing are composed of voids,
!liases, sentences, and sometimes of paragraphs, but those units du not
pun ide a way of planning and sequencing wilting instruction. Com-
posing is a holistic actis it). Once the write' has produced a piece, then
(hoe is much we can say to him about its language, syntax, iheturic,
style, and effect, but wt cannot anticipate what a particular writer needs
to know, or plaetiee until we e has, e seen his writing. There is nothing
about the vs, 'king mess about vs, ' itten pieces that will permit us to
planVutution in spurt units MI all students to master, even at their
own speed in a pi ugi amine(' format, ith 'nastily demonstrated by tests.
Writing has no content, in the way biology has content. ung is a skill
to be practiced. Thule ale no incremental, sequential beim% iotal cm per-
fen mance specifications for such a skill. The vs, t iter vs, rites and then sees
vs, hat he has. lie gets lesponse from others. Then he l es ices or writes
another piece. Writing instruction must enhance that process, not su:,
vert it with trivial and indefensible mastery units.

There are certain syntactic patterns and word usage features
students can usefully piacticc independent of the act of writing ur revis-
ing. WC know, from research that a special kind of sentence-combining
practice enhances written syntactic fluency and that oral-aural diill un
particular usage problems can be quite effective, but this arheturical
practice cannot be s loved as preparation For writingit should nut fill
up the first few weeks of class time before the student writes his first
piece and it cannot be tightly sequenced in small, testable units on any
grounds I know, of. Equally important, it cannot be tested in conven-
tional mastery tin t fashion. A valid "test" ofsyntacticmnaturity and con-
mil of the forms of standard usage can only come hum examining the
student's writing. at the end of the year is he making ['mei usage
deviances per 100 words and arc his independent clauses longer un
average, more deeply embedded, more varied in structure?

In some schools the notion of mastery learning and the idea of in-
dis idealized instrut. (ion have conjoined to create a monster, sometimes
named LAP (Leal ning Aeons, it) Packet) or PIK (Personalized Instruction
Kit). Nearly all the ss, riting LAP's I've seen are horrors, directing the stu-
dent to %yolk in isolation through some pages in a workbook or
programmed textbook and then take a mastery test. Individualizing in-
struction is a fashionable (but important) development vv Inch we don't
need to be anxious about. Good writing instruction is always in-
dividualized, even when the teacher gives the writing assignment. The
student writes a !rite( vs, Inch gets quit( pusonalized attention from the
teacher and from othc students. And then perhaps the student revises,
and that piece gets anodic' personal response, not the predictable
programmed instruction cajolery of the cathode lay tube or the
workbook frame ()I the mi..), satisfaction of scoring 86% on an unhelp-
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ful LAP mastery test on naming sentence parts, but a sensitive human
response which can take any of the folins . my formative evaluation
scheme outlined below.

Let us admit, then, that wining is not a skill that high school and
college students "master- and that it is not a skill or activity that can be
flagmented into units fin sequential instruction. Let us use the notion of
formative evaluation to mean only response and feedback to the writer's
efforts, feedback that describes for hun what he has done, conveys un-
mistakably how other readers (the teacher and other students) under-
bland w hat he has said, and indicates unambiguously vs hat he must do
differently %. hen he rev 'sus or writes the next piece. This feedback would
be concerned mainly with rhetorical and stylistic matters, and only
seem-1(1.1111y with ;natters of correctness, with spelling, usage, and punc-
tuation.

This ar ncle proposes ways to pros ide that feedback after a writer has
pioduecd a piece. In a sense It is an artic le about writing instruction, and
yet I want to try to keep the focus more narrowly on formative feedback,
omitting such important matters as guided prewritingactiv ities and the
teaching of stylistic refinements, intellectual strategies, and syntactic
fluency, not to mention planning the writing program and sequencing
wilting tasks. I will also not deal directly with summative evaluation,
the measurement of grow th in writing ability over a period of time. For
information about glow th measurement see Kenneth Watson's article in
this issue and in article in the March 1975 English Journal (Cooper,
1975).

Grading

I am also nut concerned hire with the question of assigning grades
to pieces of student %silting. Grading indisideal pieces subverts the for-
mans e evaluation process I want to describe below. 14'e have to give up
putting grades on student writing, and instead concentrate on providing
III the classroom the response a writer must have to ivhat he is produc-
ing. Grades du not even contribute to summative evaluation. A row of
grades in the gradebook is not a measure of anything. The writing
teacher's task is to foster growth and to describe what growth is oc-
curring. Once we have described a writer's growth over a period of time
several weeks or months), then we can assign a public grade to it if we

have toand we still have to in most schools and colleges.

the last argument of the defender of grading every piece is that cap-
tis e adolescents wilLnut continue writing unless each piece is graded.
The experience of many teachers now easily refutes that argument.
Students w ill continue to produce large amounts of writing if the
wilting tasks arc not uniformly dull and pedestrian and unrelated to
their experience, if they Lan sec some purpose for writing beyond pleas-
ing the teacher, and if they can write for many audiences, not just for the
teacher. Students do need response to each piece, and that is what thy
procedures I am going to outline below are designed to do.
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This is an article, then, on what to do besides grade w thing and gibe
tests on information about writing and language. It is an ar tide about
formative evaluation English style.

Formative Evaluation for Guiding
Growth in Writing

Formative evaluation lo smiimariir my use of the concept here
is helpful response to the writer's efforts. It tells him what he has done,
how (Keane he has been in communicating tv ith his intended audience,
and what he might du differently next time he writes in that mode for
that audience. It goes on continuously w ith each piece the writer
produces, shaping his scribal Jen% ay, mob ing him sle.wly in the direc-
tion of w hat mature writers do, but not measuring him against an adult
unction, not expecting "mastery, but only some demonstration of
growth from the point w here he started in the course. It should point out
mistakes, confusions, ambiguities, and failures, but it should be mainly
on the positive side in order to encourage the writer to try again and
again. It should foster confidence and reward freshness, vigor, and
honesty. Most important, it should help the young writer find his on
voice.

The teacher guides this evaluation process, participating in it
himself, but also arranging-for students to participate, training them to
de, so effectively. What exactly do the teacher and the students do? I want
to propose four general activities.

The teacher talks to the student or umtes comments on his paper.
Making comments or corrections on the student's paper without the stu-
dent actually present should be done only as a last resort or as an ex-
pedient. A conference with the student about his paper is always
preferable. Ben with classes as large as they are, we must still do as
much conferencing as we can possibly arrange, even if it means debuting
several days a month to it, with act iv ities for the rest of the class members
carefully planned so the time is not lost for them. We must also patiently
inn persistently continue making the case for smaller class sizes, even in
these hard tithes. l'he new concern with "basic skills" may aid us here.
Wr lung is a most crucial basic skill, and good basic skill instruction can-
not be had on the cheap.

Whether we talk or write comments, we should initially withhold
judgment about the worth of the paper as well as overlook usage, spell-
ing. and transcription problems while we concentrate on (I) making a
personal response to what the student is try ing to say, to the composition
behind the transcription and (2) describing to the student what he has
done. Some papers, written for the teacher as trusted adu.t, will require
only the personal response. Description, detailed commel.t, and editing
art best used selectively on papers that have real promise, papers that
may be published in some form for the classread aloud by the student
01 the teacher, put up on the bulletin board, pasted into the class writing
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scrapbook, published in the lass magazine, or sent off elsewhere to be
published, perhaps in the school newspaper or literal) magazine.

It is n cry helpful if the student keeps all of his writing in a folder or if
he at. t. umulate s it along with it% IS1011S in a spiral notebook. At each con-
ference he brings all of his caulk him, not just the last piece. If
students are keeping ,u join nal along w ith the regular writing we arc
assigning, we can alternate (unfelem es on the journal and on assigned
writing.

Good conferences an intense, focused and fast-paced, the latter be-
ing Unix,' tam just to get around to tiers one, The conference should
always begin w ith the personal response of a sympathetic reader, the
teat. her, to a young wilter. It an then mine on to a descriptionnot an
assessment or a judgmentof what the writer has done. We can deal
s ith matters of organization, syntax, and diction, all within the

framework of the writer's pin pose, subject, and audience for that piece.
We probably should be selectiy c, not try ing to cure all ills at once. If the
paper warrants it, we can make suggestions for rei ision, or we can just
ask the student to try another piece in that mode. Gradually, the student
can do mole and more of the talking in the conferences. We can ask him
w hat is the best thing in his paper, the weakest thing, what he would du

the paper. We can union' age him to explain and defend, to "say
w hat he meant," to begin to take responsibility for his writing,

Etc b4 st artic 1,:s I hoc( seen iceently on Rspooding to student
writing arc by James Klein, Lois McCallister, Donald Murray, and
Stephen Judy. They arc .11 listed in the bibliography to this article and I
z(«munend them ( nthusiastically. Murray, a Pulitzer Prize w inner and
a wining teacher, has this to say about the teacher as reader of student
wilting, "I k doesn't look for w hat he hopes w ill be there or ought to be

instead he listens for what is there. fie is ready for the unexpected,
alert to a hint, a word, a tone, a fact, a shape, a subject which w illmake
hint respond as a reader, a human being, not an English teacher." Judy's
extremely helpful and detailed al tick outlines SIA en steps in the process
of re spbhding. listening for the student's %ma: and deciding whether the
piece is real or fake, responding in a personal way in a conference or in
written «mulleins, deciding whether the piece should be kept innate or
made 'midi( to the class, de twinning a form of publication or distribu-
tion in the c lass, editing, copy reading, ind "publishing." Only a few
pieces would make. it all the way through this process.

A ( ry promising possibility for response to student writing is out-
lined in an impoi tam mt. rt article by my colleague Lee Odell (Odell,
1973), who is study ing the intellectual strategies (for example, focus,
contrast, change, reference to sequence, reference to physical context,
classification) appare lit in students' writing. Odell argues that "if we are
to make genuinely useful responses to students' writing, we need to

eote a good deal of our effort to identifying mental processes implicit
in the ir language and helping students add to and refine strategies they
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alit ad) posst ss... can ht 1p than mime' some of the processes that
are pi t lequisitts totffutite t% t ing When 1% e espond to students'
wilting by ht !ping them enlaigt and 'input c upon their level tone of
intoIlttteal strait git s, tilt usefulness of our response extends well
beyond a spet ifit assignment 101 a single course." There is sonic
cid( me stud( nts tan be taught to lilt least the use of appropriate in-

tellectual strategies in their wilting (Odell, 1974).

2. The leather leads whole t lass dot usston of representative Metes
of student u r Ittng.SintA tit could argut that there is nu such thing as a
"It pit sentativ c" pito of student wilting or that writers are really m-
an steel only by talk about (1n it 01% n pieces and not those of someone
t Is( , tt a should use this at tit ity cautiously and spa' 'ugly. It should never
become a substitute fur tilt tt at -s tuck. n t eonferen(e. Carefully plan-
ned, how e% . it tan bt quite effect % c. We ditto a pitce of student 1% I iting
or we make an 0% erhead piojeetor transparent.) of a piece. Selecting a
few things of interest in the piece, we lead a class diseussion about it.
Lc ennui!). the students Lan do most of the talking. Wi have all done
this son of thing, but let me illustrate how it might look in the
lassioom. Here is a piece of writing by a twelfth grader:

My Best Class

'The best c lass I Is as in 1% as my clot en th glade history class. 21 found
this class toy interesting because the teacher looked upon each student
as a young lady or young gentlemen and not as little children. We
studied out of a textbook. but (In class was still interesting because she
would lane s hates et topic we %%tie on to the current news. 'She was
always pleasant and w illing to shale some news article with the class.

would chaos( a topic 15 Inch she knew would interest the class. 9 he
t Liss was always in older. As far as I can remember there t'5 as never a dis-
turbant t in tilt class. "She would (meow age you to do your homework,
but if you didn't do it she would tell y ou, "You are only hurting yourself
and no on( (1st." °SI.; w (mid net et force ) ou to do any thing you didn't
want to do. "She was a very good teacher.

Now let's assume we have chosen this "representative" piece from
tin class in bide to point out sonic possibili tit fur int.' easing syntactic
fluent) and taiitty, being careful to emphasize the point that syn (dent
choices !hut' to In made 15 ithin the context of the whole I hetorical
situation someone say ing some thing fur a reason lo a particular
aiKlienee.

Although tilt mean length of the independent clauses is only 12.6
words for tilt thirteen independent (-heists in the ten sentences in the
pica tabout that of tlic dl (law eigh th glad( ) the piece has a reasonable
degree of syntactic fluent Sentences 2, 3, 7, and 8 have adverb clauses.
Sentences 5 and 9 have adjut tit( clauses. St n tenet' 3 has a noun clause.
And yet we non( e right away the sen tt in es ale not very complex struc-
turally. not v cry deeply embedded (except 1 Sentence 3 with the
"w hates et" noun c taus( inside the "because" ads tt b clause), and lack-
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tug absolute phrases, stung medial modification, or noun substitutes in
the subject position.

What could we say to the class about this piece? We might suggest
the following possibilities:

I. Begin Sentence 2 with the "because" clause.
2..Begin Sentence 3 with "Even though."
3. Embed the first part of Sentence =1, "She was always pleasant," in

Sentence 2 as follows. "...the teacher was always pleasant and
always looked upon each student ..."

1. Then begin Sentence 1 with "Always willing" and attach it to
Sentence 5 following.

5. Attach Sentence 7 to Sentence 6 by creating an absolute begin-
ning "there nes er being." (Here the use of the term "absolute"
would not be important. Students will see the usefulness of the
new structure without ever having heard about "absolute
phrases ")

6. Attach Sentence 9 to the first clause in Sentence 8 by creating
another absolute beginning "never forcing."

7. I hen make a new sentence of the second clause in Sentence 3 by
beginning "If you didn't want to do your homework

Now with this short piece I don't want to make any grand claims for
the overall effects of these changes. But I have demonstrated how
elements can be moved around in a piece of writing to achieve greater
structural variety. I did create a participle phrase sentence opener
"Always willing...") and two absolute phrases, and I increased the

mean length of the independent clauses to 20.5 words, well beyond that
of the average twelfth grader.

These teacher-led discussions can focus any w here in the piece. They
call either be planned to show the students something in particular of to
diet% them out about the piece, getting them to suggest changes. A great
advantage of these discussions is that they are a model for the students of
what can be said about a piece of writing, an insight they nz:ed to des clop
to work helpfully in the two remaining activities I want to discuss.

3. In pairs students glue each other guided feedback about their
writing. The actn Ines I want to recommend could also be used in small
groups of five or six, but I have found they work best with pairs. If one
student wines comments and makes marks on a paper, the second stu-
dent to look at the same paper is going to be unavoidably influenced by
those marks and comments. Furthermore, one set of marks and com-
ments may be enough for one writer to heed, particularly if the teacher
gives feedback on the piece as well. flay ing several students read and res-
pond to a piece is also very timc-consuming. When two students ex-
change papers, they can get fairly far into comments and discussion on
both papers within fifteen or twenty minutes.
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I ha% c found that at first these student pails, even college students
and graduates, need specific dilutions. They need to be told what to
look for and w hat to do. They will need considelable help in (Adel to get
beyond bland judgmt:wal tractions. In fat t, the most useful activities
hate seen preclude judgments. E% (Julian} , ut WM SC, we wantstudents
to relish these lead and respond sessions, to be confident in (hell
'espouses, and to know how to give helpful, focused feedback.

The best ae tiv ity I have seenstudents hum Grade 7 to graduate
school like it and can do it easilycomes from Peter Elbow's book
Writing Without Teachers (Elbow, 1973). It has three stages. pointing,
summarizingind showing. I will explain the first two here and en-
courage you to read Elbow for the third.

Pointing invol cs i1) putting a suaigh t line under words or phrases
that you like and (2) putting a wavy hue under those you don't like.
Elbow deselibes the first in this w ay. "the words and phrases which most
successfully penetrated }mu skull. perhaps they seemed loud or full of
voice, or they seemed to have a lot of energy, of they somehow rang true,
01 they carried special eons le tion." And the second this way. "words and
phrases that strike you as particularly weak or empty. Somehow they
ring false, hollow, plastic. They bounced ineffectually off your skull."
The student points on his second reading of the piece, and the decisions
arc entirely his own. In sliscussiol I immediately following, each student
reader can explain as well as he can to each student writer why he
pointed as he did.

Summarizing involves these four steps (quoted directly from
Elbow):

1. First tell very quickly what you found to be the main points,
main feelings, of centers of gray, ity. Just sort of say what comes to
mind for fifteen seconds, for example, "Let's see, very sad, the
death seemed to be the main event; um ...bat the joke she told
was very prominent; lots of clothes."

2. Then summarize it into a single sentence.
3. filen choose one word from the writing which best summarizes

it.

1. Then choose a word that isn't in the writing to summarize it.

Make copies of these steps for the students, and encourage them to
follow the steps exactly at first. Summarizing is to be done informally
without too much planning 01 thinking. It shows the writer how his
piece struck one other reader. As with pointing, discussion can follow
immediately between the two students.

Another source of ideas for directed feedback is Ken Nlaerorie's Tell-
ing Writing (Mairoric, 1970). Scattered throughout the book are ideas
like this one. to identify repetition draw a circle around all the repeated
words (besides a, and, the, of, etc.) so the writer can consider whether he
needs, to keep all of them, and draw a circle around words and phrases
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you think iepeat meanings ulinctessmily. . I highly lecommend
lacione's Chapter 9, CI iticizing, foi a, genelal discussion of 'shat it

means to give and receive criticism of Writing.

Pans can help each (Alm ss ith any aspect of the w 'king they are do-
ing. Sometimes students of similal ability can be pan edind at othel
trines weak students can be paired with strong students. The readel
%%liter pan ings can ha% «lune (hilt:Atilt !Imposes. from quick, INA sonal
iusponses to first diafts to editing and copy leading just prim to
publishing in the c lass maga/anew sending off to the school new spapel.

1. In small groups of f we or six students form a permanent writing
workshop to give each other feedback.

Many %%fuels ha% e show n how to use the writing workshop in
English classes at both the school and college le% el (Elbow, 1973;
Macrone, 1970, Moffett, 1968). Sonic build the entice in-class %silting
piogiam mound 1t, sshilc others use It only occasionally for particular
pm poses. With youugci school-age kids it takes patience and persistence_
to get It started, but the effort does seem justified to me, p.uticul.0 ly as
class sizes glow Engel. Since we can't get around to students often
enough for wilting um fel ences, I don't see any other w ay to pi o% ide the
amount of fonnan.e 'espouse and feedback w liter s must ha%e unless w e
per feet the wilting %so' kshop (and student pairs) as w ell as w e al.: able in
out classes. Two things are crucial. (1) training students to work effec-
mely in small groups and (2) showing students shat to look fin in
anodic' 's wilting and how to respond helpfully. Tw o excellent soul ces
of group training actkities arc Sax and I lollander's Reality Games
(1972) and Stank,' d and Stanford's Learning Discussion Skills through
Games. The ideas from Elbow and Nlacrorie abuse begin to illusnate
what is involved in showing students what to look for.

After we ha% e some acquaintance s% ith the students and w ith their
writing, we can form permanent workshop groups of fie or six
students. Each group can ha% e the full range of writing abilities in the
class. We can set out to get than acquainted and to train them to work
together cffecn% ely. As often as we can, we sit in w ith each group and
join the reading and discussing. In doing so u e model for them %%hat can
be said about a piece of writing and what it means to be a good listeno
and a focused, helpful respondel. We also pro% kit: this modelling when
we lead whole-class discussion of student writing.

At (list students tan just pass around the circle the pieces they has c
%%num, or they can read aloud to cad. other w hat they have written.
I hey can soon be gi% en specific tasks. things to look for, proofreading,
editing, pointing, summarizing. They can bring to the group only w hat
they are willing to make public.

Some teachei s find that the friendship 01 same-sex group
I
w orks

better than the teacher-arranged group, especially in Grades 7 iand 8,
w here students are still aersive to the opposite sex, or at. least acutely
self-conscious w ith them. Some teachers also use same-ability groups.
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Howe% u wc,rnange it and get it going the great value of thew iting
workshop is quantity and intMediacy of feedback. I-h quality of the
feedback is not y high. at least at first, and it is nue' as good as you
could pm% ide. I3tit it does pro% Ulu .1 mad) and responsive audience
besides the teaclie , and it permits the write' to get almost immediate
feedback the same day he writes or the next day.

Conclusion

Measurement and ev ablation for IA liting involve findingout what
the students can do when the Louise begins (diagnosis), lesponding to
their efforts and guiding their gtuwth 1101111diRt' Alla now, and find-
ing out how fa' they have come by the end of the «Anse tstumnative
measmement). In this ,ii tick' I have shown how we must redefine the
conventional notions of mos toy learning and formative evaluation to
suit muscly es as English tunic' sind I base outlined foul genet al op-
pi ruches to ploy iding the «mtinuous formative 'espouse and feedback
young writers must has in order to grow as w. ners. Them is nothing
technic al, wmplicat«1, or sin ising in my recommendations. Oul own

,good sense as tcochus and IA I lie's already points us in the directions I
have outlined. We know that composing is a complex personal,
linguistic, ind social pi °Less !ego"' Mg much plactice and suppoinve,
helpful 'espouse. Wt. know too, that growth is von} slow and that wF
must be patient. With persistence and ingenuity we can mei come some
of the school-as-institution «msuaints that frustrate us, and we can
guide students' glow th in wi king as we know it must be done.

Most impol tint, we must give up being the judge and become the
coach or the listen( ' Sol ting, grading, ',inking, judging all subvert the
writing pureess. We must comentiate on describing %%hat students are
doing and on (mum aging their glow thind v5e must put off assigning
the public grades we ale still required to give until glade I elm t time
arrives. Even then, the glade should be based on w illingness, on effort,
and on growth.
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Recent Sources For
Measuring Growth
In Writing And
Reading Fiction

Thomas C. Mac Lennan

While many of the books and al tic les listed below al e fail ly recent in
rn igin, the concept of ineasni ing grow th iii writing and reading fiction
has been with us for some time. I'm sure that many teachers have puzzled
fit cr the problem of how to go about duel milling the status of.a student
w ho comes to you in September and lutes in June. Just what awasin es
( an we count on to determine the s it.rl question of deter mining student
gtonth horn the beginning to the end of the pei iod of time in question?

Measui ing growth should not be confused with 'evaluation. The
procedure of using the grow th measures to assign some number or letter
grade tv huh ostensibly reflects the quality of a student's performance is
evaluation. Measuring growth concei us itself with the valid and reliable
measures we use in collecting information about our students. If a
measure is valid, it measures what it is supposed to measure. If it is
reliable, it is fair and consistent with itself in measin ing w hates er it does
measure.

There are a number of salid and reliable measures for writing and
leading fiction and they ate readily accessible. If you are located
any w here near a unit ersity or college library, they are available for your
use as models in constructing y oin Uts n grow th measures. In some cases,
I have added addresses just in case you want to add a copy to your own
professional library.

MEASURING GROWTH IN WRITING

1c11(1. Ri( hard in In. eqtgation of the t al 1,1;111 hit h dye( t the Qua lit of bmtv) In Ad-
cant ed fIdent% :111 Ix a. M lugan. U Iscrsity sItuuutIins. 1972. Can
11 old( Ied bona I nut ism Mu tuiihns. PA) 11o 1701, Ann At Ixn, Mu Ingdn -18106.
Ooto No. 72.12016.

mtains a sexy useful analytic scale lot meastnin4rowth
expository writing. I am going to be using the ((Ain, analytic scale,
se% et al times in this article, and Adler's is an example of this type of
scale. The complete published scale dem lilies the hrglr, middle and
low points for each component.
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Quality of ideas 0 1 2 ,'. 4 5

Development of ideas 0 I 2 .3 4 5

01 ganization, 'do aii e. moy einem 0 I 2 '3 4 5

Style, Ham!, individualits 0 I 2 3 4 5

tVoi ding (choice of voids) . , 0 I 2 1 5

(.111paiatht ii. hami. 111c 1)1Immg Nlamit St, lc 1 ttglesh 7

1968), pp ',72 i79

An attic It that (Yens some suggestions in measuring th in
yy lung sty le. Chnsnaoscn suggests that the most yalid 'near e of
mammy is not scinclu c length, but length (it the T-unit, which he
&lin( s as being eac h main (II independent clause..togethei with its
subon:wate elements. I le ((leis two hy potheses to be tested: ( I) A
mature sty le will halta !ChM d y fiequem y of free modif
especially in the final position. (2 1, a sty le will also have a
tulativt ly high fiegunk y of still( anus .onlination ithin the
I -unit. I It Mikis nth Kellogg Hunt s I) 'dings on syntactic
mammy. calm stiansen feels that a mattn 1)1e must be easy to
(Ironic. I he long c pause isn't the mail. of a 'imam. sty le but of an in-
ept sty le. Fin ital ploblem is to pac k mu( h into little. "but to pack
it so that it c an be leachly anpac Led." Ion anodic! view, see the
Kellogg I hint entry

Coln si Attlim JI ANst tit); 'muck o 111m (a)mpusmon. Researth in the
l'ea, lung 1)1 highsh 7 (IV Inlet , 1973), pp 356.371

68

Contains an example of a dichotomous scale to be used in
nieasunng glow th m expository «minims' non. This scale is useful
yy hen Judgment doesn't have to In ((lined. An example, taken from
Cohen's SCX)RE SHEET, follows:

YES NO
Nlechanic s Theis ate many misspellings.

['hely ale so ions punctuation en ors.
tinge are errors in the use of verbs.
[beleaieenois in the use of 'nothings.

Chalk R NI(a,m (.um m 11111111g pik;lish Journal 611Mattli. 1971

If you only lead one at tic le about nng grow th this y eat, 1
would strongly net opium nd this one. It should be lead for a immix"
of treasons. (I 1 It ofins tin nationals for attempting to measure long
tenth growth in ( omposmon plogiam, (2) it outlines some c om-
pichensuc objec ny es silk hiding at titudr,41 ones) and a c hoice of
cab(' and lel:able nicastuus you may se le( t to attain the objec Uses,
(3) impkint 'Hatton of the mcasmes (utilities no special training,
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and, with the exception of the attitude meastu es, ale taken horn a
student's ongoing vv olk and do 'tun Iequinc separate test:, ol quizzes,
( 1) the objectives do not do mine instill( (ion, the classroom
teacher is flee to approach tliem anyway they see fit.
NOTE. The emphasis in thisuntile issue of the English Journal is
on measurement and evaluation.

tut Rithmil The Teat long 44 Writing in (ho- ..ku /weds. :suss N wk. I he N1,1(
C.ompam. I 9 .

You might want to examine NCTE's, "Ideafonn" on page 84.
It suggests an anal} tic scale (good, fair and pool) in meastu ing
growth in expositor} composition. It is based on the following
components organization, development, sincerity of purpose and
expression, sentence structure and punctuation, paragraphing,
usage, choice of words, spelling, penmanship and general
appeal ance.

Ihederu h. Paul ii 1 low to Measure Gs ow, th, in «kiting Abilits. English Journal 55
(Ain tl. 19titO. pp. 135.119

This article not only concerns itself with why we should be
measuring grow th in writing but contains model we can use in
measuring glow th of the v, hole school composition program.
Diederic h suggests usii \g an anal} tic scale (high, middle and low) In
measuring grow th in Geneal Merit factors (ideas, organization,
wording and flat or) Mechanics factors (usage, sentence struc-
ture, punctuation, and handwriting). Ile strongly auk ises
total department involvement in rating papers.

Diedt lit h. Paul B ,Sleasuring Ortht tit in 1.nglash. l'rhatta. National Counttl of I (abets
of English. 1971 NO FE., A% adably hum N(t. I E. 1111 Kenstni Road. Ut batia, Illinois.
Pnee is $2,50: member price is S225.

A most informative and v aluable book. Diederich suggest.
several approaches to .easuring growth in English. the reading
test, the objec tive writi. . test, a short test on knowledge of grammar
(the "shadow" test), as well as written essays Khick are to be graded.
by the entire dew' tment. Appendix A contains his analy tic scale,
desci ibed in the pier ions envy. By all means, read, In i tuning Staff
Grading of Test Essay s," on page 18, thereheoutlinesthetationale
and strategy for whole department grading.
NOTE. See Kenneth Watson's impel in this issue fot a way to imple-
ment Diedericn's departmental loading scheme.

ok y. Jou ph J "EY alumni!) of Limiting in Handbook of tormatwe and Sum.
'sulfur Li vitiation of Student Learning. Edited by Benjamin A. Bloom and others.
New York. Mt GrawI 1 ill Rook Compans. 1971 pp. 765-813.
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1 oley suggests that (I) c anal) is the learning task. (2) ot ganite
tar task into sequential units, (3) dey Ise a table w ith desired
°glint% e and aft« nye behaviors at the top and content (he lists

Idt as, enganuation. slyIt. tut t 11.1111( s ,111(1 (Witt of NA 01(1S) items On
the side. (1) and then de a Imilw objeutiy es by using the table in-
to s« twit as a guide. I It suggt sts a u ipar tue appi oath to w riting. If
you w ant to w , the n ad ys IR; think. By using the intersections
of the table as a guide, the teacher can construct questions to
uwastne glow th. Ills essay Oyes Intuitions examples of how to
de clop measurement questions and contains a comprelwnshe
bibliography.

(dam, Judi, I he be', r lapatera 1,) the (ela..er A arrat., e (.4011P1»alan .St ale. Ann Ai bar,
\Ltlug..,t l iii isii Mit toiihns. 1072. Can la aidcull ham l'ilmrsii) Microfilms.
l' 0 Bas. 1761 Ann Athol. Mu Ingan 18106 ()Rio No. 72- H96.

Contains an analy tic stale designed to measure growth in
student-is num fiction. the scalt has the following levels: plot,
theme, a twig, c lima( tel uation and s'y le. Each of these ley els ha% e
sey el al subleY els. 1 ur &tads Id« to the measure. It utilizes many
cx.unplts of student %%tiling to if I usuate the high, middle and low
points on each level in the scale.

I lam. 1st Iltrgg erarnaeatee a,' Saw (10(1 It ratten at Three (,fade Levels. National
(Anuli at I at la is at tuglt,h Rt aft It Ri part No 3 Champaign, Illmms,1965.

1 his restart h r epor t duals w ith an insu ument to measure syn-
taco( walnut). I he lust' ument w as designed to study differences in
se tit( n« sic uutent s among a he tel grouping of students of
a% crag( I. Q. in the I th, 8th and 12th grades. The degree of syntactic
manual, w as computed by wanting the number of T-units (a T-
ulin is a t louse' and all its modifying pill ases and subordinate
Ludouses). I1w study de tt 'mined that, upon graduation from 12th

glade, a stuck lit w I nes -I -units neat ly 60 percent longer than he
could eight yea's earlier. I strongly recommend Chapter PI,
"Implications for the Cull iculum," pp. 155-58. See also the
Christians( n envy alio% fen complementary measures of written
syntac tic fluency.

Sisal . td ( ,uldr /or ta a lualing Student Compoithun. Ileadsngs and
Sugg( $111)/t$ ha the Rat her al biA1t$h at the honor and .Sen tor I ligh School. Cr
balm. Illinois National Count it at I cat Nasal English, 1965. Avadable from NC F.

ise.m. Road. l'ibana, Illinois 61801

I hits «Alec non of essays mutants two composition scales. The
Cal dot ma Essay Scale. pp. 1'17 138, concentrates on apply ing stan-
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thuds to cunt& nt, organization and style. While it can be used fin
evaluation, the author., feel its best use is as a guide, "a reminder of
the qualities w hich distinguish stifle' for composition." The
Cleveland Heights-University Heights (Ohio) City School Ms?
n ices, Composition Rating Scale, on pp. 139-160, is a five point,
analytic ,cafe based on content, sty lc and conventions. It lets a t'tr-
ck lit see %% hat elements of his work need sue agthe rung as well as the
areas he has improved upon. Although it can ae used as an e/v a lua-
non dev ice, It can also be used as a grow tli meastne to show iticients
where they are making progiess.

Mt tn. Jula IlionipNon 11n. Small (.coup Auptoat It to IA flung. Meayure for Measure.
blittll by Allut Battu Blantlit Ilopt Small. Urbana. N.,ittonal Count 11 of
lea( hers of Eng!tsli. 1972. pp. 32.35

This article suggests using student evaluation as an effective
grow th measure. Whole-class meetings are reserved for gram-
matical and stylistic discussions of model essays. By scheduling
group conferences in a college composition course, the author
found that the students gave each other a much broader audience
than the student-teacher duo allowed. There was a significant in-
dication that students welt_ picparing and refining rough drafts of
their compositions. This type of meeting also enabled students to __-
exercise critical powers which could be then applied to their

National Assessment of Educational Progress II riling Objectives. Ann Arbor,
Michigan. Committee on Assessing the Progress of Education, 1969.

National Assessment is a plan for, "a systematic, census-like
survey of know ledges, skills, understandings, and attitudes design-
ed to sample foul age levels (Age 9,13,17 and Adult) in ten different
subject areas." Writing is one of the subject areas NAEP is concern-
ed with, and writing exercises were developed to assess attainments
specified by one of the following objectives:

( 1) Wi..e to communicate adequately in a social situation.
(2) Write to communicate adequately in a business or

vocational situation.
(3) Write to communicate adequately in a sc holistic situation.
(4) Appreciate the va:ue of writing.

It would be very beneficial for anyone interested in measuring
growth in wilting to become familiar with the objectives and the
results of the writing assessment. National Assessment has been,
and to some extent still is, a controversial program. However, it
does represent an attempt to determine, on a nation-wide basis, pre-
sent status, past performance, and future direction.,The following
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reports ale available, foi sale. from the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Gov oilmen( Printing Office. Washington, D.C.
20102:

ORpER NO. TITLE OF REPORT
3 Writing: National Results
5 Writing: Group Results A
8 Writing: Writing Mechanics
10 Writing: Selected Essays
11 Writing: Group Results A & B

NOTE. For tuo interesting v ieus on the National Assessment of
Writing Skills see Henry B. Slotnick's. On the Teaching of
WI lung. Some Implications h om National Assessment," and John
C. Maxwell's, "National Assessment of Writing: Useless and Un-
interesting?" in the Decembel. 1973 issue of the English Journal.

Slow r. Doti and Am. Ittson..11t. A Me th011 for ruiLliing Subskills in Composition.-
English Journal 58 (February. 19691. nix 252-256.

An article that proposes an error-counting scale to measure
grow th in the compositional subskill of mechanics. The authors
point out that the factors contributing to poor writing are:

(I) Ptevelance of "busy work"
(2) Delayed return or non return of student compositions
(3) Scales that measure composition as a whole

They suggest tuo possible models for measuring growth in the
c Inn ination of mechanical errors from expositor) compositions.

(I) For witting assignments of no more than a paragraph in
length, they suggest a dichotomous scale in which a
paragraph with no mechanical errors receives four and one
or more errors receives a one.

(2) For N ruing assignments longer than a paragraph's length,
the) suggest a four point analy tic scale (error free papers -
1, one mechanical en or-3, two mechanical errors-2, and
ibree or mole errors-1).

I h.1%.. I.thtu A ul Rating Stale Ann .kibur, MI( ing.m. rsity Microfilms. 1971.
(,an In old, a, d from 1 lin ISO Mit whims. PO. Box 1761, Ann Arbor. Michigan
18106 Older No, 71-10997

72

An inteiesting literal) rating scale designed for use in rating
dem( mai ) school (glades 1-6) student-written short fiction. It is an
anal) tic scale which suggests high, middle and low points in the
following elements. suucun e, ending, sentence structure, word
usage. characterization, setting, point of view, conversation, detail,
apPeals to senses and values and situation.
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MrASURING GROWTH IN READING FICTION

Coupt t, Chants R Aleastootg Gro.t th an Appreriationoi Literature. Neinatk, ntlatyatt.
!mu-national Rtading, NS0.1t11111U11, 1972. Atatlablt hum Itatimattuttal Reading
Ayytx 'anon. It I ytt .%%t nut Nt taik, Dt hmarc 19711 Mettibery pure is 51.00. nun-
mentbery' Nue $1.50.

A monograph written primarily for the researcher, but
valuable to anyone interested in measuring appreciation of
literature. A number of attempts to measure appreciation of
literature are rev iew ed. Also contains an evaluation of limitations
and possibilities of the measures and speufie reeurnmendations fur
further research in addition to a cumprehensiYe bi5hography.

Cooptr, Charity R and Purtts, Alan C .1 Guide to Eta/mu:on, Loangton, `lass.. Ginn
and Company, 1973.

More than just a complement to Responding: Ginn In-
terrelated Sequences in Literature this Guide contains several very
comprehensive essays about measuring growth in response to a
literary work. In addition, it gives teachers some valid and reliable
measures for assessing growth. Cooper's essay, "Attitude Scales,"
explains the rationale and gives models of the Attitude-Sort and the
Attitude Scale (pp. 22-27). Purves', "Observation of Responses," ex-
plains three systematic evaluation models. (1) For determining both
the variety of responses and degree of involvement in those
responses (model is show n on page 29). (2) A model based on obser-
vation of students' aeti% ities by adquing a behm iur-content grid as
an evaluation model (p.30). (3) A classroom interaction chart (p. 32)
which aids in assessing the interpersonal relations in the class.

Examples of the following measures are also included:
(I) Interests Questionnaire (pp. 37-38). Aids in the determina-

tion of students' likes/dislikes and interests.
(2) Preconception Measure (pp. 38-39). A questionnaire that

deals with preconceptions students hold about what they
read and what they see on television or in films.

(3) Reading Interests Questionnaire (p. 40). This question-
naire seeks to identify students' reading interests.

(1) In olyement Measure (pp. 41-42). Has the dual purpose of
finding out (a) how readily students become involved in
yy hat they read and (b) what capac i ties they have for reading
various kinds of literary works..

(5) Critical Approach Measure (pp. 42-43). Seeks to identify
the characteristic ways in which students approach the
reading of poems, plays, stories and essays.

(6) Student Profile (p. 15). A form that is used to synthesize the
information obtained in the previous measure'.
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(7) Class Climate Inventories (pp. 47-52): Measures that
pros ide classroom teachers a way to assess students' percep-
tions of your classes. For a discussion of these measures,
refer to the Fox and others and Gorman entries in
MEASURING GROWTH IN CLASS CLIMATE, below.

Gottesman. Julia M. Making and Evaluating Literary Scrapbooks.- Measure for
A/ensure. Ethicti by AI It n Br Igo and Blanche I lupe. Smith: 1. rbana. National Council
of Teachers of English, 1972. pp. 54-55.

The author, a junior high school teacher of English, proposes
an outline for making and evaluating literary scrapbooks. Her
scrapbook csaluation contains a dichotomous scale to measure the
mechanics, and an analytical scale to measure the content.

alit a, Ryan. Maigaict. and Squirt, James R. Teaching Language and Literature.
New York: Ilan °um Brace and World. Inc.. 1969.

I his general metIrds text has a plan for evaluating growth in
four important areas. ability to interpret behavior, sensitivity to
form and style, grasp of ideas and theme, and growth of personal
tastes. The section of the text devoted to evaluation of literature (pp.
562-569) contain some helpful models for constructing the follow-
ing opinion polls. open-ended responses to a reader's response to a
literal), work, summary of voluntary reading, and self-evaluation
instruments. where is a particularly good interest survey (p. 547) for
gauging prevailing attitudes and tastes of students.

Moffett. J.1111CS'l Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum, Grades K-13. A Hand
book for Teachers. New York, I lough ton Mifflin Company. 1968.

Moffett feels that the administratise need for tests and marks,
his tampered w ith educational processes, especially in English,

even more than most of its critics have ever asserted." In his
"General Orientation" section of this volume, he does offer a
method by ss Inch teachers can evaluate growth (p. 7). He feels that a
folder of each student's papers should be kept and passed each year
from teacher to teacher. Grow th is measured by general assessment
and teacher observation of the student's oral and dramatic work.

National ii/C31771C7Ii Of Mutational ProgressLiterature Objectives. Ann Arbor,
Mu Ingaii. Committee on Assessing he Progress of Education, 1970.

For an account of the scope of the NAEP and where you may
send for reports, see entry in MEASURING GROWTH IN
WRITING above. The NAEP literature objectives are:

74
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(I) Read- literature of excellence.
(2) Become engaged in, find meanings in, and evaluate d work

of literature.
(3) Develop a continuing interest and participation in

literature and the literary experience.

In addition to a detailed explanation of these objectives and
how they apply to the four age le% els (9, 13, 17 and Adult), the report
contains specific measures for literature. Anyone interested in
nu asuring growth in lite' a ture should know the following reports.

ORDER NO.
02-L-01

02-L-20
02-L-02

02-L-04

TITLE OF REPORT
Literature: Understanding Im-
aginative Literature

(Theme 1)
Literature: Released Exercises
Literature: Responding to
Literature

(Theme 2)
Literature: A Survey of Reading
Habits

(Theme 4)

Purses, Alan C.. red. ) How Port pines maki L,. r. Notes on a Response-Centered
Lunn ti/um. Lexington. Massachusetts. Xerox College Publishing, 1972.

I highly recommend, as a good starting point in measuring
growth, Purees' essay, -Proving That You've Done What You Set
Out To Do And That It's All Been Worth It" (pp. 181-199).There is
also a vet) comprehensive evaluation and planning bibliography
on p. 216.

Poises. Alan C. FAiduation of Ltaining in Literature.' Handbook of formative and
.Surnmatne Latuation 44 Student Learning. Edited by Benjamin A. I loom and
others New N ork Nle-(.raw 11111 Book Company, 1971. pp. 698-766.

In attempting to deal with the complex problem of construc-
ting objet tiv es, Purees suggests creating a grid with, "content on
one axis and behaviors on the other, and determine from the grid
those cells or content - behavior intersections) which seem to be
emphasised in a particular class, school, or curriculum." He in-
cludes a table (p. 7011 to illustrate this process. The essay deals with
detailed explanations of how to go about measuring response to
literature. Naves shows how to construct measures of knowledge,
usually questions of recall and recognition, which may be easily
cast as multiple choice questions. He points out that questions of
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app/zcation take two forms, objective and essay, both of which ask
the student to match no pieces of knowledge and determine
significant relationships. lie outlines questions of expressed
response which look at the re-Li eative or the expressed response to
piece of fiction. Questions of partictpatum seek to deteninne the
relative weight of an interest in literature among a di% el sit!, of com-
peting interests, and w hick seek to determine the depth of interest.
The essay includes numerous examples of all of thew measures.

MEASURING GROWTH IN CLASS CLIMATE

Doyno. Victor "English (ionise Es aluation." Measure for Measure. Edited by Allen
Berger and Blanche I lope Snudi Urbana. National Count ilof I ea( hers of Faighsh,
1972. pp. 97.98.

The author asks students for an anonymous evaluation of his
course after about 5 weeks of class meeting. The evaluation centers
around questions such as. What is your attitude toward the course?
What should get more emphasis or attention? What could be done
to improve the course? At the end of the course, he poses further
questions to the class such as. What should be changed? What
should remain pretty much as it was this semester? These final
evaluations are also anonymous. Formative responses (durzng the
course) are an aid to the instructor in case he wants to alter the
emphasis of the course. Summative (final) responses aid him in
teaching the course again.

Fox. Robot and otheis Diagnosing Classroom Learning Environments. Chicago. Science
Research Associates, 1966.

Includes over twenty five measures of classroom climate. Also
includes the rationale for pay ing attention to students' responses of
how they perceive classroom climate. This volume contains a
questionnaire to determine how the class would like the teacher to
act in the class (MY TEACHER). It asks students tO give you some
feedback on how they perceive you. Another measure, HOW THIS
CLASS FEELS, provides information on students' perceptions
about the class in general. PUPIL PERCEPTIONS OF A CLASS
PERIOD provides information on students' perceptions of a single
class meeting. NOTE: These measures are also contained in the
Cooper/Purves, Guide above.

Gorman. Alfred Teachers and Learners, The Interactive Process of Education. Boston.
Allyn and Bacon. 1969..

A very helpful volume of measures of class climate. Contains a
measure to gauge students' response to a single class meeting. Also
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Nos ides the stud( in the opportunity to continent on ss hat he she
can do to improve the class (CLASS MEETING REACTION).
There is also a s Cry good measure of determining information on
students' perceptions about the class in general (REACTION-
NAIRE) ss Inch asks for student comments on the follow ing
questions. How ss ould you Jesuit, our personal at tisity? What
has been y out reaction to the class tlt,ts far? Is it meeting your needs?
Why or why not? I low could this class be improsed? What is on
your mind that you wish you could say in class? NOTE. These
measures are also contained in the Cooper Purses Guide above.

SUN Y, Buffalo
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R + NR = ?
by

Patricia E. Moore
and

John T. Chamard

One of the eternal arguments in education deals with the Nalidi ty of
heterogeneous grouping. Our school has been irk oked in
homogeneous grouping fen many years. Four years ago we introduced
an clean e program in English fur seniors. Some of us thought that these
clectk e classes should be heterogeneously grouped much to the chagrin
of seeral of our colleagues. These teachers thought that the better
students would be held back with such an arrangement and that the less
talented students would be inhibited by the presence of the more

We fought this argument because we did not think this would
happen and fur (immure these seniors would soon be going out into the
world where it is necessary to communicate and work with people with
wide duck of educational abilities and backgrounds. We were certain
that it was important that we do all that was possible to better prepare
these students for the "outside" and that this was not being ac-
complished with classes designated A, regents, and non-regents.

We were able to influence the members of the English department
enough so that they were w illrng to try it "our way." The transfer from
homogeneous groups to heterogeneous was not easy for some students.

"We're just 'NRs' (non-regents). We can't do stuff like that," a
senior from the back row groaned about the requirements for one ten
week electne. Other wices jollied in angry agreement. This was the first
umc in three years or more that our English students had been in mixed
ability group classes. Later in an afternoon class, a ery nice, ery serious
regents student came up after class and said, "I guess we won't do ery
much in this elective with those kids in here."

These feelings, howeser deep, came to the surface on and off
through the year. There is no way to know if any changed their feelings
about themsek es or others,.but it seems that three years of separation
into A, regents and non-regents groups had an effect.

Tracking has been justified as the champion for "letting each
become all he is capable of being." No more teaching for the "middle of
the road,- the high ability, students are not held back, their intellectual
curiosity is challenged by a curriculum that demands their best effort.
I he lower ability students are not frustrated by a curriculum that flaunts
failure. They are not constantly reminded by the presence of brighter
students that their answers are less substantial.

These are some of the positke points for tracking. (I remember the
Ir mud thin of teaching a class of 30 ninth graders w hose IQs ranged from
90 to 180.) The present system of tracking howeser, presents almost as
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tnany negatives. Lower track (NR) cones to mean. "I am not bright
therefore I am not a valuable person. My ideas are not worth as much as
those in the Lippe' groups. I am not worth as much. I'm not going to try.
What's the sense? Who will respect me for my accomplishments ?"

Tracking is supposed to be based on ability, however, it is in-
teresting to note that a maw' ity of our lower track students has e some
common ground not shared so nonecably by the upper tracks. they are
most often the students who break school rules, they often end up on
detention, suspended, expelled or they quit school, they are-seldom in-
volved in extracurricular sellool activities, they don't usually hold of-
fices in school organizations, their over -all attendance is poor, and, in
general, they lose most popularity type contests. There are also a number
of students u ho end up in non-regents classes w ho are not incapable of
doing regents work, but because of laziness or discipline problems they
have wangled their way into a class that is easy for them. If they were
again forced into a class with the better students, might they not benefit
with more acceptable work and discipline due to peer pressure?

These obsers'ations and the responses to our heterogeneously
grouped senior electives prompted us to consider mixing the
sophomores for two shor t units during the year. We outlined a plan for a
research study to use four of our classes in the spring for two, two week
units. The first was a speech unit and the second a travel unit requiring
reading and writing skills. We combined two classes (one regents, one
non-regents) into the experimental group, which was divided into two
sections. The other mu (also one regents, and one non-regems) remain-
ed intact as our control groups.

We drew names out of two hats to create the two experimental
groups. Each group had approximately thirteen regents and thirteen
non regents students. We gave the students a simple explanation about
being tired of the same groups and sent them off to the other class. No
one tuestioned us. A feu grumbled about ha% ing to get up from their
comfortable slouches to go to a new room and a few others looked a little
anxious, however, they did cooperate.

The first unit required each student to prepare and present to
the class a demonstration speech on a topic of his, her own choice. It is
our feeling that this type of speech is least fl igh (ening since the speaker
has somethi% to do u ith his hands, a specified process to follow, and an
end result to shou . All students had done other types of speeches earlier
in the year. 'Copies chosen in this unit included changing a flat tire,
making Jello, tie dy ing T-shirts, fly fishing methods, candlemaking
and a variety of sports demonstrations.

All students were rated on a 1-5 scale in four areas: opening,
development of point, conclusions and delivery. The results showed no
significant difference between the control and experimental groups in
any of thc areas or in the totals. The ev idence of the control group seems
to say that the regents students in the experimental group functioned at a
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normal level, they didn't try less because they received little or no Loin-
pe tition, but la dm hey %%of Kea t then usual level. This iv as also tr tie of
the non-regents. The experimental glum) was not inhibited by the
regents students and continued to work at their usual level.

In general, students in both gioups feel pi etty much the same about
speeches, they don't like them. The non- regents students seem to hate
them less than the regents, !xi haps because oral iommunication is
emphasized in thin mil iculunr. The best mole in um of the expel linen-
tal gioups was Made by a boy regularly in the non-regents doss. At the
same time there were, three non- regents boys in the experimental and
control groups who stayed out of school most of those two weeks to
avoid the speech, they had olsodone this earlier in the y eat Mule this ex-
po iment.

The second unit. the compiling and writing of a travel brochure,
star ted right of tel our tv% u week spi ing vat ation. This unit required the
students to sit-up a $2000 vacation pomphlet in process f m. Each stu-
dent chose his destination, computed the distance and cost, decided on
sights to see, found accommodations and costs for es ery thing and
olganited a daily itinerary. Some students were quite creative, some of
them were not. This was an ambitious project and the ambitious
students in both groups were the more successful ones.

For the brochure, students were rated on a 1-5 basis iv seven areas,
attractiveness and usefulness of Lover, general in formaqon, organiza-
tion and detail of text, overall appearance, and originality . The first and
sixth categories were meant specifically to give sumeonyiredit v% ho tried
hard but had difficulty with reading and writing skips. The statistical
data showed no sigaifiiant difference between thciexperimental and
control groups in any of the areas.

Both of these units required individual it:sec/itch, preparation and
performance. The first day in each unit ionsisted of general lecture, in-
struction from thin on was individualized. Perhaps !ref (ormolu of the
experimental and control groups was similar for Ails reason. Perhaps
this in part accounts fur the fait that academic success in these units did
not directly wr Riau: v% ith track level. This is the iv ay v% e hoped it would
work out.

Arlr't were cum ailed that mixing the dosses for the experimental
group might Lairs& the. nun-regents to feel less successful than in their
original groups. That is why we introduced the CALIFORNIA TEST
OF PERSONAL' FY, A PROFILE OF PERSONAL AND SOCIAL
ADJUSTMENT which measured feelings in six oleos, self- reliance,
sense of personal s or tit, sense. of personal freedom, fueling of belonging,
withdrawing tendencies and nervous symptoms.

'IV day Mole the ncys, class groupings were announced we gave a
modified vilsion of this self-iiii4it test. No names wt re used on these, in-
stead students identified then tests with their birth dates. Phis same
inethixi was used on the post-test so that changes in responses could be
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noted. The pre-test scores for the regents students showed they already
had a more positi% e self image than the non-regents students. It was not
stain is ing to-find that the regents student felt better about himself than
the NR. At the end of the experiment, IA hen the students again took the
California Pei sonality test. the data showed some significant changes.

On variable fist, did! ay% ing tendencies, the regents control group
showed an impro% einem from the pre- to post-test that !moved to be
mathematically significant (7.11 to 8.00). Although no mho individual
%ariable proved significanLfur_this group, they showed a meastuable nn-

(r, (men t of self-image at the end of the expel invent (52.81 on pretest to
55.29 on the post-test).

In the area of ner% ous symptoms, %ariable6, the ..gents expel 'men-
tal group showed a significant improvement (8.Sr., to 9.13). Again, even
though the other %ariables showed no significant impiovement, the test
as a whole slim% ed significant imp! 0% mem of self-image (52.18 on
pre-test to 55.04 on post-test).

The non -Iegents Control gioup showed no significant differencesin
any of the individual areas Or on the self-image test as a w hole.

Although the non- regents experimental group on % ariable
showed a significant difference (9.07 to 8.13) % Inch indicates a greater
tendency toward net %ems syintoms, the u% chill test totals for this group
showed no significant difference.

It appeals that academically the two groups functioned in then
usual manner The inclusion of a higher ability group did not frighten
on stifle the 10% el ability students while the regents students cud not--
loss el (hell standards. The inch% idualized type task required in this-urn(
kept c lass interaction at a minimum. Cla. a discussion, small group
work. formal testing IA ( lc not a part of this unit. These types of tasks may
be mole threatening than those used in these units.

An (Achill look at the self-image appeals to show regents students
ill both the experimental and control groups feeling better about
theniselsts whilt the nun regents self v kw did not change significantly.
We !wily did expel t a change fur the non- regents one way or the other.
Maybe they has(' bottomed-out by the time they leach sophomore y'.ir,
may be only a lonimuous mixing w ill have any effect, may be they've
built such solid walls that only &man( failure on success can effect
them now, may be once mem labeled, you're labeled [(never. It un-
doubtedly IA ould take mote than a tom week experiment to produce a
significant imp' os (Anent in self-nnage fun these non legen ts studen ts. I t

ust be sit essed. how es (1. there was no de( I ease in self-image because of
then exposme to the belie! students IA hit h suppen is out theory that NRs
will not feel interim' because of exposure to Rs.

We had sonic pcisonal obseisations not suppoi table by data whuli
were interesting r us. Then were several tioublesome students in the
non-regents ex! imental ( lass before we mixed them, who ho modified
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then brims i(n to sonic thing mon tt at litram plaid( Om lion-regents
bo) in the expo [mental ( lass ss ho had buts total!) silt lit all }tar made
ft lends ss ith duct gir Is hum tilt rtgt tits class, ( 'Wed up dating one and
still ted l,.0 tit wilting ul ( lass (list ussions. One sh) quiet soling lad) in
flu non-itgents t lass be( am«,111 of Alit most pcpulal students in the ex
pet [mental ( lass. I llis 01)5(1 s.0 -(tit by ICall1C1 s as flu the( sup. ,o1 tett
by a soriogi given at ,thi end f the expeiiment.

this so( io-giain stud( nts In the expel [mental (lass(; chose fire
othcis [10111 the t lass ss ith %%limn the) would like to ssork it. th, next unit

stud). '1 t. d isms , tr.l that all students ss ere included in the sot io-gram
.11 id the' u ss.v.. a glum (1' of ink x mg of itgents aid non -I egents students.
Fins 'Hosed to us t: e ssa much to In gained soc iall) in mixing
the two ability groups.

It sterns tilt it ar,, gains to be made and link to be lost in breaking
grouping b.,n t nrls lot shun t units of this t) pt at this lesel. As a result of
tins expel mu lit. ss( now ups oh ed in a bitten (1.1) unit that includes
A, regents. and non-It g(1, s sophomme students. This gi ouping coa
«pt ss 111 b( pc mud at least once mole timing the presort school yea',
I. nIoi tunatel) It isn't )lit a 'wilt) [01 the junior }cal Wt. an only guess
about senior ( It( ( s for sophomoi es. Ohs iotisl), ;much w ill de-
pend upon tin kind 0f t xpt I it lac( s halt ul these ShOf mixedunits.
Fates and u.u,.ts ss 111 Ix familial win( Inas help :r the k110 II is I CA}
less II ightening than the unknown.

I lopeft, alma! in the non-gioupcd sailor tint p1ogram will
not be slith a shock fin tinst stikk ts, and (imam( to the real world of
%sulk mid lift ma) bt task! [01 those ss ho must (Joss all kinds of group
bantitts to slit «yd. Inuostt , go% ( innt nt, (Au( a t ion dipend on all t) pes
of skills. abili tit s and ptisonalities for tilt it success. Nlanagcment must
be able to (0111111l1Illl 1.11)01 and t %Ursa. If we e «nnpanmen-
Lillie, departmentalize, track and, in fact, build walls in the education
that must (should) Ix bitikr n down (nsi& dies( brit k edifices than we
ate not educating Is holt ptop1( for w hole In ing. The neighbors next
(lour, ale the) A's of NR's, does It matter?

Oneonta High School
Oneonta
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Putting Cloze Into
The Classroom

by John lasell

C

ESI. teadiels legultuk fact the pi oblem of s'l'uing leading
materials that vt ill null that II stud( t's needs and abiltut s. Nita« lois
pupated lot ESL. students ale often designated as bung at some word
loci such -ts the 1-,000-word level or the 2,500-word level or are prepoltd
lot ittor, general use vt ith groups know n as -inteiniediate- ot -ad-
vanced- level students. But it is diffit tilt to (It tt 'tunic al.( watt!) %%lick'
the satticuts mu in it lotion to (host It «Is. Readability fonnulas, vt hich
might help, ate not oppittpi late for elassloom use as they al( both too
tomplit mud and too bunt t onsuinimi to use. in athliuotr, It allt11)11 it) fot
inn las ale gentian) tit signed to intostin matt I tals used w ith native
speak, is and ale int« pt (led in terms of spade level. School glade levels
ale not easily applied to E''. students and (er Lanny not vt ith the 5,1111.
meaning.

In intermediate of adv an«.(1 (tiding c lasses It is oft( 1114 plactite to
ask students to selet t something to lead outsidt of class. Flits may scent
to be a way of Nov iding motivation for leadingallow mg the student
to Choose for himselfbut, how many times have cad] of us stood in
lion' of a tack of books in the oil port of at th«Ir ugstoi e and been undid(
to selec t a book to leadsexy covet or no?

What I wanted to find, in my attempt to solve this problem of se-
lecting reading material, was an efficient method that any classroom
teacher could use. .1 method to nit thole motel ia Is for lev el of leadability
vv hit h vv mild also In 1p tin teacher dt tt intim the appropriateness of tin
materials tut- use with a spec. if it gt °up of students. It had to be also, easy
to pupate, easy to give, and ;as} to s«tre. What L found was the CIA)Z1%
pioc 'Ittle.

Glom plo«,duic tot mutts( ring Icatlability was first suggested
by Vilson Tay len as .1 means of evaluating materials fen natty c.English
speak« s in 1953) It has sinte been used vt. itli Japan' e, Korean, Aiiharn
and whet languagt s as well as ESL. In looking at vatitus studies of
(lege vv ith ESL stud( ins, to (lett indite vt. hit It potedures would be the
most alit ient and still prat tit al to ust in the t lassroom, I found a wide
at tety of plot Itil es used, v el y ft vt. of whit li Yt. t re se lee talon the basis of

any tested evidence.

The Clore pto«dtile is basically the deletion of every Nth (5th, 7th,
10th cm the like) v% Ind bum a !milieu] of the motel till to be evaltiated,\
which is then. in its mutilated bum, given to the student. I Ile student is
asked to lestole the text by reputing the blanks with the applopi late
words by guessing, hum the wn lex t. The theory us that Ins ability to
restore the test IS .1 measure of tht appropi ittieness of the material fur the
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student to It ad. pt ui du t ast s of blank Ie ngth and ty pc of sun mg, I
-found no ;usual( h lepinted to de termitic Clime plot edint s to be med
with ESI. students.

As a tesult, two studies to ev alum( (Awe testing and scoring
plot edo, s were under taken to Lk it tiume wh vs ()old be most useful to
the t Iassiuuin teat he r m sulu wig leading mate' ial for ESL student 2
1 hit lol:ow nig swum( tits ale bawd on Lone I usions draw n as a result of
those studies.

I. Deletion Rate, Many lest...tithe's, 'minding John Carroll and
Dotottly Danielson s« tiled to feel that foreign students should be given
as mut info' ma non bt mem tl. .)links of a Clow test as is practkal

[11( 11.1%u used a deletion late by 10th word). I found, in testing
%al los hues, that. as IA ith native speakers, passages deleted of every 5th
void produt eel the same statistical lesults, that is, provided the
it atliti it.t.uthtn vsttli the saint information about the readability of
the passagt as w hen those passages were deleted of every 7th word or
tvely Idth v% old. Students did not tend to sem e any better when they were
giv en :nut v% olds between each blank than they did when they were
giv only bum words between each blank. (Fove' than four words
between blanks. hoevei, did affect results.)

t lass' own use. the deletion of every 5th wend is, then, the most
wit n t one t onouncaltk Ie non tate bet dust for a standard fifty deletion

passagt , it allow s the teaehe n to use a slum tel passage and still maintain a
suit it 'mink m of dt it lions Ito unease, ing. "I'lw time needed for test

epai anon is also less w hen only (lei} fifth word is deleted.

2. Deletion Fy pc, I-1w mechanical deletion of every Nth word is
w hat makes the pioteduit wink is a ieadabilit> or proficiency testing in-
stn unk nt. Selectlectu t dek non ( that is, deleting only nouns, p1eposiLions,
on the like) changes the t ham at 'el of the test hum one which tests total
language competence to one that tests the ability of the student to
met and us. winds in a giammatical context.

Some rrscatcheis hate been bothered by the fact that certain
minium al [Nut s and pi op« noun, w hen deleted, wet e nearly impossi-
ble to guess tonrt tly . With native speakers, when unguessable numbers
of ptopct nouns turd up in the process of deletion, they arc generally
skipped and the next word dt Ittrd. Counting continues from the dele-
tion. I his woe eduie does not disturb the mechanical nature of the
Emit (Ault n used vs nth ESI, students, not the value of the test results.
But it was also found that the int tumuli of twool duce such unguessable
words, on any given fifty deletion test, did not disturb the test results
especially when they ate used to evaluate group scores.

3. N umbel of Deletions. Most of the studies with native speakers
ieLomme nil a minimum of fifty deletions for a Clow test. In one study
vs it 1,51, students I used passages w ith a mange of thirty-five to sev enty-
hy dt Itnous. Given the matenals used (selection', from ESL readers),
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the lumber of deletions, within this lange, did not seem to after t test
results flowerer, test scores based on fifty rick t ions ploy (11 to be mole
easily converted to pc' witage scores. I111 deletions also meets most
eserch needs for length.

I. Test Length. Given the pi ()mini es I econnuended <lbw. e ( a dele-
tion late of every 5th word, mechanically rick Rd, yr ith a minimum of fif-
ty deletions) the average test length should be apploxiately 250 %%ods.
(Approximately, since it is Away." best to take the passage to the logical
end of a sentence huhu than abruptly end w ith the fiftieth deletion.) Fol
the classroom teacher this means that a single test passage can be ry ped,
double-spaced, on a single page.

5. Blank Size. The studies done on Clow testing pi omlui es con-
firmed Jonathan Anderson's previous research which stated that the
length of the blank which wpLfred the deleted word did not affect the
results of the test,' That is. blanks of either milk,' in length ot, al loth
lengths (either c onfol ming in sonic way to the lei igth of the %void deleted
or to the requirements of the ty pew' i t ten page) can be used. Fin the' more
the teachei may (-yen blank out the words on the oliginal mate' lather
than type up the passage and either test it that way, or, fon cr group of
students, have the page reproduced by some mechanical process.

6. Scoring Piocedme. Research on Clow scoring proredulys with
ESL students have dealt w ith Wier. basic rol ing methods, "Vel bat nn"
(or exact-word) scoring, "Sy non) in" scoling, and "Other -word" scor-
ing In tabim scoring only those words that mull in the iginal test
are acceptable. In Synonym scoring, nonyms of the exact words are
also accepted. In Other-word s«,ringiny appropi late %void that oceans
and continues the genet al meaning of theoriginal tex t accepted. In all
cases spelling is not considoed impot cant.

For the evaluation of scores for a glom, of students on any given
piece of material, Vet batini scoring pros ides about the same informa-
tion about the READABILITY of the passage as the other two scoring
methods and is therefore preferred for use by the classroom teacher
because it is inure objective and takes less time to ,core.Th is conc lusion
has more recently been c onfil med by Ki ashen, Zelinskitnd JonesI and
in a personal communication by John Oilers.

,We assume in testing, that objet tivity is what we are aiming for. I
found that km measuring the reaplability of a passage for a group of
students, the Verbatim scoring)nethod was the most objet eve and the
most efficient to work with. Gillis is pal or Lila' ly ue when the blanks
on the deleted passage ale minibcred in some way.) Time is no need to
evaluate cat h answer for its applopriateness as is the case in both of the
other scot ing methods disc ussed A single list of the deleted words
can be used instead.

On the other hand, for interpreting individual scores, objectivity
may not be die important fat tor. Inch% idual scores may val y w idely due
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to the dill( it mt. s in knot% Ittlg«,1 tutabidany, uI glainmar, experience
of mutest. 1 hat solo( indiv [duals. 101 N4111(1(15 1r41S011S, ilea) have more
of less stn(('`,1t% 1111 tlit matt t r,il ina) not be as imp>, tam to the teat heras

the mei ,ippi opt Litt nt,s of tit maul cal fit the t% hole t lass or gioup
of students, Rut lot indit 'dual diagnosis of a (Awe test the ()flier-mm(1
st ii method port uh s gt t alt I amount of tam illation vs ith which to
anal% Ai the stud( ili.N sot ngt Its and 1% eaknesses. Other-v,old storing is
mote stibiective and of tell nut scored consistently but it does provide an
!nth( at ion of votabulacy strength and versatility as well as helping the
teat het deternune specific grammatical and semantic problems of in-
dividual students.

al tiat ton, No ieseaitIi has been repot ted that establishes
evaluation (tut i to hit (.10/t testing vs itli ESL. students, but
stint( tiseltd gt nit tali/anon,( bt made [tom inotedures used for nativ

akeis J1/11411114111 .111(111S011 S14111 S. N% 11110111 plot iding any research in-

to' Illation. that lit found du geneial (Fitt lion \ els established for
native English spakt is toot applopi tate lot students." In geneial
111(-% ale 111( lollow ing smit s of 53% in ahoy( suggest that the material is
stittabh lot tht stuck lit to It ad intlependentiv , stoles of between I 1 and

intln an that tlit mate! 'al is suitable fin insuuttional usein the
( lassioptiltilil st oft s lit low I indicate that the mater ial is too difficult
tot thestutlent.uttly%tllutth piodu« fl tisti anon. these ale gencial areas
and the teat, het 11141% %%41111 11) 41(fillS1 11111 somewhat.

11 S111/01(1 also be kept in t»incl that the newness of the Clote
pn in etlutt itself 1110 4111« t st (11('S ill(' Ins( time or t\% 0 it is used. Most of
iis ale used to the idea that 100% is possible and 1111' aim of the student in
test nig. .1 lit (.Io/t passagt is not a test in this must' and it should be made
it al. that. iii gt nt tat. /1 is being used tomeasine the REA1),1BILITY of

the inat,I 1,11 and not di( itatltug ability of the student. A score of 100% is

highly imp/mble. (A(.11 lei a nam e speak.' and. it is the scow of
between 1 I and 5-3";diat the teat is tfins of the ap-
plopiatem ss of du maul has fur us( In the ( lassloom (01 stones above

-)3",, bit independent leading)

I pot t dint In try id( s 4111 Ct 011011 it at and efficient method
by w lin 11 the tt at lei tan SCIt'l t 111411(11411S fun a class of students or for
diagnosis In t valuating an 'nth% 'dual students leading parkins. It
st ems to ine. that it ((mild also bt put into the hands of the student as a
method b, vvhult he might It oill to C\ 41111,11(' ON% 11 leading selections

Ind pet haps even to evaluate his own leading in ogress.

In summai). tlit it ale simple. eas% Ind efficient piocedures NV AC11

11/1 1141SS140/111 It 41(11(1 ( an use in pit pal lug aChot _p_assagero be used as a

icadabilitv astii e. ( I t 'selet atr7ynt-2-50qv olds hum the 'material to be
evaluated. C.) Delete me( ham( allv (let) fifth 'won', beginning at the

I di %%old Mid skipping pitipt I 110(1115 alld M111111(15 Si10111(1 more than

Mire ut(nn. (3) Dt kite fifty wends. ( I) lepla«i the deleted words with
Iitnabied blanks. Co Stone the passage by accepting only the words
hum th«it igut,tl tt xt (Vtibattni scut mg). (6) Evaluate se )res in general
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( at(gol les of 1 nstiation ist ()its IA 1())) I Instiiic tun] I
and 53%), and Independent leading tab()) 53%).

I t is holed that hit lassioom tc.c he a, uncle istanding tlu genetalits
of tin t s aluation c t tit t to s) ill. tic s t t th, It ss, takt ads antagc of dust ass to
pit p.m, (ass to gut and (ass tosc U.0,11/111(1 IIILIslI1( anti II) pout.
(.t t SIMI( Ills It) USt II. 4(t lilt III used It) II, anti Sl t u1, sonic c %Amnion
«lima that trill )11, lot 111(.111)a! lit ULU lISC it.

SAMPLE CL()ZE TEST ANI) INSTRUCT .()NS

INS I RI '(. Fl()NS. On the in \t page is a samplc of a nest kind of test.
Some of winds an It It out of tin scuts and bidllks di(' put w licit' the
%voids %%en. taken out. 01'It J1)13 WII .1. BE I 0 GUESS 111 IA I
W(tl) WAS 1 1 01' 1 01. EAC1 I 111.ANk and tosstiu the sold in
the blank.

Note. Ilit last pail of tills sentence might icad 'and to suite the
woid on a scraiate numbeted piece of paper.'

Flit follow mg samplc st Inc lit( s ma) bc Inc 1pful fit stuck ins st float( ns-
ing this RI)c of leading passagc lot the fist Utne. t Elie ans)%eis
w linen tipsid-don uncles the sample sentences.

1. I his a book.

2. 1 like i«. c tram

3. I _ ice lean], but I don't like (ands.

1. I like I«. c lc. not c ;inch,

like 1)111 not

Nut(. fltese «al be dont b) tin snick ills silt nth and then disc tissed
oialls..1,s1. students fun dill( it nt answets that might has c oc-
c tined in mittiliels 2. and 5.

unottold to n110(1 5(II' tsoutlr c, mg 1,avi 1., )1.) '<kw/ '51/1/ si

Insti in turns for the next page.
I. 'I 1) to lead the passagc thiough outs befoic sou begin to

VItITE tit the blanks.
2 %Vim Old.) ONE »ol O. in eat Ii i(.onti at non, e possible.)
3. l'oci ma) skip haul blanks and lentil] to them later.
I. Spelling will not be (milte(i.
5. Itl.,AI) Ii 1k EN 1 IRE 1'ASSA(,I. cen though it ma) seem(-

ilt till. 1 oci st ill IR ,11)1c to fill in sonic ',Links some)) lieu' on the
page.

I,, 1 is to fill in ('ac It blank, I)ON' I BE AFItAll) I 0 GI'ESS.
7. Ellis is NOI a test, l on will not he graded on what you do.
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S.ANIPLE CLOIE PASSAGE. I. torn "11w Casting assay of Mts. Leas
and Mis Aleshine," by Frank R. Slot kton am' adapted foe ESL students
in People In Fact and Fulton by Virginia hench Allen.

I was on Ins - (tom San ham is«) to Yokohama in a very

gradual i became a«prainted Ssith I. ec ks and Mrs. Aleshine.

ship On whit ts el ing at the time t large number of

most of whom welt. kmong these, noticed the very first
.9, 00

Clay middle-aged women who _different from the oillinary
,II, 12, ti(.

01 tourist. At hist they might has e looked farmer's wises who,
.1I rof

ft n unusual reason. had de( ided _ cross the Pacific. On
1,,, ,o, 18)

ohs( I %anon. how es CI. it seethed probable that they belonged
,t., J2Or

i in (Mil ii itS' Of In 011)(1( nIS- in SOWIC little «Aln t 1 ) ---, there. in ad-
.2I ,.:1,

(11(1011 to Ind sew Mg. the women h we opportunities of
121,

IA 5 tnnilig 5% ith somt of (Ill' SS.IS S and 111,1111ms of the outside world.

P.M1Pmi) w ;.7,)111110.5% (17,)litiploo) ti,,F,) limo) s 1.)(1.).)1((oti

Iz) 0) (07,) atom ((i1 ) ) (81) 01 tj, I alum (91) .))1H ) tO's

(1 ( ) .)1.).%5 7,1 ) ussl ( )) 110 (0 I ) ((i) Slaiill,)SSINI

(8) I).n I ll!) (L) SUM 19) ( ( ) siJS ( nallA1 (Z) AILS% (I)

11 Ov. I I .; o ( .A,k \ It omotitog K. 01 than, jouniallounQuarittk.\ \ 19, II If
Ilih 1,1,1,V, uol S.'WM: 1'141111Th 1I I SI 11 oh t SI Swat ot IdiNv41 mon 1,1,111i,
( ,1/. o. ( *111.11111 I i 1111,(1,1. tpul

01 01, 40 110' van, 14114044W 111 10411111Z R. ( Anoint lit lllll 011 0111 N. Id (hint, English language
I eadung. \ \1 1.1,,u us )1;1 I;" nI

Si t ph, I) IS. 011414 Si J ( of \I Jon,. K.1t1 00 I ( 1.1/1 I,w idiOrn 11 ,Soonh1 IT/ I.
I ,lio r Iv stn, II 19;1

I.,11 HIP iif Iii(h1,/11 W hung SOU d,h N. .5, RI I jouinal II Inlonila 1.17I ih is
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A Bibliography of Articles and Papers Relevant
To Chute Testing In ESL and FL
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I loloniali. Paul I n4,11Is I ,an to a ge l'r4)fn len4 riling and the IndwIdt4al. Unisulstly
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I st 1 Snide tits n1 F SI. Los Ingt Its Unisersits of 'minium) California. 197(1.

immtvogiaplit tit

ktasht it. Sit pit it I) , 'ioski. Stank s and s, C.ari NI Rt lion on a (ion 1 est.
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I tam 1st hut 1)olutlie Paw Illa 1).1111t !militant] I lit Lc Ct int t, Just 1. (.10
Slate (,011.1x( 41)1 'three

University of Puerto Rico
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Reading Frost:
"The Road Not Taken"

Roberts W. Fiend'

Is Wm any poem in Aintlit an litelatult molt oft( II and more «ni-
siste ntly nusuuempieced than Robot host's "The Road Not Taken":

Again and again the final thieci(iiies ale used not only to desk de
lust's but also, and molt gent tally , toelialae Eel ize anyone es ho has

bloke II es tilt t on\ t noon and u t out on a lout ly, independent tout se of
a, (loll. I en students these «mcludim., lints alt panic ularly moat List,
since they scull to be a slit cinct and lucid suninialy of the poem's
'message -. and thus the posni appeals to reinforce the attitude that

many students b'u'g to poen), that poen} s nothing mole than in-
( (molls language pretstistls concealing plain statement.

A ( alt ful leading of the poem, how , sill show that it is by no
!mails tilt Iuigiiig affn Illation of independence it is often taken to be,
but. lather. a puns of defeat and failure. nitnei careful reading
es ill shun that the standard intelpietation can only be do iy ed flow

Isistent refusal to see what the words are actually saying. Most
students. likt then elders, ss ill ignore the poem in lawr of then n
pit «nu eptions. and thus foie this poem is particularly apt for
elassloom kat lung, sine( it dernonsti arts dearly the faulty perceptions
that al ist Ys lit liegl« t es hat 'night be called the nisi lays in leading
poetiy: look at the words.

see look at the words. es e should note that the poem con-
nadiets its( If ill a t ur tot is and significant way (a profitable class discus-
,toll might begin by asking students to explain this contradiction). The
speak( I tells us III the famous last lines that he took "the road less
[last led by,- thus Implying that lit followed an mdcpendentidsen-
tut Otis way of lift , Pt I haps at sonic risk of ( use to himself. Earlier in the
pot in, how t I, tilt speak( I tells us that the roads saes apploximately
the same, 5%1111 no t sse ntial dine:mice !why eel' them. One was "just as
fail tilt unlit. and as fur Eras el, "the passing there Had worn them
Rally about the saint, .kild both that 'limning equally lay In leases no
sit p bad nod& n blat k. %Vt re the roads different, as in the last stanza, or
mut h alike , as in stanzas les ()and three: \VII) can't tilt speaker make up
his mind?

%Veil, he t an, and has. 1)oes he to fru say that he took the load less
Ems el«I by: It is geneially assumed that he clues, but the words of the
porn say St/Ilk thing lathe r different. Hie speaker does not say that lie
took the load less ti cis eled by, he says that he will .say, in the distant
futult (-Sow( w hut ages and ages hence"), that he took the road less
nave led by. lilt fist two lines of the last stanza wake this distinction
(ham, but tilt} ale usually 'ginned as though they did not exist. The
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Speaker is by no means looking back on his life and commenting with
pride On his rugged independc net . Fol one thing, he therindepen-
den t nor dc cisiv c the first stanta tells us, he is a long tune making up
his mind, and ev en w hen he has dune so, he likes to think that the choke
is not final, that he may yet be able to return and choose again ("Oh, I
kept the first lot anodic' day: "). Fm thermole, the speaker tan hardly be
looking back on a life nearing its end, since his reference to "ages and
ages hence" indicates that he still has much life to live. To say this,
how. ev et, 'discs several questions. since the speaker's future still lies w ide
open before him, how can he know w hat he w ill be say ing near the end of
it? What makes Lint so 'Lady to offer premature judgments on the whole
course of his life? What "difference" is he talking about? And why will
he say that the roads were dissimilar, w hen he has clearly rev,:aled that
they were practically identical?

Back to the text. The speaker notes that when he will say that he
took the road less traveled by, he will say it "with a sigh." If he were
asserting his individualism, he would certainly not be doing it "w ith a
sigh." Fm what are the implications of a sigh? What mood does it
suggest? Not happiness, surely, nor confidence, nor pride, but
something like regret, or melancholy , ot wistful sorrow. Contributing to
this mood is the ern ions phrase, "Somew here ages and ages hence.'' Why
%sould anyone refer to his future in just these words? The phrase
suggests. among odic' things, that the speaker sees his future as extreme-
ly long. We are au ustomcd to think of life as too short, in no w ay extend-
ing beyond us for "ages", so that if one's future can be conceived in
tell-mot` "ages and ages." one must indeed be w eary of !iv mg. In any case,
tli speaker can hardly be said to face tin future w ith enthusiasm or eager
anticipation, the twine seems, rattier, to be something of a burden.

What, then, are w e to make of this person? We know that he has, of
necessity, made a choke, one "road" instead of another, and that the
choice will have significant bearing on the course of his life (the last
stanza makes clear that he is Laing about more than roads). Further-
more, w c know that he is going to tell a lie. he is going to say (he has told
us so),that he took the load less traveled by w hen in fact both roads were
about the same, equally a t e and equally w urn. Why is he going to
lie? And how does he know, so soon, that "Somewhere ages and ages
hence" he is going to lie?

Only reference to the details of the poem can answer these
questions, but it is just these de tails that are often over looked. When they
are all before us, however, they form a consistent pattern. In the end, it
becomes apparent that the speaker is 'Impaling his excuses, he expects to
fail, and hav ing done so, he w ill blame his failure on the independent
course of his life. Bye !aiming to have taken the road less traveled by, he
w ill be imply ing that lk has chosen to avoid the world's ways and
therefore could not be expected to succeed on the world's terms. lie will
be lying, of course. fin we know that he did not take the road less traveled
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, but the lie will pion ult &vec table excuse for the failure that lie sees
as certain and 'nevi tablc the lie is belie% ed, it may even make
Liam( look like heroism, which is no doubt the speaker's intent. Ile is
anticipating a life of failure and defeat, with a sigh at the end of it, no
wonder the Comic seems so long.

As this brief leading suggests, host's poem is more intricate and
mule complex than the popular understanding of It Y% ould indicate, it is
also better. more subtle, mole perceptiYe, .nore analytical, mole deeply
cllet/lied w ith human moti%ation. As a subject for classroom discus-
sion, "The Road Not Taken" has many virtues, not the least of whichis
its apparent simplicity . it seems so easy . The poem is deceptive, however,
for only the language is simple, not tin_ technique. Still, its accessibility
cliwulages exploration, and as it is explored, the poem reYeals itself,
piece by piece, until the pieces form a coherent whole. It is not, then.
(Witt id/ poem so much as a demanding poem. in order to read it at all,
wt must sit up and pay the closest attention to detail, if the poem is not to
be lost. It is a poem 111,11 can teach us, finally, that most important of
lessons, the necessity of taking language seriously.

University of Massachusetts
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A Development Cycle
for a Competency
Based English
Curriculum,
Grades K-12

by Lester S. Golub

The rapid economic, social, and politieal changes of the decade of
the 70's ha% e placed swains and stresses on the (rah nonal- elementary
and set mtat) school English em 1 iculum and Enghsh teachers. In an
age %%hie h demands adyaneed Itto at y skills fo sum Ivat of e% en the true k

to mole than the pi int ipal of their sellout at d the district superinten-
dent.

el and the In email, English teachers in tl c schools ale accountable

dent. Fuddle's of English ale responsible to tll Amu iean society y% hieh
Int es them to do a job. Fhb present American society has expectations
ha the upcoming ge m ra t ion. Responsible adu t membet s of this soeiety
expect the entu mg menthe's of the society to e Lampe/en/ in carrying
out ter tam cart fully de Intuited beim tor.y and thoughts %%Inch satisfy the
needs of the soviet). In de % eloping an English emriculum, K-12, for the
t hi !then and adults( emits of an American school district, teaeheus must
(onside!. (I) then accountability to the society 1% h tell hires them and
pays their salaries, (2) the needs and expectations of that sock, ty , (3) the
tat e fully stated English and reading objceu% es eieter mined to mect these
muds, and ( I) the attained and de %eloping English and leading com-
petent its of th«lulthen and suede nts as the y progress from level to level
in an instructional system.

In the de% clopinent of an Insnue mina! sy+rn in English and
u ading, eft nu n tat % and set ondaly, the children and students ale
IA 'tined as de %eloping humans y% kb an expainding lepetoire of
l ()glum c and beim% total .Infikics and experiences. This stance is the
fit st bleak hour tl ad I t11,11 )III( ( de ye lupine mall), clUldr en and students
',logics, from le Ye 1 to k ye 1 of eompe tent y , rather han from glade to
glade. Levels, floweret, en«impass glades as follow

Level I. Glades K-2. Ages 5-7
Level II. Grades Ages 8-9

Level III.
1.evel I V,

1.e% el

1.evel VI,

94

Glades 5-6,
Glades 7-8.

C:lades 9-10,
(:laeles 11-12

Ages 10-11
Ages 12-1:3

Ages 11-15
Ages 16-17

9 ,)

1....ge -centric cognitive
and behavioral ability

Concrete cognitive and
behAvioral ability

Abstiact cognitive and
behavioral ability
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At each level, the content a.eas include. (1) listening, (2) speaking,
(3) reading, (I) writing, (5) language, (6) !immure, and (7) media. Cer-
tain!), not all of the eau I kid= ht under the format of a competency
based English Lull ieulum, but an attempt at a eumpetene) based
Englhh cumuli= at each ) c leads to be tut u kidel standing of ays of
assuring students' competence in English and reading performance.
The dot:lop-nen tal stages (Figure I) to be encountered 0)u a period of
two 01 more yews include. (I) needs assessment, (2) selection and
description of concepts and skills to be de'. eloped at each le'.el, (3)
de)elopment of concept and skill objectives, (1) deelopment of test
items for concept and skill objeemes, (5) de)elopment of materials and
dui) nies for teaching objectives, (6) de)elopment of individualized,
learning acti)ity packets which include (a) objectives, (b) pre -test, (c)
learning aeti)ities for each objectiuind (d) post-test, (7)-formatie
caluation and re) ision of Learning Acti'. i ty Packets for maximum stu-
dent attainment of objectives, (8) de) elopment of the sequence and scope
of a Competency Based English Curriculum at Le'.clsl, II, III, IV, V, and
VI. Each of these du) clopmen tal stages icquires careful e'er' Anation and
deliberation.

Needs ,IssessmetdThe needs assessment is the first and most
critical stage in the de'.elopment of a eompetency based English
curriculum, K-12. The needs assessment relies on input information
hum the follow ing sources. (I) know ledge of students,' future needs in
school, society, Ind culture, (2) knowledge aailable from the psy-
chology and sociology of learning, (3) know ledgefrom (a) research, (b)
curriculum them), and (c) teachers of English and communication. The
follow ing is a sample of a few English and reading needs selected from a
larger list:

Level 1, Grades K-2: The child needs to:
I. Follow simple auditory directions.
2. Develop vocabulary.
3. Discriminate sounds of vowels and consonants.
I. Recite and recognize the alphabet, capital and small letters,

printed and cursive.
5. Associate sounds with/letter 'clusters.
6. Write from left to right and top to bottom.
7. Form printed and cursive letters and numbers.
8. Recognize -s as plural or person sign.
9. Write declarative and question sentences.

10. Read words and sentences written for Lore! I with a 70-80% level
of comprehension. (This need appears for each Level.)

Level H, Grades 3-4: The child needs to:
1. Demonstrate a 70% performance level on objectives stated for

preceding level (Level I).
2. Discuss informally with his classmates.
3. Paraphrase of answer questions on oral reports and presen-

tations.
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4. Write sentences, simple paragraphs, and letters.
5. Spell and use words found in reading materials.
6. Recognize dialects of people studied in U.S.A. geography

lessons.
7. Retell a story with it logical sequence of events.
8. React poetry and folk tales.
9, Experience ethnic literature.

10. Write a paraphrase of a pre-read story.

Level III, Grades 5-6: The student needs to:
I. Demonstrate a 70% performance level on objectives stated for

preceding level-(Level II).
2. Pal ucipate and communicate orally in situations suLh as book

reports, discussions, group reports, giving directions, and
vocabulary study.

3. Use embedding transformations to produce well formed
sentences.

4. Gatheriand logically organize information.
5. Recount in oral or written discourse folk tales, fables, and

6. Use the dictionary.
7. Use tbe encyclopedia for information gathering.
8. Use prefixes, suffixes, and root words to expand vocabulary.
9. Recognize a sentence as consisting of a noun phrase and a verb

phrase (S NP + VP) or a subject and a predicate.
10. Write sentences in connected discourse to form paragraphs.

Level IV, Grade 7-8: The student needs to:
I. Demonstrate a 70% performance level on objectives stated for

preceding level (Level III).
2. Write and speak nouns, pronouns, tverbs, objectives, and

adverbs with their proper word forms and markers.
3. Use prepositions and prepositional phrases to add content to

sentences.
4. Write subject-verb agreements.
5. Compound and embed sentences to form 4.,mpound and com-

plex sentences.
6. Spell words using rules of English orthography.
7. Write creatively on topics of interest to students.
8. Speak so that ideas are accurately and logically presented.
9. Select the central idea of written or orai,discourse.

10. Separate factual from judgmental statements.

Level V, Grades 9-10: The student needs,to:
I. Demonstrate a 70% performance leVFI on objectives stated for

preceding level (Level IV).
2, Spell a list of useful words at a 70%% performance level.
3. Read materials written at this level at a 70450% comprehension

level.

n '7
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I. VI it(' a %%1 Awn communic anon w Inch del Ives at least a C glade
hom duce experienced and peer glaciers.

5. Speak an ai communication %, hich its at least.a C glade
from duce experienced and peer glade's.

6. Read duce noels om the Amei ic an, the Biitish, and mho
ethnic experiences.

7. Identify pi opoganda, tainmenttnd education feattn es of
mass media (pi ess, TV, cinema, etc.),

8. Respond to independent leading.
9. Read- caieer oriented discourse.

Demonstrate efficiency in basic «muntinicatons situations
such as letter wilting, telephone c on% ersation, lamination
gathering, and vocabulary development.

Level VI, Grades 11-12: The students need to:
I. Demonstrate a 70`,';:, pet forMance level on objectives stated [or

walling level (Level V).
Select an English cm iculum appi opi iatc to his life goal orien-
tation, e.g., academic, vocational- technical, business, and
general.

3. Pei fonn thinsfonna Lions, deletions and embeddings in
generating written sentences.

.1. Analyze a written text to determine its content.
5. Demonstrate a 70% comprehension of vocabulary olds mit a

useful vocabulary building list.
b. Identify themes in Literature.
7. Respond to works hom American, British, and ethnic

literature.
8. Demonstrate a knowledge of themes in liteattne.
9. Write in the forms of the journal and the essay.

10. Participate in huge and small group discussions.
I I. Read a passage h om literature for cm al interpretation.
12. Participate as a member of a debate team and. or a forum.
13. Assume the mole of a chaacter hum fiction or ho 'cal life.

1. Record and ethically interpret a video tape.
15. Trace themes in literature which parallel history.
16. Demonstrate cultural growth and understanding.

Determining and Developing Oboe clef close look at needs at
each loci w ill indicate the). contain elements of It:petition, ex-
ctsskenessind triv Wiry. . Not all of the needs %v ill be de% eloped into ob-
jecti% es. Some needs might not be suited to the It% el, they might not lend
themsch es to the type of cognitive and skill instruction living discussed
hoe, 01 they might be trivial. "'cache's and consultants w ill need to
dims!' oil' and to so' t outa sequem c of needs applopi late to each le% el of
instruction. and (loin this point, develop sets of objec ti% es mound con-
cepts or themes.
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Objectives in a competency based English curriculum are classified
as cognitive and skill objectiv es, remembering that the competency bas-
ed poi non of the du iiculum is, at the most, only about two-thirds of the
total dui 'whim. The affccti% c objectives are the remaining third of the
curriculumsupen :sed, through small group activity, by the teacher.
Cognitive objectives include (a) concepts, (b) instructional processes,
and (c.) evaluative !mousses. Behavioral (skill) objectives include (a)
behavioral skills and (b) cognitive manipulations. 'Affective objectives
include (a) attitudinal changes, (b) opinions expressed, and (c)
motivational changes.

Developing Test Items for ObjectivesThe add test of a good ob-
jective is to be able to write Lest items for-that objective before the learn-
ng_activ 'ties are do, eloped. A set of such test items can also be used as a

pre-test to determine whether or not students already know the material.
If such is the case, then the objective is not useful for that level. For the
purpose of individualized instruction, the multiple choice type of
questions best suits the purpose. Here is a set of Level V, high school
concept and skill objectives and their accompanying test-items:

LISTENINGIntonation

Concept objectives:
The sat-dents w ill be able to identify the three features of intonation.

Sample test item:
chat quality of speech, intonation, includes all except which of the

following features:
a. alliteration
b. stress
c. pitch
d. juncture

LITERATURE Realism, Expressionism

Skill.objective: #1
Describe how the presence of the Stage Manager in "Our Town" is

consistent with the character elements of the expressionistic mode of
drama.

Sample test item:
The difference in the way the author, T. Wilder, delineates the Stage

Manager in "Our Town" from the other characters is:
a. by what they say about themselves to other characters
b. by what the author says about the character
c. by what the character, says to the audience
d. by what the other characters say about the character
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LANGUAGE

Concept objective:
The students w ill be able to recognize sentences utilizing commas to

set off words in direct address.

Sample test item:
In w hich sentence is the speaker being derogatory to the person he is

addressing?
a. Dope. Harry, and George will be upset.
b. Dope, Harry and George will be upset.
c. Dope, Harry, and-George will be upset.

SPEAKINGGroup Discussion

Concept-objective:
The students w ill be able to arrange the stages of group discussion

in solving a problem.

Sample test item:
Of the follow ing steps of group discussion use numbers 1 through

5, one signifying the first step, and 5 the final step, to show the workable,
pattern to solve a prdblem.

formulate and consider possible solutions
state the problem in exact terms
analyze data
select the best solution
collect pertinent data

WRITINGThematic and Expository Writing

Skill objective #1
The students w ill be able to order an argumentiye paragraph.

Sample test item:
The following sentences compose a complete paragraph. In the

space preceding each line mark each line in numerical ordepi 1, 2, 3, I)
with line I being the introductory sentence.

Many Europeans think we do not.
The ordinary, American reads cheap literature, mostly from
magazines and condensed booksgoes not to plays but to
movies, usually solely for the sake of "seeing a show" and
listens to either "juke box" music of simple strains to folk
music.
In America, we hate a high standard of liy ing and abundant
opportunity, but do we have an appreciation of literature?
Relatively few Americans read great books, sec great plays or
listen to great music.

Figure 2 illustrates a strategy for obtaining the ....cds and objectiy es
for A COMPETENCY BASED ENGLISH CURRICULUM, K-12,
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Developing and L, alutili
jecties and the test items ail
NIL'S( ilISIILIt_II011,11 Matti ial
instructional materials are
mate' ials. \o lunge' w 111 (
texts might pto%c made('
Before the finished indi%
assembled for inclusion
they should be es alua
groups of children of
assure a usable plods

.1 Compekncy
Based English Cull
dedicated team of
stain assistance dl

of mote consult.'
the follow lug .

ng Instructional MaterialsOnce the ob-
w l ate'', the dee (101m:tit and es Amnion of

s w ill be ca.)} for most teachers. Exemplory
a} ailable in an abundance of-pre-written text

nie single "class set" of texts be needed:Some
nate to inert the ()fixed} es of this curriculum.
idualitcd Learning Ac tie, it Packets (LAP) are
in the completed cturiculum at an one le} el,

ted b} at least three teachers on three different
students. This ty pe of tot mati}e esidu.ition will

Based English Curriculum GuideA Competency
lull= Guide w tll take from two to three years for a

teachers in a district to des clop. They -will need con-
id encouragement from their administration and one

nts and specialists in English and,.reading curriculum.
tie the components of such a curriculum guide:

I. There w ill be one guide for each of the-following levels:

Level I. Grades K-2
-Level II, Glades 3-1
Level III, Glades 5-6
Level IV, Grades 7-8
Level V, Grades 9-10
Level VI, Glades 11-12

There w 111 an Explanatory Statement at the beginning of each
guide les el which contains the following information:

a. A definition and iiiiionale for teaching t12(2K9glish, reading,
and communication skills.

-b. The diverse and basic needs of students in-the _School
District.
( I) Vocational needs
(2) Academic needs
(3) Social and cultural needs.

e. Sonic broad goals for the expected student performance upon
leas ing the district. What would be a minimal performance
loci expected of an average, literate, high school educated
student from the School District (exit behavior
described in broad terms)?

d. A description of it Competency Based English and Com-
munications Curriculum.
, I) It pen ides fot indi% idual language abilities and develop-

ment for students.
(2) It provides for individual vocational, academic, and

cultural needs and interests of students.
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(3) It assures that specific skills and know ledge are obtained
by each individual as he pi ogiesses ['loin level to le el.

(4) It pro% ides hulk idualized lemning acti% i ties for each stu-
dent. .

(5) It Imo% ides an elite' and an exit test at each level to assure
the teachers and students that at least 70% waste' y level at
each level.

(6) It pm ides for diagnosis so that students can re% iew skills
and knowledge of mate' ials at a !owe' let el if mastery has
not been at a satisfactory level.

(7) Ii pr o% ides times and facilitiq for teacher and student to
work creatively in an open-classroom setting on useful
and thoughtful communications tasks in the area of
language, literature, and composition involving listen-
ing, speaking, reading, and writing skills.

3. The body of-each guide at-a-let el will be unique and will contain
the following:
a. A statement of specific English, reading, and com-

munications needs of students at the grade and age le%el.
These needs sliou Id Idle( t the average language (le%elopmen t
of children and students at the particular level.

b. A statement of broad objectives for each level. These should be
selective and represent skills as w ell as concepts. They should
cover language, literature, and composition and includcom-
'unification skills of listening, speaking, reading, wining,
and media.

c. A sample entrance-and exit test for each level.
I) Both the entrance and exit test should be the same except

for slight changes in the items. They area form A and B of
the same test.

(2) The items are obtained from the specific objective.
d. The-sample objective, activity, test item for.each level. This

section should grow and change from year to year.
e. Samples of individualized Learning Activity Packets for each

level. This section should grow and change from yea' to year.
f. Suggested outline for mini-courses, open-classroom ac-

tivities, and creative learning activities. This section would
include such items as activities for groups, learning centers,
units, and mini-courses and can suggest audio-visual,
literature, and w riting activities. This section should grow
and change from year to year.

g. Bibliography of teacher references, ,student textbooks,
literature, and audio-visual materials. This section should
grow and change from year to year.
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Figure 1

DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES OF A COMPETENCY BASED ENGLISH
AND COMMUNICATIONS CURRICULUM, GRADES K-12

Stage I

Stage-2

Stage 3

Stage ,1

Stage 5

Stage 6

Stage 7

Stage 8

Needs Assessment

Determine Concepts and
Skills

Develop Concept and
Skill Objectives

Develop Test Items for Ob-
jectives

LDevelop Activities for Teach-
ing Objectives

Develop Individualized and -
Systematic Learning Activity
'Packets which Include a Set
,of,Objectives

Teach, \k:valuate, and Revise
Learning \Activity Packets for
Student Attainment of Objec-
tives

Develop the Secibence and
Scope of "a Competet4 Based
English/Communications Cur-
riculum, Levels I-VI

One Month

One Month

Two Months

Two Months

Two Months

Four Months

Four Months

Three Months
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Figure 2

A Strategy for Obtaining the Needs and Objectives for a Competency
Based English Curriculum, Grades K-12

Stages 1, 2, 3, and 4

STEP I

DERIVATION OF OBJECTIVES FOR A LANGUAGE PROGRAM

1 C4M. 11,1, 111 Is11081.1(111.

CNInt.)1.01 b).
.1 I JiiguJgr S(1101.11S

.11111 lex:m.11m
b. (.tirrit (Own con-
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(4)1111(1x1. 111J1e1 1.11). Jnd

111(111(1141 inewigetl
(talent texts Im stink-ins
and WA Ill FS

S knoultdgl asallabic
bum ilg pssthologs of
languagt training

I Sloth sus haunt twirls in
school. sin iris. and
111111111'

STEP II

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT F OBJECTIVES FOR AN ORAL AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE PR(X.RAM

I Cognitive Obyerturs
J. (.11141 NS
11 111,11 Ili 11011J1 WW1:SS

S.1111.111S1. Inkr(CSS

2 Ikhaetural Ob,eaurs
a Dl has gnat skill
b (aispiltist guniptilations

3. .1firctiar Obyreislyt
Alcondoul (lunges

b. Opinion). I wow('
Nlommional thAngo

STEP III

ASSESSMENT OF STUDENTS LEVELS OF ATTAINMENT OF OBJ MTH.' LS, STEP II

1 bit 1111111.1114111 01 1/111ATIS

.11111 .,11)1 1 asis 10111 It .1ft

.1111 1111/14 11 1 111111 Su )1 H

ItItindo.mon of 111.11eFIJIS

aml path kids Hi si 1101
1111111 Ws .11111 1111)11.11,0 110111

111p II ag asailablc and up.
howl's taught

3 Booing 01 10111t1/IS .11111 04
jr1 1,0 .1S.111.1111C (or .ISSCSS
1111 111 I/111 1St/4(1.111d COnSH 11C

tugs: .1,11,1111111 iI1S11 11111(111S.

STEP IV

EVALUATION OF CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES, STEP II

1 Sv.lss1111, ninit Ills 111 al It 1111 1111 11

1111 .111 11 g pisaiglob
jo., In Stip H

Q111,11011 11.11 In IS 111 dell 1 111111r 11
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11,1 111g .11111 11 .1 1111

enb lix 'aim 111 1101111111111' 111111

01 a 1.1111411.1W' plOgIJ111.

STEP V

STATEMENT OF NEEDS AND OBJECTIVES FOR ORAL AND WRITTEN LANG( AGE PROGRAM

The Pennsylvania State University
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Improvisation and the
Teaching of English

by
Patrick I.. Courts

1Vhen I finished pt will ing nry talk for coda}, I fealized that I had
iolated just about (Au) rule rte la) out lot the production ofdiscom se
%Inn we are telling students how to !nutlike speeches en papers 01

tt limit( t. Foi example, I didn't begin t% ith an outline. 1 didn't define in
topic oi -tt t itt dow n a statement of theme, I (Atm forgot to bi ing a pen 01
sheet of palm to the.place I w as sitting. On top of all thesethings I didn't
do, sills of omission, so to speak, 1 also did some bad things because ! was
sitting in a tut too do' table than and listening to my collection of Bob
Dy,lan it:colds. At the same time, 1 was thinking mei the eonferences I.% e
been to this past }cat, the talks e heard, the teachers I'te talked to, and
the students I've been teaching.

I was iii 01% ed in this soinew hat muddlethhinking process, I
began; to fall in and out of a day dream I ha% e et el) once in a while,
'. fluent I amt at a pal t sometime in the future, and the themeof the pal
It is tin 1960.s. 1People ale (hosed in mixtures of.arnry fatigues flour
.out} surplus stuns and old, loose fitting clothing (loin satiation aim)
stoles. l ht pt tic fur the best costume is the soundtrack from the mot ie

k. and othu pities are being giten for the most authentic
mutest signs. Jlost of the people ale milling mound "doing their own
thing." though some people are made up in blackface and pretending
the) ale "sitting in" mei near the kitchen. E.% cootie is having a good
time listening to cad!. Beatles teem's. D) Ian, and the Jefferson Air-
plane, and the col lk CI Nalt 1011S COIISISi wand) of peopleicmiuiscingabout
the Cis. ii Rights Mot mem, the 1968 Demociatie Contention, and how
Masi of Dalt w as the last of the glum, old politicians. The eon% et sa tions
also abound with !tlases like "ripping stuff off," "offing-pigs," and
"blowing people's minds." Et ei)one, howetet, is (meinl to a% oid
set ions discussions of things like the Watts riots, the intasion of-Cam-
bodia, the ensuing deaths at Kent State, and the assassinations of the
Kennedys and Mai tin Luther King, After all, it is a party.

A iytt al.. in the midst of this somewhat nightmarish % ision and, at
the saint time, ti}ing to think of exat tlt w hat I was going to talk about
toda), two lints hum Bob D) Ian's fill -tanging repel toire kept imposing
111(mm:hes On in) now thwoughl) men% I ought eonsciousuess..(1 was
beginning to think that ma) be I should ha% e begun 1% ith an outline.)
Me first lint that popped into in} head is how a ll) Ian song called "The
Ballad of a Thin Man." It is a song about a man who is trapped in a
w told In no lunge, mulct stands. Ile sees the fument around him, the
(infusion. and the atguments, but he cannot or will not understand. It

almost NU ins as though Inc has been taught to ignore the reali tics around
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him, taught that he eannot Rally die( t these it:alines any way ind that
he has teamed his lesson w ell. The line I'm thinking of fonns a kind of
chorus in the song, and it is, "Something is happening-, hem but you
don't know what it is, do you, Mi. Jones ?" In shoi t, NI', Jones Would
quite likely be at a party like the one I just desci ibed.

The other line that popped into iny head,comes horna song titled
"Subtel ',mean I I oniesick Blues", it, says quite inane' of fact') that "You
don't need a w cattle' man to know which way the w ind Some of
you may know that this is tile line holm% Inch the Weathei men. a iadical
political group of the GO's, chose then name. But the line is much moic
important than this bit of ti is suggests because it implies that
although- things sometimes stein lei) complex and confused, so much
so in fact tharwe_aie 'cuticle(' impotent and unable to film out a Louise
of_pei sonal action, that el en amidst this confusion, things are often a lot

.clearer than they sometimes seem. It really isn't sery difficult to figure
out- which way .the wind is blowing.

Of coui se, w hen Dy Ian wrote these lines he did not hale education
in gulch,' of English teaching in particular on his mind, but the lines do
apply nicely to us and our profession. We lie in a time of ferment and
controversy, and as professional educators we are bombarded with
jargon -laden arguments for and against belial ioral objectic es,
act ow' tability , per formance-based ter tification, specification of teacher
competencies, improved interface, humanistic curricula, flexible in-
sunctional systems, standardized tests for language arts, ad nauseant_
I leie in New Yoi k. the situation is being further confused by the ap-
pointment of an Inspector General of Education whose job it is to make
education- in this state more efficient, .11obably by implementing
systems approaches to the teaching of Eng ish based on the behavioral
systems used by the Pentagon in the sixtie, to design planes that would
not_ fly and later distal tied by the Pen tago because of the excessive cost
and waste incurred by the system.

Clearly, something is happening her. , and it would take someone
With Mr. Jones's blinders to al, oid seeing what it is. We do not need a
1%eathenuan to know that most of the wind that's been blowing in
education lately has been concerned, not w ith w hat we actually do in our
classrooms, not W i th w hat a student should learn in an English class, not
c. ith the attic i ties that make up this thing w cud' English, but with how
to measure w hat W c do, how to account for it, how to make it les., expen-
sh e. In short, we hale been looking at things backwards by al oiding the
eery difficult questions of w hat and how to teach, by making the yery
dangerous assumption-that 'wining is measurable and quantifiable,
and by operating on that assumption in face of a grow ing body of infor-
mation that strongly suggests that almost all IQ tests, reaching tests, and

riting tests ale so crely limited and discriminatory in-terms of race,
culture, class, dialect, and geographic locale.

We don't need a w eatherman to know that the teaching of grammar
(w hen that means to study about language rather than to work W ith the
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varieties of language we and our students produce) does not change a
person's competence in that language. he will not talk "better," read
"better," or write "better" as a result of the twelve years of grammar he
studies in elementary and high school any more th,..1 that freshman
composition course based on grammar and usage will co lige his life.
And we don't need a weatherman to know that many of our students are
unable to read and even more don't much like to read because we have
cut them off from the topics and books that have immediate bearing on
their lives. Instead, wevhate rigidly enforced a traditional curriculum
emphasizing -the transmission of our cultural heritage through the study
of great books and the writing of- literary criticism about these great
books. At its best, such a system produces literary critics who wall go on
and do the same thing to their-students, at its worst, it produces people
who hate literature and who think that they must have an English
teacher present before they could ever decipher the "hidden" meanings

-of a poem.

ti But I hate been negative enough, and it is only fair to say that you
don't need a weatherman to know that the winds of change have blown
some fresh-air into the teaching of English. Furthermore, it is about time
that I heeded my own :All and started talking, specifically, about some of
tile concrete things I think teachers should be doing in their English

And so, I finally come to the :topic that was listed for my_presenta-
tion, Improvisation and the Teaching of English. I chose this topic
because I believe that:improvisation can profitably -serve as one of the
central activities of the English classan activity of major importance
to the teaching ofw ruing, literature, talking, and human experience in
general.

I suppose the first order of business, then, is for me to define what I
mean by- improvisation and to offer some-concrete examples of how im-
provisations can operate in English classrooms. Improvisation can in-
volve students in-the relatively simple but fun activity of pantomiming
words like anger, love, pride, fear, etc., while the rest of the class or group
tries to guess what it is the actor is trying to convey. Or, the pantomime
can be made slightly more complex by asking students to act-within the
context of common situations. a man hasjost his last coin in a cigarette
maclime and has still not gotten his cigarettes; a person taking a drink
from a water fountain gets drenched becauseithe water pressure is too
high, a fisherman loses the "big" one. The situations themsel Ves are fun
and easy to create, and I've yet to find-students who would _not par-
ticipate happily in these kinds of activities. Aside from the fact that
students-generally enjoy doing these pantominies and trying to guess
what word or situation is being pantomimed, this activity also provides
a concrete base for a variety of writing activities. At the most-basic level,
students can write short pieces describing the situation that was pan-
tomined, or they -might wish to write about a time they had trouble with
a Coke machine or the time they lost the "big" one. They might wish to
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w rite a criticism of the person who performed the pantomime,
suggesting actions he should have employed to better cons ey his word-or
situation. Other students may wish_to-go so far as to write a short story
about the situation they saw pantomimed, or, a character sketch of a per-
son they know who is angry, in love, prideful, etc. In my own mind, the
most important thing here is not the kind of composition they_write,-but
that they have a concrete experience to base their writing on.

At a slightly more complex_level, students can-improv ise situations
of their own devising in which several people take part -a-n-d iti which
they-may or may not use words, depending on their own wishes. For ex-
ample, they might do a take-off on the man who lost his money_ in the
cigarette machine Just when he is at his angriest and kicking and shak-
ing_ the machine the`hardest, the store owner or hotel clerk--might ap-
proach him-and politely (or angrily) request that he immediately stop
wrecking the machine. The possibilities of such a. scene should be ob-
v ious. as the is o men begin to argue hotly, a policeman comes along, the
first man's wife or child might come along, and for that matter, a Mar-
tian might /come along. All that really matters is tl.at the people con-
tinue to interact in terms of the initial conflict, pOssibly taking sides-for
and agMnSt the machine.

Again, such an activity suggests a wide variety of writing activities.
some students -might tie enterprising enough to write a one-act play
based or the improvisation, a play they might later perform and
possibly even videotape. Students involved in this kind of- follow -up ac-
tiv icy could also work out costuming, background music, and even an
integratced slide presentation, if they wished to pursue the idea to its
natural-end. Other students might only wish to write character;sketches
of the people in the improvisation, or expository papers des9tbing ex-
actly what happened in the improvisation, possibly working from the
journalist's objective point of---view. And still others might write per-
suasive essays taking the part of one side-or another (for cm against the
machine) and try ing to convince the reader of their point of view. !dul-
ly, of course, students will create their own conflict situations, and with
a few simple directions from the teacher, they will have little difficulty in
creating, planning, and when they wish, performing -their im-
provisations.

In preparing students for these kinds of improvisations, the teacher
-can employ a variety of strategies, but I prefer to break the class into
groups, of four or five students and to ask them to think about the kinds
of conflicts they see everyday or in which they, themselves, are sometimes
involved. A few examples will help them here. students might improvise

situation, in which a son or daughter brings home the -Undesirable"
person he or she has been dating against his parents wishes. Such a situa-
tion might resolve itself when-the parents find out that the undesirable
is a nice person after all, or when everyone becomes so angry_ that the two
young people'leave the house. Other conflict situations thatare relative-
ly familiar to many of our students are those that deal with racial, ethnic,
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oI ieligious bias those that deal with die generation gap, and those that
focus on eolith)} (Asia! topics like women's libelation, ecology, student
activism, etc.

At an} late, I.} e usually found that as long as the students ha} e a
rhea' idea of the kinds of conflicts the} might imp' o} isc, they ha} c little
difficulty eicating then own. The only dilution I generally gi}e them
w hen they are phial* these kinds of Milne)} isatioris is that they should
carefully plan an ending fen then -impro} isation. This w ill help them to
a% oid-the deadly o} isationsw huh seem to drone on (woe', doing
the same things o} LI and o}er again, because no one in} oh ed P

pro% isation knows how to get out of it. Another important g
t ion to consider is that the pin foi ma nee of these iinpro} isa t
the least_ important and necessaly pal t. It is the creating and
plot ess that should be emphasized because it is there that the students ale
atm el} engaged in cleating hie:latent:and struggling wr ith thc problems
of oiga nization. climatic!' ization, stereotyping, plot,-theme, etc.

In my o« n experiments w ith imply} isation, I hale found that most
students enjoy the ing stage, but some of them become terrified by
the acting -out stage. At the same time, time are always a few who ale
happy and w din% to pcnfonm their impro% isations,. and these -few
worms supply us w ith all }} c need lot range group discussions. AIRl as far
as wilting acti} ities ate concenied, students who ha}e not performed
then imp' o} isatiOlIS tall writeabout the ones they sec other students
pc' fowl, they can write about the nupro} isation they planned in their
group, oI, tht y might w ant to explain wr h} it ; .hey arc afraid to perform
their own impro} isation. Some may want to script their implot isation
and sec if anodic' group w ill perfoirn It. The point is that we don't ha} e
to torture,anyone with improvisations.

Earlier in this discussion, I said that I iewed impro} isation as ttir
central don it of the English class, out of w Inch a }ariety of other at-
m i ties should glow. So (al, it may seem that I ha} e said a lot about im-
pm% isation and wilting, but }cry little, if any thingthout literature.
Quite the contra

1

, though. I think I ha} e said a great deal about
1hterattuc- fen the %'mine)} isations themsehes arc a diamatic form of

!keratin e and no less }aluable because they ha} c been created by
students. 011 the other hand, we all are interested in teaching
professional li , and I think that 'moo} isations can pro} idea lot
of help hoe also.

If, w hen we teach literature, it is our desire to help our students dis-
(kw er their ow 11 and others' humanness, and if we sec literature as the
111.11I'N artistic expression of the human condition, of the consciousness
dud the subionscious, as the artistic expi ession of tl lose pi ix ate moments
weal! ha} but no el .11 tic u la Et, as the catalogue of e}ents which make us
a part of that glom) we call hurrianity if we sec literature in these terms,
then Ultimo} isation has a natural relationship to-thc study of lite' attire.
the themes, the conflicts, the funny little incidents, and the human in-
teractions which ale at the center of dramatic impro}isations are also at
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the (emu of literature. And what better way to begin to experience the
hum:nme...s.sof literature than to participate in some concrete represen-
tations of tlie7Thrmes, emotions, and eopfliets presented by the writer.

Before I go any flu ther-w, ith this point, I should be clearer about the
kinds of improvisations I see students doing in preparation for or

p.ov,,,e to literal), works. I r is :common mistake to ask students to per -
,:m a scene taken straight out of a novel or dramatic poem, and the

reason it is a mistake is that it limits the students too much. Instead of ex-
plor the nature of the emotions, the conflicts, and or the interactions

ith- hich the work deals, they arc put in the unpleasant position of
copy ing en re-producing vv hat has already been done. I give this caution
only because I've seen so many students and teachers suffer through
these moments, all in the best of faith. I suggest that it is more
worthwhile for the students to ereate their own improv isations based on
the kinds of conflicts represented in a novel, or on the kinds of human
iclationships, 01 kinds of situations. For example, if the novel is Grapes
of I Vrath, students might vs ork out improv isations dealing with poverty,
a family breaking up, or the hardships of farm life or of being migrant
Ism kern~. This kind of aetiv ity is valuable because it gives the students an
opportunity to explore their own ideas and feelings about the themes
and topics presented in the work of literature, and the improvisational
experience offers .1 concrete base for comparisons between the way the
students sec things and the way the writer presents things. The literature
has bearing on the lives and experiences of the students because the
classroom activ tries and approaches to the literature are focused on the
students and their ideas.

Improv isations offer the students a chance to bring the real events of
their lives into the classroom for discussion, analysis, comparison, and
to scree as beginning points for writing and the study of literature. An
emphasis on impiov isation in the classroom puts English back into a
liv ing context and removes it from the sterile, dusty place it so often
holds in the sellouts. But even more important, improvisations, -by their

t

very nature, stress the interests of thestudents and they stress action. The
students create, plan, and sometimes perform improvisations. They
produce, direct. and make costumes and background music for
videotape productions of their improv isations. They write about their
improvisations, talk about them, argue and laugh about them. They
read about the themes and conflicts which have formed the Lermal con-
fliets in then improvisations. In short, because of improvisations, they
do think ith language, instead °Ion!), studying about English, they
language about it. They use English to understand themselves, their
world, and their place in it. They use English to shale themselves with
their classmate's, and, through the reading they Like part, emotionally
and intellectually, in man's greatness, his pettiness,-his sorrow and his
joy.

kthink that there is little question that such an approach is different
from the traditional approach, and that, while it may not produce what
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w e genually consider litcra. y critics, it probably w ill gent:tate students
who halve some understanding of their own worth as human beings,
IA ho ha% e self-confidence in their ability to speak and IA rite, and w ho en-
joy reading.

State University College
Fredonia

ft
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Literary Research
by

R. D. Lakin

I-often think Qf Emily,
who knew the true uses of sound
and never went gathering chatter
on an endless round of calls,
a matter for modern comment.
I myself can see her baking pies
or brightening the wash
accompanied by buizing flies,
but a woman's avoiding hairdressers
suggests a quirk or even worse.
(Only confessors dare dogmatize.)
My theory is a fabulous Turk,
unknown so far to American Lit,
crept in at night and undid
her hair in tresses of dark beauty
she stroked in lonely pride,
then bid him do his duty
and pin it back in a bun so staid
her own sister made no note
she'd ever been undone.

Fort Collins, Colorado
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MEDIA REVIEW
I he Idle and 1 Imes of Judge Ros Bean, Distributed IA Sisal!. Motion Imes. hit

201 Jetleison Asc., St. Lotus. NI mow t. 631116 Running one 120 minims. Rental,
5125.00, (11:). Cola

A man has two loses in his lifean unattainable goddess and a mortal woman So
states Judge Run Bean in this in It taking( of La t, item. lac story. spoof, history. suite
Bean. a man like Rouses t It stilted to ilit times and the land, apptats in many toles In is
cooly outtageous .1, the Judge ul the tow it of \' nit:galloon (-Snug of a Etralittila's Tail")
and e astially eliminates opposition between hands 1)1.11 id gattic. asset' eel Of (lit ICC lull&
01 lnsaruu une, bet aust of lit, nodding acquaintance wilt Psalm 58. The lighteons will le
JUR e NCCS Ilk it nagtant et, like sonit bus 1)on \ otc of tin butt Otis %Vest. he

out [alas III till -St 01.11.111..11110i tilt. Rita' woman, Nlissl.tly Langtry Withgentle. stilted
gallantly, he wines to Ito a moment before death, '1 out presence on the earth hasgiien
Illc sat ligth and dignity to bet min ottioa gentleman, God is tiling! might sonic Mut stand

in semi light. I It appeals as the 10111.111tit se iisible to the -positist ly tropteal" beauty of
Ins laud. and as the aging, man is Ito secs his dt cam quit tl} slipping assay and fears, 'Teo
I Alt non t know is hat It tOOk to bold this plan, alias won't know about me ...Nlan is nor
lab Finally, be as Mt tough-east Odysseus is ho retrains to /id ilia town of the_pervasiye
decay that spread doing Ins absence, like .1 any the hero out of some old pieuirc book.
lighting a teal mg hoist and ming, tor 1 eNas and Miss Lily.", he .n hies es his final

definition as "Justice" n1 the apocalyptic explosion that purifies the town.

I heat min andthalogett t Xt Itt (1 both lion-Regents and Re guntsstudents, and the film

lent /1Wit'll) s.liltf4 01 tht1/1.1111 .11.1,10.1ilIt.). ibe berm As rebel lot( as real and ideal, the

Atitet Rau 1)rt am and its intimate indentification arch the land, the opposition of
vengeance and pestle e. It is an obs loos asottree fur morns in rile Cow boy and A Iller1(.111

1 Junior. «attaining sue 11 full, types as the original Bad Bob, the Albino. and Grizzly

Adams, who cohabited is ith the beams.' 1 Iighly rye unintended for Seniot I ligh School
,Publ it and free bulletin boaid-posters available froth Swank.

'Overture Ny.natty. Rum ung nun. 9 minutes. Rental. $12.50. Distributed by Contem-
pot al y McGraw I IIII, him eton Road. !Niue:wit, New York 08520. Color.

Overture, Nyman} is a superb film for creative writing. L'sing special techniques, it
reveals the development of an embryo from the 'first cellular stirrings to the final
emergence of a chicken from an egg. The processes of growth are recorded agains t a splen

did background of sound and color, and the classical music provides an amazingly ac-
curate accompanintent to the events,

Ie ftlui is a iu h mesenut t lot pot sty anti do se lint% t w [lung assignments. It proi ides
an ott tilent t Isnal txamplt. of the idea of the mit rot osin and tan be used to explain the
MI6-tent types of narr.uu s en fie non. It is also highly minable for «teases in Si iene e Fie

epee hilly m t onnut two is ith tht tin Itte of fantastit voyages and the archetypal

patent of the journey

I lighlv le«mimentled lot all levels.

licnsten I IOU' .111d Rt mai. 575.00. Distributed by
New Line Cinema, taint atIonal him Di% lam, 12 IV ins ursity Place, New York. New

York 10003.
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Sitatub. of Cat s (Axil( oint to the NItnike5 I louse.- -Snell, of Titan.-
I lapin B11111(1.15 XX and.' Juni and ',Wight., 11 lutist 1:15 t 55 Men 11110 this

onnegut t oilintrair I ht plotagoilist 1 Stow- Su; t ww, ft snit III of 111111.111,ipidis
Jlitl it ilmt of lilt illaN1-011 tip.ut I tm/tI /WO/ (.0101 si. Ins .10111111 i 1110)14:1) fin (d)10110-

k0 nc Lnw 111111111111/11111111 And, .11 ions and tinanionnit 11 hunt s, bat k to t motility
the Ilaine55 ink lot tllt t i iiit ing l 0111It Wit t It it td toll .1111/01.11 MN It `01/11i's tittcst hn
the Illed1111114 01 Illt dIIII di.uii t 11111.00.s 111 .111 1.11n di Suit lilt 1':(1 lot 55 lit It a 1 11510111e1 %e10

111 10 tutu oft asks. XX hat pt oph Ito. am ha5 Not sinpi ',nigh, then
is no ans5.ei to this old man , last question.

I he 111111 Is 100111 101 t LISS( 111 1.11111 .1111 Si It tit 1 In 10111111,1 101 111111, t II 1111 thology,

at, hen pal patients. cunt aninnai5 55 i itt .11111 %Alin S ounint mitt! lot High 'idiot&

I- Edison

Divan] ill t1 thl s Running unit 0 iiiinutes, Ri mat 5.12.;0 Ihsti 'butt if In (-Ain-
toupoial ti (,:a5% I i I. hint elfin !toad. Net. 1 oil, 085'20

I Ins lenkuLiblt Win 'dist:, .15 us subitt du ilkl haulm Nu( Cam,u(luc of ,105.

mutton mid soli-lux us bat kgiottittls hint tilt t it ills of du law into suites of haunting

dominali«. an lit itI gallops 1111.810 ott mist In On tail% t1.155 II. iiiii has lilt('
lx -.curt lit Mull( Ike .<1.pa n bed hi tin tilt ill 0.1111011s litutal/5 fight lot

tlionu;lillit 11 null s. Ilit titakt s Its St lilt lit Id ds th Mit .1 1.411( .11/511,0 11011 of do thin

anti n11)5(111( lit

I his lthEL an 55.11t1 of It in .1111111 at tlu 1060 Li utbuig 111111 1 equal, is itch

\ stunts 101 snIdents of 111.1101 %%tiling of .di nat 15-51111, ia1. non- n}gn1. regents. ad-
ft also lends itst 11 ..ell to (11111011 tilt .(st 111g1115 ret oninit Med tot kids.

Edison

Mart ( rho t Running unit 12 notion,. It* mai SI', 00 Disti dulled 65 the Nalnimil
hint anon Flint Cent«. Row( 2 I ulksinug. An land 21018. (,0101,

1 Ills ,pool oil the 5« al% 1 X us. so in is both nistiot Int anti 1140115 t mut taming. rill,

pi.. tot k«I 5% ith tlit t5 int t It Iln II1S 01 tin it (SI( I 11. HIM( 1 (WI( kly doott,gli a set les

of et tills whit pun ith . 55 oft fit 1p ot Slit I. LIN fit I Is.,111.1111111alt 1111111011of ',moth

I he Iihn s Ines( illation of tilt tom bo5 -1it to 1n On 111111 ohms haiat tei of Blare (dot%

Wilt kit du t1 (11)( 11N+Ittli 01 oiti rapt c 1,111011+ ill 110 Ill 11)01 this 11a1101011.11 %%es1I'll) fill k

d(1(1111011 u, 1111110 IOUS tut 01 .1 111111 oil sawn. a t oulti also 5st Illn slum!! in units

on the hew. the Ittelanin of flu L11ennan tVe1(111(1. Of (0111e. tfl 111f010/,
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